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ABSTRACT
Real-world networks often contain heterogeneity due to the heterogeneous nature of the
world. A few examples of such networks include multi-view social networks, heterogeneous
bibliographic networks, biomedical networks, etc. Ostensibly the heterogeneity of real-world
network appears as the typed essence of nodes and edges. By considering type informa-
tion, researchers have shown that using the typed networks can achieve performance better
than using the homogeneous networks in a wide variety of downstream applications such as
classification, clustering, recommendation, and outlier detection.
Beyond the low-level heterogeneity in nodes and edges on the surface, their types also
naturally induce higher-level typed network components. In my practice mining real-world
networks, I identify that the heterogeneity also prevalently lies in the association across
different network components, and such heterogeneous association is often important and
intrinsic to the information embodied in the networks.
In this dissertation, I investigate the necessity of modeling heterogeneous association in
real-world networks and develop methodologies to simultaneously leverage the rich informa-
tion and accommodate the incompatibility in the presence of heterogeneous association. A
series of new models along this line are proposed for specific problems including learning
network embedding, defining relevance measures, and discovering hypernymy relation, to-
gether with the discussion on how the principles reflected by these models can be used in
other network mining tasks. These proposed models cannot only achieve better quantitative
results but also uncover the semantics hidden in the heterogeneous association of real-world
data.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Objects interconnected with each other can be represented by networks. Examples of net-
works include social networks, bibliographic networks, biomedical networks, traffic networks,
etc. In real-world scenarios, networks often contain heterogeneity due to the heterogeneous
nature of the world [1, 2].
Ostensibly the heterogeneity of real-world network appears as the typed essence of nodes
and edges. The most commonly seen typed networks are the multi-view network and the
more general heterogeneous information network (HIN). A multi-view network [3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. consists of multiple network views, where each view corresponds to a
type of edge, and all views share the same set of nodes with the same node type. For example,
a multi-view network in ecology can be used to represent the relation among species, where
each node stands for a species, and the six views represent predation, competition, sym-
biosis, parasitism, protocooperation, and commensalism, respectively. On social networking
services, a four-view network upon users can be used to describe the widely seen social rela-
tionship and interaction including friendship, following, message exchange, and post viewing.
The more general concept of heterogeneous information networks (HINs) [2, 14, 15, 16, 17]
additionally involve different types of nodes. The bibliographical information network is a
typical example, where researchers, papers, organizations, and publication venues are interre-
lated, and the IMDb network is another HIN containing information about users’ preferences
over movies and have five different node types: user, movie, actor, director, and genre.
In my practice of mining real-world networks, I discover that the heterogeneous association
among network components is an intrinsic and important aspect of these networks. Being
able to harness such heterogeneous association can benefit many real-world applications.
Association Among Typed Network Components
Beyond the low-level heterogeneity in that nodes and edges have their specific types, the
node types and the edge types also naturally induce higher-level typed network components.
For illustration, let us consider the following examples.
Example 1.1. Type constrained random walks. Random walks have long been leveraged
as a tool to analyze and mine networks. In the context of networks with typed nodes and typed
edges, a type constrained random walk is sampled under a specific constraint that specifies
the types of nodes and edge along the walk. The set of all random walks sampled under the
same constraint can be one network component. Different components defined as such may
reflect different semantic facets of the network.
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Example 1.2. Meta-paths. A meta-path is a concatenation of node types linked by edge
types. Namely, meta-paths can be used to categorize path instances in a network. In a
bibliographic network, the meta-path [author]–[paper]–[author] reveals co-authorship, while
[author]–[paper]–[venue]–[paper]–[author] represents two authors publish papers in the same
venue. Each meta-path can correspond to one network component.
Example 1.3. Induced subnetworks. A subnetwork can be induced by one node type or
one edge type, where nodes or edges of other types are filtered out from the original network.
For instance, in a social network, the subnetwork induced by edge type friendship would be
a homogeneous network over user nodes concerning only the friendship connections. Each
subnetwork can be a network component.
While these network components are the natural outcome of heterogeneity in networks,
the association across these components often reflect critical and intrinsic information of the
concerned real-world networks. Some components may contain compatible semantics, and
joint modeling them usually yield improved performance. Meanwhile, some components may
generate completely conflicting results in certain tasks (e.g., network embedding) because
they embody incompatible semantics. Naively incorporating more components in a model
not able to handle such incompatibility may not always benefit a network mining task. That
is, the heterogeneity of real-world networks also lie in the association across different network
components.
In this dissertation, I study the prevalence of the heterogeneous association and its im-
plication to network mining tasks. Methods and principles are also proposed to overcome
accompanying challenges or, better still, exploit such heterogeneous association.
Association Strength Among Network Components Varies by Dataset
Network embedding has emerged as a scalable representation learning method that gen-
erates distributed node representations for networked data [18, 19, 20, 21]. Specifically,
network embedding projects networks into embedding spaces, where nodes are represented
by embedding vectors. With the semantic information of each node encoded, these vectors
can be directly used as node features in various downstream applications [18, 19, 20].
In our practice of embedding multi-view networks, we identify that the association among
network views obviously differ in different datasets. In some datasets, edges between the
same pair of nodes may be observed in different views due to shared latent reasons. For
instance, in a social network, if we observe an edge between a user pair in either the message
exchange view or the post viewing view, likely these two users are happy to be associated
with each other. In such a scenario, these views may complement each other, and embedding
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them jointly may potentially yield better results than embedding them independently. We
call such synergetic effect in jointly embedding multiple views by collaboration. On the other
hand, it is possible for different network views to have different semantic meanings; it is also
possible that a portion of nodes have completely disagreeing edges in different views since
edges in different views are formed due to distinct latent reasons. For example, a professional
relationship may not always align well with friendship. If we embed the profession view and
the friendship view into the same metric space, the unique information carried by different
network views would be lost. We refer to such need for preserving unique information carried
by different views as preservation. Embedding algorithms catering for only collaboration or
preservation achieve drastically different performance in different datasets as the association
strength among network views varies by dataset.
Heterogeneity Exists in Association Strength within One Network
A fundamental problem in HIN analysis is to define proper measures to characterize the
relevance between node pairs in the network, which also benefits various downstream appli-
cations, such as similarity search, recommendation, and community detection [2, 14]. We
dive into the investigation of heterogeneous association within one network in the context
of this fundamental problem.
Most existing studies derive their HIN relevance measures on the basis of meta-path [2, 14,
22], which is defined as a concatenation of multiple node types linked by corresponding edge
types. Based on the concept of meta-path, researchers have proposed PathCount, PathSim
[22], and path constrained random walk [23] to measure relevance between node pairs. On top
of these studies, people have explored the ideas of incorporating richer information [24, 25]
and more complex typed structures [26, 27, 28] to define more effective relevance scoring
functions, or adding supervision to derive task-specific relevance measures [29, 30, 31]. We
identify that the association strength across different meta-paths is not uniform. Taking such
a heterogeneous association into account yields a more reliable and interpretable relevance
measure for HINs.
Harnessing Heterogeneous Association by Identifying Aspects of an HIN
The heterogeneity in HINs poses a specific challenge for the problem of learning embed-
ding in HINs. There are multiple attempts in studying HIN embedding or tackling specific
application tasks using HIN embedding [32, 29, 33, 34]. Though these studies formulate the
problem differently with respective optimization objectives, they share a similar underlining
philosophy: using a unified objective function to embed all the nodes into one space.
However, embedding all the nodes into one metric space may lead to information loss
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because different components with weak association strength may carry distinct semantic
meaning despite being in the same network. To alleviate this problem, we propose a simple
yet effective solution: first group network components with strong association into the same
aspects in an unsupervised fashion, and then mine each aspect separately.
Harnessing Heterogeneous Association with Heterogeneous Metrics
In the face of those above potentially incompatible semantics in HINs embedding, we
additionally observe different extents of such incompatibility. As a result, it can be expected
that an algorithm would generate better embeddings if it additionally models such subtlety
in semantic incompatibility.
Instead of hard-partitioning networks into multiple aspects, we propose to model such
incompatibility with heterogeneous metrics. In this way, an HIN can be transcribed into its
embedding representation as comprehensively as possible. This approach also provides an
easy-to-use approach to unleash the power of HINs in a wide variety of applications with
no expertise or supervision required in the embedding learning process, because with HINs
comprehensives transcribed, one can again pipe the unsupervisedly learned embeddings to
off-the-shelf machine learning algorithms for a wide range of applications.
Exploiting Heterogeneous Association Among Nodes and Contexts with an Application to
Hypernymy Discovery
The context is widely used as an important facet for characterizing each node in the study
of networks. In a typed network, particularly an HIN, we argue there exist multiple natural
approaches to define the context. For instance, all the nodes adjacent to a particular node
can be defined as the context of this node. Alternatively, one may treat all nodes reachable
via a certain meta-path as the context of the original node. As such, the contexts with
different definitions in an HIN can be viewed as different components of the network from
a perspective orthogonal to the previous examples, and we observe that in the association
strength among nodes and different contexts can vary drastically in a typed network.
Particularly, we apply the intention of exploiting such heterogeneous association among
nodes and contexts in the task of hypernymy discovery from networks, where the hypernymy
relation is primarily discovered by the distributional inclusion hypothesis (DIH). We demon-
strate that different nodes have varied compatibility with different contexts when invoking
DIH, and with the heterogeneous association modeled, the approach of hypernymy discovery
from networks enjoys a greater range of successful deployment.
Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide a
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comprehensive survey on typed real-world networks and the mining tasks involved in this
dissertation. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, using real-world datasets, we present an in-depth
analysis of the prevalence and the impact of heterogeneous association across networks and
within each network. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we lay out two approaches that can be
used to overcome the challenges introduced by heterogeneous association using embedding as
example task. In Chapter 7, we apply the intention of modeling heterogeneous association to
the task of hypernymy discovery from text-rich heterogeneous information networks, where
the task of hypernymy discovery is an important and fundamental task in the field of text
mining and natural language processing. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, we survey existing studies that are related to typed real-world networks
and the mining tasks involved in this dissertation.
2.1 TYPED REAL-WORLD NETWORKS
The majority of existing methods for multi-view networks aim to bring performance boost
in traditional tasks, such as clustering [4, 6], classification [7], and dense subgraph mining
[10]. Another line of research focuses on measuring and analyzing cross-view interrelations in
multi-view networks [35, 36, 37, 13], but they do not discuss the characteristics of embedding
multi-view networks, nor do they study how their proposed measures and analyses can relate
to the embedding learning of multi-view networks.
Heterogeneous information network (HIN) has been extensively studied as a powerful and
effective paradigm to model networked data with rich and informative type information [2,
14]. Following this paradigm, a great many applications such as classification, clustering,
recommendation, and outlier detection have been studied [2, 38, 14, 15, 17, 16]. However,
many of these existing works rely on feature engineering [15, 17, 16]. Meanwhile, we aim at
proposing an unsupervised feature learning method for general HINs that can serve as the
basis for different downstream applications.
2.2 HOMOGENEOUS NETWORK EMBEDDING
Network embedding has emerged as an efficient and effective representation learning ap-
proach for networked data [18, 39, 19, 40, 20, 21, 41, 42, 43, 40], which significantly spares the
labor and sources in transforming networks into features that are more machine-actionable.
Early network embedding algorithms start from handling the simple, homogeneous networks,
and many of them trace to the skip-gram model [44] that aims to learn word representa-
tions where words with similar context have similar representation [18, 19, 40, 20]. Besides
skip-gram, algorithms for preserving certain other homogeneous network properties have
also been studied [39, 21, 45, 46, 47, 48]. The use of edge representations for homogeneous
network embedding is discussed in a recent work [49], but such edge representations are
designed to distinguish the direction of an edge, instead of encoding richer semantics such
as edge type in our case.
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2.3 NETWORK EMBEDDING IN TYPED NETWORKS
An attention-based collaboration framework is recently proposed for multi-view network
embedding [50]. The problem setting of this work differs from ours since it requires supervi-
sion for its attention mechanism. Besides, this approach does not directly model preserva-
tion, since the final embedding derived via linear combination in this framework is a trade off
between representations from all views. A deep learning architecture has also been proposed
for embedding multi-networks [51], where the multi-network is a more general concept than
the multi-view network and allows many-to-many correspondence across networks. While
the proposed model can be applied to the more specific multi-view networks, it does not
focus on the study of the characteristics of multi-view network embedding. Another group
of related work studies the problem of jointly modeling multiple network views using latent
space models [52, 53]. These works again do not model preservation. In a bigger scope, a
couple of studies have recently been conducted in embedding more general networks, such
as heterogeneous information networks (HINs) [34, 32, 54, 55]. Some of them build the
algorithms on top of meta-paths [54, 55], but meta-paths are usually more meaningful for
HINs with multiple node types than multi-view networks. Some other methods are designed
for networks with additional side information [32, 42] or particular structures [34, 33], which
do not apply to multi-view networks. Most importantly, these methods are designed for
networks they intend to embed, and therefore do not focus on the study of the particular
needs and characteristics for embedding multi-view networks.
Heterogeneous information network (HIN) has been extensively studied since the past
decade for its ubiquity in real-world data and efficacy in fulfilling tasks, such as classifica-
tion, clustering, recommendation, and outlier detection [2, 14, 15, 17, 16]. To marry the
advantages of HIN and network embedding, a couple of algorithms have been proposed very
recently for embedding learning in heterogeneous information networks [56, 55, 54, 32, 33,
34, 57]. One line of work first uses human expertise or supervision to select meta-paths
for a given task or limit the scope of candidate meta-paths, and then proposes methods to
transfer the semantics encoded in meta-paths to the learned embedding [56, 55, 54]. While
this direction has been showed to be effective in solving problems that fit the semantics of
the chosen meta-paths, it differs from the research scope of ours because they mostly focus
on providing quality representations for downstream tasks concerning the node types on the
two ends of chosen meta-paths, while we aim at developing methods to transcribe the entire
HIN to embeddings as comprehensively as possible. Beyond meta-paths, some approaches
have been proposed to embed specific kinds of HINs [33, 34] with specific objectives such
as representing event data or learning predictive text embeddings. Some other approaches
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study HINs with additional side information [32] that cannot be generalized to all HINs. Be-
sides, all of these approaches embed the input HIN into only one metric space. Embedding
in the context of HIN has also been studied for tasks with additional supervision [29, 58, 59].
These methods either yield features specific to given tasks, and are outside of the scope of
unsupervised HIN embedding that we study.
Multi-sense embedding is related to our problem since it exploits the heterogeneity in word
senses. The idea of multiple aspects is in a way related to the polysemy of words. There have
been some studies on inferring multi-sense embeddings of words [60, 61, 62, 63], which aims
at inferring multiple embedding vectors for each word. However, this task differs from ours
in the following perspectives. Firstly, each node may have multiple embeddings due to the
semantic subtlety associated with each aspect; while in multi-sense word embedding learning,
the number of senses for each word varies. Secondly, we aim at studying the embedding in
HINs; while multi-sense embeddings word embedding learning is for textual data. Therefore,
the methods developed for multi-sense embedding learning cannot be directly applied to the
task of HIN embedding learning with aspects.
2.4 RELEVANCE MEASURE IN HETEROGENEOUS INFORMATION NETWORKS
The problem of deriving relevance between node pairs has been extensively studied for
homogeneous information networks. Relevance measures of this type include the random
walk based Personalized PageRank and SimRank [64], the neighbor-based common neighbors
and Jaccard’s coefficient, the path-based Katz [65], etc. To generalize relevance from the
homogeneous networks to the typed heterogeneous case, researchers have been exploring
from multiple perspectives. One perspective, as in PathCount and PathSim from [22] and
Path-Constrained Random Walk from [23], is to first compute relevance score along each
meta-path, and then glue scores from all types together via linear combination to establish
the composite measure. A great many applications [66, 2, 14, 17, 16] based on this meta-path
paradigm with linear combination have been proposed. Our proposed method follows this
meta-path paradigm, but goes beyond linear combination to model cross-meta-path synergy
that we have observed from real-world HINs. Another perspective is to go beyond meta-
path and derive relevance based on the more complex graph structures [26, 27]. While these
approaches can yield good performance, they differ from our proposed methods for further
entailing label information or expertise in designing graph structure. Also, they do not
carry probabilistic interpretations. Besides, people have explored the idea of incorporating
richer information [24, 25] to define more effective relevance scoring functions, or adding
supervision to derive task-specific relevance measures [29, 30, 31]. While being valuable,
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these works are out of the scope of the problem we study in our work, where we address the
basic, unsupervised case with no additional information as our starting point of studying
HIN relevance from the probabilistic perspective.
2.5 HYPERNYMY DISCOVERY
In this dissertation, we also dive into the problem of hypernymy discovery from text-rich
heterogeneous information networks as an application scenario of modeling heterogeneous
association. The task of hypernymy discovery is an important and fundamental task in the
field of text mining and natural language processing.
Distributional methods constitute one major line of research for hypernymy discovery [67,
68] and can be adapted to hypernymy discovery from network data. Early studies pro-
posed symmetric distributional measures for hypernymy discovery that only capture rele-
vance between terms [69]. Whereafter, researchers have heavily investigated into asymmetric
measures based on the distributional inclusion hypothesis (DIH) to comply with the asym-
metricity of hypernymy relation [67, 70, 71]. Examples of popular DIH measures include
WeedsPrec [72], APinc and balAPinc [73], ClarkeDE [74], cosWeeds, invCL [75], and Weight-
edCosine [76].
Closely related to our effort in rectifying the DIH by modeling context granularity, several
studies have also studied the validity of the DIH. These studies have also suggested the
DIH may not always hold accurate and proposed solutions orthogonal to ours [77, 78, 79].
Santus et al. [77] propose an entropy-based measure SLQS that do not rely on the DIH, while
some other studies suggested only certain units in the context should be used to generate
features [78, 79]. We note that these approaches do not contradict with ours, because they
are all based on the default context granularity, while we argue that DIH would hold at
proper context granularities for each hypernym-hyponym pair.
Hearst, et al. [80] pioneered the line of pattern-based hypernymy discovery methods from
text corpus using several hand-crafted lexico-syntactic patterns, and a substantial number
of methods have been proposed following this idea [81, 82, 83]. It has also been argued that
Hearst pattern based methods tend to achieve high precision with compromised recall [67,
81, 82, 84, 85]. Attempts have also been made to further improve the recall [86, 87, 88, 89]
and the precision [81, 90, 82, 88, 91, 86, 92]. In our framework, we use the straightforward
Hearst pattern based method to extract weak supervision pairs in the hope of yielding pairs
with decent precision and without much additional engineering.
With additional supervision available, researchers have proposed and trained models to
infer hypernymy based on the representations of a term pair [92, 93, 94, 78, 95, 96, 97, 98].
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Methods for deriving such representations include the aforementioned pattern-based methods
and distributional methods as well as the compact, distributed representations generated
from models such as word2vec [44], GloVe [99], ivLBL [100], and SensEmbed [101].
Lastly, we comment that the benchmark datasets used in the above hypernymy discovery
related work do not apply to our problem setting, since the input data in these benchmarks
are purely corpus without the availability of related network data.
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CHAPTER 3: ASSOCIATION STRENGTH AMONG NETWORK
COMPONENTS VARIES BY DATASET
3.1 OVERVIEW
In real-world applications, objects can be associated with different types of relations.
These objects and their relationships can be naturally represented by multi-view networks,
which are also known as multiplex networks or multi-view graphs [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13]. As shown in Figure 3.1a, a multi-view network consists of multiple network
views, where each view corresponds to a type of edge, and all views share the same set of
nodes. In ecology, a multi-view network can be used to represent the relation among species,
where each node stands for a species, and the six views represent predation, competition,
symbiosis, parasitism, protocooperation, and commensalism, respectively. On social net-
working services, a four-view network upon users can be used to describe the widely seen
social relationship and interaction including friendship, following, message exchange, and
post viewing. With such vast availability of multi-view networks, one could be interested
in extracting knowledge or business value from data. In order to achieve this goal with the
progressively developed computing power, it is of interest to first transform the multi-view
networks into a different form of representations that are more machine actionable.
Network embedding has emerged as a scalable representation learning method that gen-
erates distributed node representations for networked data [18, 19, 20, 21]. Specifically,
network embedding projects networks into embedding spaces, where nodes are represented
by embedding vectors. With the semantic information of each node encoded, these vectors
can be directly used as node features in various downstream applications [18, 19, 20]. Mo-
tivated by the success of network embedding in representing homogeneous networks [18, 19,
20, 21, 102, 39], where nodes and edges are untyped, we believe it is important to study the
problem of embedding multi-view networks.
To design embedding algorithms for multi-view networks, the major challenge lies in how
to make use of the type information on edges from different views. As a result, we are
interested in investigating into the following two problems:
1. With the availability of multiple edge types, what are the characteristics that are
specific and important to multi-view network embedding?
2. Can we achieve better embedding quality by modeling these characteristics jointly?
To answer the first problem, we identify two characteristics, preservation and collaboration,
































(b) A close-up look of pro-
fession view and friend-
ship view.
Figure 3.1: A toy example of multi-view networks where each node represents a
person and the three views correspond to three types of interpersonal relations.
Co-workers are linked in the profession view, friends are linked in the friendship
view, and relatives are linked in the kinship view.
preservation and collaboration as follows. Collaboration – In some datasets, edges between
the same pair of nodes may be observed in different views due to shared latent reasons. For
instance, in a social network, if we observe an edge between a user pair in either the message
exchange view or the post viewing view, likely these two users are happy to be associated with
each other. In such scenario, these views may complement each other, and embedding them
jointly may potentially yield better results than embedding them independently. We call
such synergetic effect in jointly embedding multiple views by collaboration. The feasibility
of enjoying this synergetic effect is also the main intuition behind most existing multi-
view network algorithms [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Preservation – On the other hand,
it is possible for different network views to have different semantic meanings; it is also
possible that a portion of nodes have completely disagreeing edges in different views since
edges in different views are formed due to distinct latent reasons. For example, professional
relationship may not always align well with friendship. If we embed the profession view
and the friendship view in Figure 3.1b into the same embedding space, the embedding of
Gary will be close to both Tilde and Elton. As a result, the embedding of Tilde will also
not be too distant from Elton due to transitivity. However, this is not a desirable result,
because Tilde and Elton are not closely related in terms of either profession or friendship
according to the original multi-view network. In other words, embedding in this way fails to
preserve the unique information carried by different network views. We refer to such need
for preserving unique information carried by different views as preservation. The detailed
discussion of the presence and importance of preservation and collaboration is presented in
Section 3.3.
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Furthermore, it is also possible for preservation and collaboration to co-exist in the same
multi-view network. Two scenarios can result in this situation: (i) a pair of views are gener-
ated from very similar latent reason, while another pair of views carries completely different
semantic meanings; and more subtly (ii) for the same pair of views, one portion of nodes have
consistent edges in different views, while another portion of nodes have totally disagreeing
edges in different views. One example of the latter scenario is that professional relation-
ship does not align well with friendship in some cultures, whereas co-workers often become
friends in certain other cultures [103]. Therefore, we are also interested in exploring the
feasibility of achieving better embedding quality by modeling preservation and collaboration
simultaneously, and we address this problem in Section 3.4 and beyond.
We summarize our contributions as follows. (i) We propose to study the characteristics
that are specific and important to multi-view network embedding, and identify preserva-
tion and collaboration as two such characteristics from the practice of embedding real-world
multi-view networks. (ii) We explore the feasibility of attaining better embedding by si-
multaneously modeling preservation and collaboration, and propose two multi-view network
embedding methods – mvn2vec-con and mvn2vec-reg. (iii) We conduct experiments
with various downstream applications on a series of synthetic datasets and three real-world
multi-view networks, including an internal dataset sampled from the Snapchat social net-
work. These experiments corroborate the presence and importance of preservation and
collaboration, and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
3.2 PRELIMINARIES
Definition 3.1 (Multi-View Network). A multi-view network G = (U , {E (v)}v∈V) is a net-
work consisting of a set U of nodes and a set V of views, where E (v) consists of all edges
in view v ∈ V. If a multi-view network is weighted, then there exists a weight mapping
w : {E (v)}v∈V → R such that w(v)uu′ := w(e(v)uu′) is the weight of the edge e(v)uu′ ∈ E (v), which
joints nodes u ∈ U and u′ ∈ U in view v ∈ V.
Additionally, when context is clear, we use the network view v of multi-view network
G = (U , {E (v)}v∈V) to denote the untyped network G(v) = (U , E (v)).
Definition 3.2 (Network Embedding). Network embedding aims at learning a (center) em-
bedding fu ∈ RD for each node u ∈ U in a network, where D ∈ N is the dimension of the
embedding space.
Besides the center embedding fu ∈ RD, a family of popular algorithms [44, 20] also deploy
a context embedding f˜u ∈ RD for each node u. Moreover, when the learned embedding is
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Table 3.1: Summary of symbols
Symbol Definition
V The set of all network views
U The set of all nodes
E (v) The set of all edges in view v ∈ V
W(v) The list of random walk pairs from view v ∈ V
fu The final embedding of node u ∈ U
fvu The center embedding of node u ∈ U w.r.t. view v ∈ V
f˜vu The context embedding of node u ∈ U w.r.t. view v ∈ V
θ ∈ [0, 1] The hyperparameter on parameter sharing in mvn2vec-con
γ ∈ R≥0 The hyperparameter on regularization in mvn2vec-reg
D ∈ N The dimension of the embedding space
used as the feature vector for downstream applications, we take the center embedding of each
node as feature following the common practice in algorithms involving context embedding.
3.3 PRESERVATION AND COLLABORATION IN MULTI-VIEW NETWORK
EMBEDDING
In this section, we elaborate on the intuition and presence of preservation and collaboration
– the two characteristics that we have introduced in Chapter 1 and deem important for multi-
view network embedding. In particular, we first describe and investigate the motivating
phenomena that are observed in the practice of embedding real-world multi-view networks.
Then, we discuss how they can be explained by the two proposed characteristics.
Two straightforward approaches for embedding multi-view networks. Most exist-
ing network embedding methods [18, 19, 20, 21, 102, 39] are designed for homogeneous net-
works, where nodes and edges are untyped, while we are interested in studying the problem
of embedding multi-view networks. To extend any untyped network embedding algorithm to
multi-view networks, two straightforward yet practical approaches exist. We refer to these
two approaches as the independent model and the one-space model.
Using any untyped network embedding method, we denote fvu ∈ Rd(v) the (center) embed-
ding of node u ∈ U achieved by embedding only the view v ∈ V of the multi-view network,
where d(v) is the dimension of the embedding space for network view v. With such notation,
the independent model and the one-space model are given as follows.
• Independent. Embed each view independently, and then concatenate to derive the









represents concatenation. In other words, the em-
bedding of each node in the independent model resides in the direct sum of multiple
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Table 3.2: Embedding quality of two real-world multi-view networks using the
independent model and the one-space model.







embedding spaces. This approach preserves the information embodied in each view,
but do not allow collaboration across different views in the embedding learning process.
• One-space. Let the embedding for different views to share parameters when learning
the final embedding fu. That is,
fu = f
v
u ∈ RD, ∀v ∈ V , (3.2)
where D = d(v) for all v ∈ V . In other words, each dimension of the final embedding
space correlates with all views of the concerned multi-view network. This approach
enables different views to collaborate in learning a unified embedding, but do not
preserve information specifically carried by each view. This property of the one-space
model is corroborated by experiment presented in Section 3.5.5.
In either of the above two approaches, the same treatment to the center embedding is ap-
plied to the context embedding when applicable. It is also worth noting that the embedding
learned by the one-space model cannot be obtained by linearly combining {fvu}v∈V in the
independent model. This is because most network embedding models are non-linear models.
Embedding real-word multi-view networks by straightforward approaches. In our
work, independent and one-space are implemented on top of a random walk plus skip-gram
approach as widely seen in the literature [18, 19, 102]. The experiment setup and results
are concisely introduced at this point, while detailed description of algorithm, datasets, and
more comprehensive experiment results are deferred to Section 3.4 and 3.5. Two networks,
YouTube and Twitter, are used in these exploratory experiments with users being nodes on
each network. YouTube has three views representing common videos (cmn-vid), common
subscribers (cmn-sub), and common friends (cmn-fnd) shared by each pair of users, while
Twitter has two views corresponding to replying (reply) and mentioning (mention) among
users. The downstream evaluation task is to infer whether two users are friends, and the
results are presented in Table 3.2.
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(b) Twitter.
Figure 3.2: Agreement between information carried by each pair of network
views given by a Jaccard coefficient based measurement.
in the YouTube experiment, while the one-space model outperformed the independent model
in Twitter. These exploratory experiments make it clear that neither of the two straight-
forward approaches is categorically superior to the other. Furthermore, we interpret the
varied performance of the two approaches by the varied extent of needs for modeling preser-
vation and modeling collaboration when embedding different networks. Specifically, recall
that the independent model only captures preservation, while one-space only captures col-
laboration. As a result, we speculate if a certain dataset craves for more preservation than
collaboration, the independent model would outperform the one-space model, otherwise, the
one-space model would win.
In order to corroborate our interpretation of the results, we further examine the involved
datasets, and look into the agreement between information carried by different network
views. We achieve this by a Jaccard coefficient–based measurement, where the Jaccard
coefficient is a similarity measure with range [0, 1], defined as J(S1,S2) = |S1 ∩S2|/|S1 ∪S2|
for set S1 and set S2. Given a pair of views in a multi-view network, a node can be connected
to a different set of neighbors in each of the two network views. The Jaccard coefficient
between these two sets of neighbors can then be calculated. In Figure 3.2, we apply this
measurement on the YouTube dataset and the Twitter data, respectively, and illustrate the
proportion of nodes with the Jaccard coefficient greater than 0.5 for each pair of views.
As presented in Figure 3.2, little agreement exists between each pair of different views in
YouTube. As a result, it is not surprising that collaboration among different views is not as
needed as preservation in the embedding learning process. On the other hand, a substantial
portion of nodes have Jaccard coefficient greater than 0.5 over different views in the Twitter
dataset. It is therefore also not surprising to see modeling collaboration brings about more
benefits than modeling preservation in this case.
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3.4 THE MVN2VEC MODELS
In the previous section, preservation and collaboration are identified as important charac-
teristics for multi-view network embedding. In the extreme cases, where only preservation
is needed – each view carries a distinct semantic meaning – or only collaboration is needed –
all views carry the same semantic meaning – it is advisable to choose between independent
and one-space to embed a multi-view network. However, it is of interest to study the also
likely scenario where both preservation and collaboration co-exist in given multi-view net-
works. Therefore, we are motivated to explore the feasibility of achieving better embedding
by simultaneously modeling both characteristics. To this end, we propose and experiment
with two approaches that capture both characteristics, without over-complicating the model
or requiring additional supervision. These two approaches are named mvn2vec-con and
mvn2vec-reg, where mvn2vec is short for multi-view network to vector, while con and
reg stand for constrained and regularized, respectively.
As with the notation convention in Section 3.3, we denote fvu ∈ Rd(v) and f˜vu ∈ Rd(v) the
center and context embedding, respectively, of node u ∈ U for view v ∈ V . Further given
the network view v, i.e., G(v) = (U , E (v)), we use an intra-view loss function to measure how
well the current embedding can represent the original network view
l({fvu , f˜vu}u∈U |G(v)). (3.3)
We defer the detailed definition of this loss function (Eq. (3.3)) to a later point of this
section. Moreover, we let d(v) = D/|V| ∈ N for all v ∈ V out of convenience for model
design. To further incorporate multiple views with the intention to model both preservation
and collaboration, two approaches are proposed as follows.
mvn2vec-con. The mvn2vec-con model does not enforce further design on the center
embedding {fvu}u∈U in the hope of preserving the semantics of each individual view. To
reflect collaboration, mvn2vec-con includes further constraints on the context embedding













where θ ∈ [0, 1] is a hyperparameter controlling the extend to which model parameters
are shared. The greater the value of θ, the more the model enforces parameter sharing
and thereby encouraging more collaboration across different views. This design aims at
allowing different views to collaborate by passing information via the shared parameters in
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u }v′∈V)}u∈U |G(v)), (3.5)
where ϕvθ({g˜v′u }v′∈V) is defined in Eq. (3.4). After model learning, the final embedding for




u . We note that in the extreme case when θ is set to be 0,
the model will be identical to the independent model discussed in Section 3.3.
mvn2vec-reg. In stead of setting hard constraints on how parameters are shared across
different views, the mvn2vec-reg model regularizes the embedding across different views





l({fvu , f˜vu}u∈U |G(v)) + γ · [Rv + R˜v], (3.6)
where ‖·‖2 is the l-2 norm,Rv =
∑
u∈U
∥∥∥fvu − 1|V|∑v′∈V fv′u ∥∥∥2
2
, R˜v = ∑u∈U ∥∥∥f˜vu − 1|V|∑v′∈V f˜v′u ∥∥∥2
2
,
and γ ∈ R≥0 is a hyperparameter. This model captures preservation again by letting {fvu}u∈U
and {f˜vu}u∈U to reside in the embedding subspace specific to view v ∈ V , while each of these
subspaces are distorted via cross-view regularization to model collaboration. Similar to the
mvn2vec-con model, the greater the value of the hyperparameter γ, the more the collabo-
ration is encouraged, and the model is identical to the independent model when γ = 0.
Intra-view loss function. There are many possible approaches to formulate the intra-
view loss function in Eq. (3.3). In our framework, we adopt the random walk plus skip-gram
approach, which is one of the most common methods used in the literature [18, 19, 102].
Specifically, for each view v ∈ V , multiple rounds of random walks are sampled starting from
each node in G(v) = (U , E (v)). Along any random walk, a node u ∈ U and a neighboring node
n ∈ U constitute one random walk pair, and a list W(v) of random walk pairs can thereby
be derived. We defer the detailed description on the generation of W(v) to a later point in
this section. The intra-view function is then given by














Algorithm 3.1: mvn2vec-con and mvn2vec-reg
Input : the multi-view network G = (U , {E (v)}v∈V) and the hyperparameters
Output: the final embedding {fu}u∈U
1 begin
2 for v ∈ V do
3 Sample a list W(v) of random walk pairs
4 Join and shuﬄe the lists of random walk pairs from all views to form a new
random walk pair list W
5 for each epoch do
// The following for-loop is parallelized
6 for (u, n) ∈ W do
7 if using model mvn2vec-con then
8 Update {fvu , g˜vu}u∈U ,v∈V with one step descent using gradients in
Eq. (3.9)–(3.11)
9 if using model mvn2vec-reg then
10 Update {fvu , f˜vu}u∈U ,v∈V with one step descent using gradients in
Eq. (3.12)–(3.14)
11 for u ∈ U do





Model inference. To optimize the objectives in Eq. (3.5) and (3.6), we opt to asynchronous
stochastic gradient descent (ASGD) [104] following existing skip-gram–based algorithms [18,
19, 102, 20, 44]. In this regard, W(v) from all views are joined and shuﬄed to form a new
list W of random walk pairs for all views. Then each step of ASGD draws one random walk
pair from W , and updates corresponding model parameters with one-step gradient descent.
Moreover, due to the existence of partition function in Eq. (3.8), computing gradients of
Eq. (3.5) and (3.6) is unaffordable with Eq. (3.7) being their parts. Negative sampling is
hence adopted as in other skip-gram–based methods [18, 19, 102, 20, 44], which approximates
log p(v)(n|u) in Eq. (3.7) by
− log σ(fvu · f˜vn)−
K∑
i=1
En′i∼P (v) log σ(−fvu · f˜vn′i),







is the noise distribution, and D
(v)
u is the number of occurrences of node
u in W(v) [44].
With negative sampling, the objective function involving one walk pair (u, n) drawn from
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view v in mvn2vec-con is










On the other hand, the objective function involving (u, n) from view v in mvn2vec-reg
is











∥∥∥fvuˆ − 1|V|∑v′∈V fv′uˆ ∥∥∥2
2
, R˜vuˆ =
∥∥∥f˜vuˆ − 1|V|∑v′∈V f˜v′uˆ ∥∥∥2
2
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θ + 1−θ|V| , vˆ = v,θ, vˆ 6= v, (3.10)
∂Ocon
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Note that in implementation, |V | should be the number of views in which u is associated
with at least one edge.
Random walk pair generation. Without additional supervision, we assume equal im-
portance of different network views in learning embedding, and sample the same number
N ∈ N of random walks from each view. To determine this number, we denote n(v)
the number of nodes that are not isolated from the rest of the network in view v ∈ V ,
nmax := max{n(v) : v ∈ V}, and let N := M · nmax , where M is a hyperparameter to be
specified.
Given a network view v ∈ V , we generate random walk pairs as in existing work [19, 18,
102]. Specifically, each random walk is of length L ∈ N, and bN/n(v)c or dN/n(v)e random
walks are sampled from each non-isolated node in view v, yielding a total of N random walks.
For each node along any random walk, this node and any other node within a window of
size B ∈ N constitute a random walk pair that is then added to W(v).
Finally, we summarize both the mvn2vec-con algorithm and the mvn2vec-reg algo-
rithm in Algorithm 3.1.
3.5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we further corroborate the intuition of preservation and collaboration,
and demonstrate the feasibility of simultaneously model these two characteristics. We first
perform a case study on a series of synthetic multi-view networks that have varied extent of
preservation and collaboration. Next, we introduce the real-world datasets, baselines, and
experiment setting for more comprehensive quantitative evaluations. Lastly, we analyze the
evaluation results and provide further discussion.
3.5.1 Case Study – Varied preservation and collaboration on Synthetic Data
In order to directly study the relative performance of different models on networks with
varied extent of preservation and collaboration, we design a series of synthetic multi-view
networks and experiment on a multi-class classification task.
We denote each of these synthetic networks by S(p), where p ∈ [0, 0.5] is referred to as
intrusion probability. Each S(p) has 4, 000 nodes and 2 views – v1 and v2. Furthermore,
each node is associated to one of the 4 class labels – A, B, C, or D – and each class has
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Figure 3.3: Classification results under accuracy and cross entropy on synthetic
networks S(p) with varied intrusion probability p, corresponding to different
extent of preservation and collaboration .
exactly 1, 000 nodes. We first describe the process for generating S(0) before introducing
the more general S(p) as follows:
1. Generate one random network over all nodes with label A or B, and another over all
nodes with label C or D. Put all edges in these two random networks into view v1.
2. Generate one random network over all nodes with label A or C, and another over all
nodes with label B or D. Put all edges in these two random networks into view v2.
To generate each of the four aforementioned random networks, we adopt the preferential
attachment process with 2, 000 nodes and 1 edge to attach from a new node to existing
nodes, where the preferential attachment process is a widely used method for generating
networks with power-law degree distribution.
With this design for S(0), view v1 carries the information that nodes labeled A or B should
be classified differently from nodes labeled C or D, while v2 reflects that nodes labeled A
or C are different from nodes labeled B or D. More generally, S(p) are generated with the
following tweak from S(0): when putting an edge into one of the two views, with probability
p, the edge is put into the other view instead of the view specified in the S(0) generation
process.
It is worth noting that larger p favors more collaboration, while smaller p favors more
preservation. In the extreme case where p = 0.5, only collaboration is needed in the network
embedding process. This is because every edge has equal probability to fall into view v1 or
view v2 of S(0.5), and there is hence no information carried specifically by either view that
should be preserved.
On each S(p), independent , one-space, mvn2vec-con, and mvn2vec-reg are tested. On
top of the embedding learned by each model, we apply logistic regression with cross entropy
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Table 3.3: Basic statistics for the three
real-world multi-view networks, where
the number of edges specifies the total
edge number from all network views.
Dataset # views # nodes # edges
Snapchat 3 7,406,859 131,729,903
YouTube 3 14,900 7,977,881












































































































between each pair of
views for Snapchat.
to carry out the multi-class evaluation tasks. All model parameters are tuned to the best
for each model on a validation dataset sampled from the 4, 000 class labels. Classification
accuracy and cross-entropy on a different test dataset are reported in Figure 3.3.
From Figure 3.3, we make three observations. (i) independent performs better than one-
space in case p is small – when preservation is the dominating characteristic in the network
– and one-space performs better than independent in case p is large – when collaboration is
dominating. (ii) The two proposed mvn2vec models perform better than both independent
and one-space except when p is close to 0.5, which implies it is indeed feasible for mvn2vec
to achieve better performance by simultaneously model the two characteristics preservation
and collaboration. (iii) When p is close to 0.5, one-space performs the best. This is ex-
pected because no preservation is needed in S(0.5), and any attempts to additionally model
preservation shall not boost, if not impair, the performance.
3.5.2 Data Description and Evaluation Tasks
We perform quantitative evaluations on three real-world multi-view networks: Snapchat,
YouTube, and Twitter. The key statistics are summarized in Table 3.3, and we describe
these datasets as follows.
Snapchat. Snapchat is a multimedia social networking service. On the Snapchat multi-
view social network, each node is a user, and the three views correspond to friendship,
chatting, and story viewing1. We perform experiments on the sub-network consisting of
all users from Los Angeles. The data used to construct the network are collected from
two consecutive weeks in the Spring of 2017. Additional data for downstream evaluation
1https://support.snapchat.com/en-US/a/view-stories
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tasks are collected from the following week – henceforth referred to as week 3. We perform
a multi-label classification task and a link prediction task on top of the user embedding
learned from each network. For classification, we classify whether or not a user views each
of the 10 most popular discover channels2 according to the user viewing history in week 3.
For each channel, the users who view this channel are labeled positive, and we randomly
select 5 times as many users who do not view this channel as negative examples. These
records are then randomly split into training, validation, and test sets. This is a multi-label
classification problem that aims at inferring users’ preference on different discover channels
and can therefore guide product design in content serving. For link prediction, we predict
whether two users would view the stories posted by each other in week 3. Negative examples
are the users who are friends, but do not have story viewing in the same week. It is worth
noting that this definition yields more positive examples than negative examples, which is
the cause of a relatively high AUPRC score observed in experiments. These records are
then randomly split into training, validation, and test sets with the constraint that a user
appears as the viewer of a record in at most one of the three sets. This task aims to estimate
the likelihood of story viewing between friends, so that the application can rank stories
accordingly.
We also provide the Jaccard coefficient–based measurement on Snapchat in Figure 3.4.
It can be seen that the cross-view agreement between each pair of views in the Snapchat
network falls in between YouTube and Twitter presented in Section 3.2.
YouTube. YouTube is a video-sharing website. We use a dataset made publicly available by
the Social Computing Data Repository [105]3. From this dataset, a network with three views
is constructed, where each node is a core user and the edges in the three views represent the
number of common friends, the number of common subscribers, and the number of common
favorite videos, respectively. Note that the core users are those from which the author of the
dataset crawled the data, and their friends can fall out of the scope of the set of core users.
Without user label available for classification, we perform only link prediction task on top
of the user embedding. This task aims at inferring whether two core users are friends, which
has also been used for evaluation by existing research [50]. Each core user forms positive
pairs with his or her core friends, and we randomly select 5 times as many non-friend core
users to form negative examples. Records are split into training, validation, and test sets as
in the link prediction task on Snapchat.




publicly available by the Social Computing Data Repository [106]. From this dataset, a
network with two views is constructed, where each node is a user and the edges in the two
views represent the number of replies and the number of mentions, respectively. Again, we
evaluate by a link prediction task that infers whether two users are friends as in existing
research [50]. The same negative example generation method and training–validation–test
split method are used as in the YouTube dataset.
For each evaluation task on all three networks, training, validation, and test sets are
derived in a shuﬄe split manner with a 80%–10%–10% ratio. The shuﬄe split is conducted
for 20 times, so that mean and its standard error under each metric can be calculated.
Furthermore, a node is excluded from evaluation if it is isolated from other nodes in at least
one of the multiple views.
3.5.3 Baselines and Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe the baselines used to validate the utility of modeling preserva-
tion and collaboration, and the experimental setup for both embedding learning and down-
stream evaluation tasks.
Baselines. Quantitative evaluation results are obtained by applying downstream learner
upon embedding learned by a given embedding method. Therefore, for fair comparisons, we
use the same downstream learner in the same evaluation task. Moreover, since our study
aims at understanding the characteristics of multi-view network embedding, we build all
compared embedding methods from the same random work plus skip-gram approach with
the same model inference method, as discussed in Section 3.4. Specifically, we describe the
baseline embedding methods as follows:
• Independent. As briefly discussed in Section 3.3, the independent model first embeds





u ∈ RD. This method is equivalent to mvn2vec-con when θ = 0,
and to mvn2vec-reg when γ = 0. It preserves the information embodied in each
view, but do not allow collaboration across different views in the embedding process.
• One-space. Also discussed in Section 3.3, the one-space model assumes the embedding
of the same node to share model parameters across different views fu = f
v
u ∈ RD, ∀v ∈
V . It uses the same strategy to combine random walks generated from different views as
with the proposed mvn2vec methods. one-space enables different views to collaborate
in learning a unified embedding, but do not preserve information specifically carried
by each view.
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• View-merging. The view-merging model first merges all network views into one
unified view, and then learn the embedding of this single unified view. In order to
comply with the assumed equal importance of different network views, we scale the
weights of edges proportionally in each view, so that the total edge weights from all
views are the same in the merged network. This method serves as an alternate approach
to one-space in modeling collaboration. The difference between view-merging and one-
space essentially lies in whether or not random walks can cross different views. We
note that just like one-space, view-merging does not model preservation.
• Single-view. For each network view, the single-view model learns embedding from
only this view, and neglects all other views. This baseline is used to verify whether
introducing more than one view does bring in informative signals in each evaluation
task.
Downstream learners. For fair comparisons, we apply the same downstream learner onto
the features derived from each embedding method. Specifically, we use the scikit-learn4
implementation of logistic regression with l-2 regularization and the SAG solver for both
classification and link prediction tasks. For each task and each embedding method, we
tune the regularization coefficient in the logistic regression to the best on the validation
set. Following existing research [20], each embedding vector is normalized onto the unit
l-2 sphere before feeding into downstream learners. In multi-label classification tasks, the
features fed into the downstream learner is simply the embedding of each node, and we train
an independent logistic regression model for each label. In link prediction tasks, features of
node pairs are needed, and we derive such features by the Hadamard product of the two
involved node embedding vectors as suggested by previous work [18].
Hyperparamters. For independent , mvn2vec-con, and mvn2vec-reg, we set embed-
ding space dimension D = 128 · |V|. For one-space and view-merging , we experiment with
both D = 128 and D = 128 · |V|, and always report the better result between the two
settings. For single-view , we set D = 128. To generate random walk pairs, we always set
L = 20 and B = 3. For the Snapchat-LA network, we set M = 10 due to its large scale, and
set M = 50 for all other datasets. The negative sampling rate K is set to be 5 for all models,
and each model is trained for 1 epoch. In Figure 3.3, Table 3.4, Table 3.5, and Figure 3.6,
θ and γ in the mvn2vec models are also tuned to the best on the validation dataset. The
impact of θ and γ on model performance is further presented and discussed in Section 3.5.5.
Metrics. For link prediction tasks, we use two widely used metrics: the area under the
4http://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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Table 3.4: Mean of link prediction results with standard error in brackets.
Dataset Metric
single-view
independent one-space view-merging mvn2vec-con mvn2vec-reg
(worst view) (best view)
Snapchat
ROC-AUC 0.587 (0.001) 0.592 (0.001) 0.617 (0.001) 0.603 (0.001) 0.611 (0.001) 0.626 (0.001) 0.638 (0.001)
AUPRC 0.675 (0.001) 0.677 (0.002) 0.700 (0.001) 0.688 (0.002) 0.693 (0.002) 0.709 (0.001) 0.712 (0.002)
YouTube
ROC-AUC 0.831 (0.002) 0.904 (0.002) 0.931 (0.001) 0.914 (0.001) 0.912 (0.001) 0.932 (0.001) 0.934 (0.001)
AUPRC 0.515 (0.004) 0.678 (0.004) 0.745 (0.003) 0.702 (0.004) 0.699 (0.004) 0.746 (0.003) 0.754 (0.003)
Twitter
ROC-AUC 0.597 (0.001) 0.715 (0.001) 0.724 (0.001) 0.737 (0.001) 0.741 (0.001) 0.727 (0.000) 0.754 (0.001)
AUPRC 0.296 (0.001) 0.428 (0.001) 0.447 (0.001) 0.466 (0.001) 0.469 (0.001) 0.453 (0.001) 0.478 (0.001)




independent one-space view-merging mvn2vec-con mvn2vec-reg
(worst view) (best view)
Snapchat
ROC-AUC 0.634 (0.001) 0.667 (0.002) 0.687 (0.001) 0.675 (0.001) 0.672 (0.001) 0.693 (0.001) 0.690 (0.001)
AUPRC 0.252 (0.001) 0.274 (0.002) 0.293 (0.002) 0.278 (0.001) 0.279 (0.001) 0.298 (0.001) 0.296 (0.002)
receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC) and the area under the precision-recall
curve (AUPRC). The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) is derived from plotting
true positive rate against false positive rate as the threshold varies, and the precision-recall
curve (PRC) is created by plotting precision against recall as the threshold varies. Higher
values are preferable for both metrics. For multi-label classification tasks, we also compute
the ROC-AUC and the AUPRC for each label, and report the mean value averaged across
all labels.
3.5.4 Quantitative Evaluation Results on Real-World Datasets
The link prediction experiment results on three networks are presented in Table 3.4. For
each dataset, all methods leveraging multiple views outperformed those using only one view,
which justifies the necessity of using multi-view networks. Moreover, one-space and view-
merging had comparable performance on each dataset. This is an expected outcome because
they both only model collaboration and differ from each other merely in whether random
walks are performed across network views.
On YouTube, the proposed mvn2vec models perform as good but do not significantly ex-
ceed the baseline independent model. Recall that the need for preservation in the YouTube
network is overwhelmingly dominating as discussed in Section 3.3. As a result, it is not
surprising to see that additionally modeling collaboration does not bring about significant
performance boost in such extreme case. On Twitter, collaboration plays a more important
role than preservation, as confirmed by the better performance of one-space than indepen-
dent . Furthermore, mvn2vec-reg achieved better performance than all baselines, while
mvn2vec-con outperformed independent by further modeling collaboration, but failed to
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Figure 3.5: Performance of the mvn2vec models under varying hyperparameters
regarding preservation and collaboration .
exceed one-space. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that {fvu}v∈V in mvn2vec-
con are set to be independent regardless of its hyperparameter θ ∈ [0, 1], and mvn2vec-
con’s capability of modeling collaboration is bounded by this design.
The Snapchat network used in our experiments lies in between YouTube and Twitter in
terms of the need for preservation and collaboration. The proposed two mvn2vec models
both outperformed all baselines under all metrics. In other words, this experiment result
shows the feasibility of gaining performance boost by simultaneously model preservation and
collaboration without over-complicating the model or adding supervision.
The multi-label classification results on Snapchat are presented in Table 3.4. As with the
previous link prediction results, the two mvn2vec model both outperformed all baselines
under all metrics, with a difference that mvn2vec-con performed better in this classifi-
cation task, while mvn2vec-reg outperformed better in the previous link prediction task.
Overall, while mvn2vec-con and mvn2vec-reg may have different advantages in differ-
ent tasks, they both outperformed all baselines by simultaneously modeling preservation and
collaboration on the Snapchat network, where both preservation and collaboration co-exist.
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Figure 3.6: Classification results under accuracy and cross entropy on network
S(0) with varied embedding dimension D.
3.5.5 Hyperparameter Study
Impact of θ for mvn2vec-con and γ for mvn2vec-reg. With results presented in
Figure 3.5, we first focus on the Snapchat network. Starting from γ = 0, where only preser-
vation was modeled, mvn2vec-reg performed progressively better as more collaboration
kicked in by increasing γ. The peak performance was reached between 0.01 and 0.1. On
the other hand, the performance of mvn2vec-con improved as θ grew. Recall that even
in case θ = 1, mvn2vec-con still have {fvu}v∈V independent in each view. This prevented
mvn2vec-con from promoting more collaboration.
On YouTube, the mvn2vec models did not significantly outperform independent no mat-
ter how θ and γ varied due to the dominant need for preservation as discussed in Section 3.3
and 3.5.4.
On Twitter, mvn2vec-reg outperformed one-space when γ was large, while mvn2vec-
con could not beat one-space for reason discussed in Section 3.5.4. This also echoed
mvn2vec-con’s performance on Snapchat as discussed in the first paragraph of this section.
Impact of embedding dimension. To rule out the possibility that one-space could
actually preserve the view-specific information as long as the embedding dimension were
set to be large enough, we further carry out the multi-class classification task on S(0) under
varied embedding dimensions. Note that S(0) is used in this experiment because it has the
need for modeling preservation as discussed in Section 3.5.1. As presented in Figure 3.6, one-
space achieves its best performance at D = 256, which is worse than independent at D = 256,
let alone the best performance of independent at D = 512. Therefore, one cannot expect
one-space to preserve the information carried by different views by employing embedding
space with large enough dimension.
Besides, all four models achieve their best performance with D in the vicinity of 256∼512.
Particularly, one-space requires the smallest embedding dimension to reach peak perfor-
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mance. This is expected because, unlike the other models, one-space does not segment
its embedding space to suit multiple views, and hence has more freedom in exploiting an
embedding space with given dimension.
3.6 SUMMARY
We studied the characteristics that are specific and important to multi-view network em-
bedding. preservation and collaboration were identified as two such characteristics in our
practice of embedding real-world multi-view networks. We then explored the feasibility of
achieving better embedding results by simultaneously modeling preservation and collabora-
tion, and proposed two multi-view network embedding methods to achieve this objective.
Experiments with various downstream evaluation tasks were conducted on a series of syn-
thetic networks and three real-world multi-view networks with distinct sources, including two
public datasets and an internal Snapchat dataset. Experiment results corroborated the pres-
ence and importance of preservation and collaboration, and demonstrated the effectiveness
of the proposed methods.
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CHAPTER 4: HETEROGENEITY EXISTS IN ASSOCIATION STRENGTH
WITHIN ONE NETWORK
4.1 OVERVIEW
In real-world applications, objects of various types are often interconnected with each
other. These objects, together with their relationship, form numerous heterogeneous infor-
mation networks (HINs) [2, 14]. Bibliographical information network is a typical example,
where researchers, papers, organizations, and publication venues are interrelated. A funda-
mental problem in HIN analysis is to define proper measures to characterize the relevance
between node pairs in the network, which also benefits various downstream applications,
such as similarity search, recommendation, and community detection [2, 14].
Most existing studies derive their HIN relevance measures on the basis of meta-path [2, 14,
22], which is defined as a concatenation of multiple node types linked by corresponding edge
types. Based on the concept of meta-path, researchers have proposed PathCount, PathSim
[22], and path constrained random walk [23] to measure relevance between node pairs. On top
of these studies, people have explored the ideas of incorporating richer information [24, 25]
and more complex typed structures [26, 27, 28] to define more effective relevance scoring
functions, or adding supervision to derive task-specific relevance measures [29, 30, 31].
The probabilistic perspective. While building upon this powerful meta-path paradigm,
we aim to additionally understand and model relevance from the probabilistic point of view.
In this regard, we establish a probabilistic interpretation of existing HIN relevance measures,
which is achieved by modeling the generating process of all path instances in an HIN and
deriving the relevance of a node pair from the likelihood of observing the path instances
connecting them. Relevance and likelihood can be connected by this approach because only
a small portion of node pairs in an HIN are actually relevant; and a proper generating process
has low likelihood to generate the path instances between each of these relevant node pairs.
We will detailedly discuss this probabilistic interpretation in Sec. 4.3. Moreover, as a starting
point for studying HIN relevance from the probabilistic perspective, we focus the scope of
our work on the basic unsupervised scenario. Meanwhile, we assume that the meta-paths of
interest are already given. That is, we defer the study on the cases with label information
and meta-path selection to future work.
In order to determine relevance between any pair of nodes, we have the key insight that
a path-based HIN relevance should contain three characteristics – node visibility , path selec-








x = x1 + x2 + … + xm  (m ≥ 2)
…
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: (a) The same composite score (x) may be aggregated from different
number of meta-paths, where score is represented by the length of the rectangles
and each fill pattern represents a meta-path. (b) An observation made from an
entity resolution task on the DBLP dataset that if linear combination is used to
compute the composite score, node pairs with paths under multiple meta-paths
are more likely to be relevant than those under only one meta-path. Prevalence
is defined as the number of relevant node pairs divided by the total number of
node pairs.
Node visibility. One straightforward way to derive relevance in an HIN is PathCount
[22]. For a meta-path t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, PathCount is defined as the number of paths, Pst
or equivalently P〈uv〉t, under this meta-path between a node pair s = (u, v) ∈ V × V , i.e.,
PathCount (t)(u, v) := P〈uv〉t. One obvious drawback of this measure is that it favors nodes
with high node visibility , i.e., nodes with a large number of paths. To resolve this problem,
[22] proposed to penalize PathCount by the arithmetic mean of the numbers of cycles at-
tached to the two involved nodes, i.e., PathSim(t)(u, v) :=
2·P〈uv〉t
P〈uu〉t+P〈vv〉t
. A similar design to
model node visibility can be found in JoinSim [107], which is defined as PathCount penalized
by geometric mean of the cycle numbers.
Path selectivity. Given any method defining relevance score under one meta-path, a
natural question is how to combine multiple meta-paths to derive a unified relevance score –
henceforth referred to as the composite score. To achieve this goal, Sun et al. [22] proposed to
assign different weights to different meta-paths, and compute the composite score via linear
combination. Let w = {w1, . . . , wT} with wt being the weight for meta-path t, the composite
score of PathCount is given by PathCountw(u, v) :=
∑T
t=1wt ·PathCount (t)(u, v). Similarly,
one can define PathSimw(u, v). This linear combination approach is adopted by follow-
up works with multiple applications [2, 14], including personalized entity recommendation
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problem [17], outlier detection [66, 16], etc. The weights assigned or inferred in these cases
specify how selective each meta-path is. The larger the path selectivity , the more significant
this meta-path is in contributing to the composite score.
Cross-meta-path synergy. Suppose linear combination is used to find the composite score
as in the previous paragraph, the two scenarios shown in Fig. 4.1a would receive the same
composite score (x), where xi equals to the score from the i-th meta-path multiplied by
the corresponding weight. However, we have the observation that, when meta-paths do not
clearly correlate, the latter scenario tends to imply a higher relevance. We take an entity
resolution task on the DBLP dataset as example, which aims to merge author mentions
that refer to the same entity. In this task, each node stands for an author mention, and
each meta-path represents that two author mentions have both published papers in one
particular research area. We label two author mentions as relevant if and only if they refer
to the same entity, and we use PathCount with uniform weights as an example to compute
the composite score. Results presented in Fig. 4.1 shows that with the same composite score,
node pairs associated by paths under multiple meta-paths are more likely to be relevant than
those under only one meta-path. We refer to this phenomenon as cross-meta-path synergy .
We interpret this phenomenon as given the occurrence of one path, the happenstance of
another path under the same meta-path may not be surprising, while the co-occurrence of
two paths under two uncorrelated meta-paths may be a strong signal of relevance. Moreover,
we should also realize that not necessarily all meta-path pairs are uncorrelated, which has
been observed in a special type of HIN [108]. This implies cross-meta-path synergy does not
necessarily exist between all pairs of meta-paths, and we deem a good relevance measure
should reflect this difference.
Challenges and contributions. Regarding the three pivotal characteristics for path-
based HIN relevance discussed above, the major challenge lies in how to integrate all these
characteristics in a unified framework. We tackle this challenge by studying path-based
relevance from a probabilistic perspective, and deriving relevance measure from a generative
model. Since the model parameters are trained to fit each HIN, the derived relevance measure
enjoys the property of being data-driven. That is, the derived relevance measure is tailored
for each HIN. Lastly, we summarize our contributions as follows:
1. We establish the probabilistic interpretation of existing path-based HIN relevance mea-
sures.
2. We identify and propose to model cross-meta-path synergy , an important characteristic
in path-based HIN relevance.
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3. We propose a novel relevance measure based on a generative model, which is data-
driven and tailored for each HIN, and develop an inference algorithm with non-trivial
tricks.
4. Experiments on two real-world HINs corroborate the effectiveness of our proposed
model and relevance measure.
4.2 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the concepts and notations used in our work.
Definition 4.1 (Heterogeneous Information Network). An information network is a
directed graph G = (V , E) with a node type mapping f : V → A and an edge type mapping
g : E → R. Particularly, when the number of node types |A| > 1 or the number of edge types
|R| > 1, the network is called a heterogeneous information network (HIN).
Due to the typed essence of HINs, paths that associate node pairs can be grouped under
different meta-paths. We formally define meta-paths as follows.
Definition 4.2 (Meta-Path). A meta-path is a concatenation of multiple nodes or node
types linked by edge types.
An example of a meta-path is [author]
writes−−−→ [paper] writes−1−−−−−→ [author], where a phrase in
the brackets represents a node type and a phrase above the arrow refers to an edge type.
When context is clear, we simply write [author]–[paper]–[author]. In our work, we study the
relevance problem when a set of meta-paths of interest is predefined by users.
To ease presentation, we focus on unweighted HINs, and model path count defined as
follows. Note that the path-based model to be proposed in our work can be extended to the
weighted case.
Definition 4.3 (Path Count). The path count of a meta-path t ∈ {1, . . . , T} between a
node pair s = (u, v) ∈ V × V is the number of concrete path instances under this meta-path
that start from node u to node v, which is denoted by Pst or P〈uv〉t.
Note that the relevance score given by the PathCount measure [22] is exactly the path
count of a meta-path between a node pair.
Lastly, we introduce the probability distributions to be used.
Definition 4.4. The probability density functions of three probability distributions used in
our work are given as follows.
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with rate parameter λ˜ > 0:
p(x) = λ˜ eλ˜x (x > 0).












tα˜−1 e−t dt is the gamma function.
3. Symmetric Dirichlet distribution DirL (α˜) of order L and concentration parameter α˜:
































4.3 PROBABILISTIC INTERPRETATION OF EXISTING RELEVANCE MEASURES
In this section, we illustrate the probabilistic interpretation of existing path-based HIN
relevance measures. We achieve this by studying the generating process of path counts
between node pairs in an HIN, which contains a connection between relevance and the
negative log likelihood. Suppose the path count under meta-path t between node pair s is
generated from an exponential distribution
Pst ∼ Exp (λ) ,
with fixed rate λ, then in terms of the rank it yields, the negative log likelihood of all
observed paths under meta-path t between node pair s will be equivalent to the PathCount
under meta-path t
−LL(t)(s) = − log(λ e−λPst) = λPst − log λ
∝ Pst + const = PathCount (t)(s) + const .
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Table 4.1: Summary of symbols
Symbol Definition
V The set of all nodes
S The set of all nontrivial node pairs
T ∈ N The number of meta-paths
K ∈ N The number of generating patterns
P ∈ R|S|×T The observed path counts between node pairs
over each meta-path
η ∈ RT The path selectivity
τ ∈ R|S| The node pair visibility
ρ ∈ R|V| The node visibility
Θ ∈ R|S|×K The generating patterns over meta-paths
Φ ∈ RK×T The choices of generating patterns between node pairs
α ∈ R+ The shape parameter of the gamma prior
β ∈ (0, 1) The concentration parameter of the Dirichlet prior
Further, if we assume path instances under different meta-paths are generated from expo-
nential distribution with meta-path-specific rates w = (w1, w2, . . . , wT ), i.e., Pst ∼ Exp (wt),
then the negative log likelihood of all observed path counts will be equivalent to PathCount
with weights w for linear combination














wtPst + const = PathCountw(s) + const .
Moreover, if we assume each node pair s has pair-specific generating rate proportional to
a parameter κs, i.e., Pst ∼ Exp (wt/κs), then the negative log likelihood of observed path
counts will be −LL(s) = ∑twt · Pstκs + T log κs + const . For node pair s = (u, v), if we drop
the logarithm term and set κs to be the arithmetic mean of the cycle count of the involved
nodes u and v, the formula becomes
∑
t
wt · 2 · P〈uv〉t
P〈uu〉t + P〈vv〉t
= PathSimw(s)
which is identical to PathSim with weights w for linear combination. In lieu of arithmetic






which is identical to JoinSim with weights w for linear combination. Note that all the
relevance measures discussed in this section are special cases of our relevance measure to be
proposed in the next section.
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Figure 4.2: Toy example for one part of an HIN, consisting of four node types:
person, university, location, and discipline.
4.4 PROPOSED MODEL AND RELEVANCE
With the relevance–likelihood connection established in Sec. 4.3, we propose our Path-
based Relevance from Probabilistic perspective (PReP) likewise by modeling the generating
process of path counts betwee node pairs, and further aim to model the three important
characteristic . In a nutshell, the pro o ed generative-model-based relevance measure con-
sists of two major parts: (i) inferring model parameters by finding the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimate to fit the input HIN, and (ii) deriving relevance score between any node
pair based on the learned model.
4.4.1 The PReP Model
Following the existing HIN relevance measures discussed in Sec. 4.3, we assume the path
count, Pst or P〈uv〉t, between node pair s = (u, v) under meta-path t is generated from an
exponential distribution with rate λst, i.e., Pst ∼ Exp (λst). To capture node visibility , path
selectivity , and cross-meta-path synergy , we must design λst in a way that can model these
three characteristics.





, then the expectation of X will be 1/λ˜. Bearing this in mind, we introduce
three components to model the three characteristics as follows.
• Both the node visibility of u and that of v affect the generation of path instances. We
consider the visibility of this pair of node as node pair visibility, τs, which is positively
correlated with the expectation of Pst.
• We let path instances under the same meta-path share the same path selectivity . De-
note ηt the path selectivity for meta-path t. ηt is negatively correlated with the expec-
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tation of Pst.
• Each node pair with paths in between can be linked by path instances under a different
set of meta-paths. We assume an underlying meta-path distribution ψs = [ψs1, . . . , ψsT ]
for node pair s, where
∑T
t=1 ψst = 1 and ψst ≥ 0. As a distribution over meta-paths, ψs
models the semantics of the relevance between this node pair, because each meta-path
carries its own semantic meaning. With further design to be introduced, ψs also serves
as the basis to capture cross-meta-path synergy . ψst is positively correlated with the
expectation of Pst.
Putting the above three components together considering their correlation with the expec-







where the detailed illustration and design of the three components are to be further discussed
in this section. Note that while we only discuss unweighted HINs in our work, the use of
exponential distribution in Eq. (4.1) enables the model to handle weighted HINs, where
paths are associated with real-valued path strengths, and Pst may not be integers to reflect
the path strengths.
Since node pairs with no paths under any predefined meta-path should trivially receive
the lowest possible relevance score, we only model the generation of path counts between
node pairs with paths in between – henceforth referred to as nontrivial node pairs – and we
denote S the set of all nontrivial node pairs.
Illustrative example. To better illustrate how each component design affects the path
generation process, we present a toy example in Fig. 4.2, which shows a part of an HIN with
four node types: person, university, location, and discipline. We concern three meta-paths
in this network: M1 : [person] attends−−−−→ [university] attends
−1−−−−−→ [person], M2 : [person] livesIn−−−→
[location]
livesIn−1−−−−−→ [person], M3 : [person] majorsIn−−−−−→ [discipline] majorsIn
−1−−−−−−→ [person].
Decoupling node pair visibility. To model node visibility, we decouple node pair visibility
τs in Eq. (4.1) into two parts as in PathSim and JoinSim discussed in Sec. 4.3. The two
parts correspond to the node visibility ρu and ρv, respectively, where s = (u, v), and ρz > 0
for all z ∈ V . In our design, we let
τ(u,v) = ρuρv (4.2)
as in JoinSim because decoupling by multiplication eases model inference, which will be
made clear in the next paragraph.
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Since a trivial rescaling – multiplying all ρz by a constant and multiplying all ηt by the
square of the same constant – leads to exactly the same model (Eq. (4.1)), we further
regularize ρz by a gamma prior with a constant rate parameter
ρz ∼ Γ (α, 1) . (4.3)
Note that we arbitrarily set the rate parameter to be 1 since the shape of the distribution
is solely determined by the shape parameter α. We choose gamma distribution as the prior
for ρz because it is the conjugate prior for the exponential distribution, and this fact will
largely facilitate the inference algorithm as we will show in Sec. 4.5.2. To determine the
shape parameter α, we fit the gamma distribution to the total path count each node has,
{∑Tt=1∑z˜∈V P〈zz˜〉t}z∈V , in the HIN as a rough prior information.
Path selectivity at meta-path level. We assume path instances under meta-path t share
the same path selectivity ηt. In the scope of our work, where supervision is not available,
we assume uninformative prior on ηt. In future work where supervision is provided, we can
further learn ηt by minimizing the difference between supervision and model output to derive
a task-specific relevance measure.
Cross-meta-path synergy and generating patterns. As discussed in Chapter 1, we
have observed the existence of cross-meta-path synergy in real-world HIN, and this charac-
teristic has not been modeled by existing HIN relevance measures. In case meta-paths do not
correlate, we may simply add a Dirichlet prior, with concentration parameter smaller than
1, over meta-path distribution ψs for all node pair s. This use of Dirichlet prior resembles
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [109], where the Dirichlet prior prefers sparse distributions,
i.e., most entries of ψs tend to be 0. Therefore, the co-occurrence of paths under different
meta-paths gets a lower likelihood from this prior, and attains a higher relevance score under
our relevance–likelihood connection.
However, in reality, it would not be surprising to see two people attending UC Berkeley also
both live in the City of Berkeley. This implies cross-meta-path synergy does not necessarily
exist between all pairs of meta-paths, e.g., it may not exist between meta-path M1 and
meta-pathM2 in the toy example of Fig. 4.2. To address this situation, we introduce a new
component – generating patterns. Each of a total of K generating patterns is a distribution
over the T meta-paths, where meta-paths that often co-occur between node pairs will also be
included in a common generating pattern, and when a node pair s generates a path instance
in between, it would first choose generating pattern k with probability ϕsk, and then choose
meta-path t from this generating pattern with probability θkt. Formally, we describe this
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Table 4.2: Existing measures cannot yield desired relevance, unless we assertM3
(discipline) is always more selective thanM2 (location), while PReP can achieve
this by recognizing the co-occurrence of multiple generating patterns.
Measure Node Pair M1 M2 M3 Composite Truth
PathCount
Mordo & Wong 1 1 0 w1 + w2 −
Mordo & Stephen 1 0 1 w1 + w3 +
PathSim
Mordo & Wong 0.67 1 0 0.67w1 + w2 −
Mordo & Stephen 0.67 0 1 0.67w1 + w3 +
RWR (C = 0.9)
Mordo & Wong 0.29 0.47 0 0.29w1 + 0.47w2 −
Mordo & Stephen 0.25 0 0.31 0.25w1 + 0.31w3 +
PReP
Mordo & Wong 1 generating pattern −






whereϕs = [ϕs1, . . . , ϕsK ] is node pair s’s choices of generating patterns, such that
∑K
k=1 ϕsk =
1, ϕsk ≥ 0; and θk = [θk1, . . . , θkT ] is generating pattern k’s distribution over meta-paths,
such that
∑T
t=1 θkt = 1, θkt ≥ 0.
A symmetric Dirichlet prior is then enforced on ϕs, so that synergy will be recognized
between and only between meta-paths from different generating patterns
ϕs ∼ DirK (β) , (4.5)
where β ∈ (0, 1) is the concentration hyperparameter.
With this design, our model gives a lower likelihood and higher relevance score to Mordo
and Stephen (same university, same major) than Mordo and Wong (attending UC Berkeley
and living in the City of Berkeley) in the toy example of Fig. 4.2 by learning a generating
pattern that includes bothM1 andM2. Whereas, other relevance measures cannot achieve
this desired relationship as presented in Tab. 4.2, unless we set the weights w2 > w3, or
equivalently assert M2 (location) is always less selective than M3 (discipline).
The unified model. For notation convenience, we use the bold italic form to represent
the corresponding matrix or vector of each symbol with subscripts. For instance, the (s, t)
element of P is Pst and the t-th element of η is ηt. Under this notation, combining Eq. (4.1),
(4.3), and (4.5), with Eq. (4.2) and (4.4) substituted into Eq. (4.1), yields the total likelihood
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of the full PReP model


























4.4.2 The PReP Relevance Measure
Given the unified model (Eq. (4.6)), we have two options to derive relevance measure
using likelihood: (i) find the maximum a posteriori estimate for all parameters and compute
the total likelihood of the observed data, and (ii) consider all model parameters as hidden
variables and define the relevance as the marginal likelihood of the observed data. However,
the marginal likelihood does not have a closed-form representation in our case, nor can we
approximate it with regular Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms due to the large number
of hidden variables. Therefore, we adopt the first option and defer the other to future work.
Once the model parameters {η,ρ,Φ,Θ} are estimated, we define the PReP relevance for a
node pair s = (u, v) as the negative log-likelihood involving this node pair, − log p(Ps,:,ϕs | Θ,ρ,η, α, β),












Note that PathCount, PathSim, and JoinSim discussed in Sec. 4.3 are special cases of this
PReP relevance measure, when {η,ρ,Φ,Θ} are heuristically specified accordingly.
4.5 MODEL INFERENCE
In this section, we introduce the inference algorithm for the PReP model (Eq. (4.6))
proposed in Sec. 4.4.
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4.5.1 The Optimization Problem
We find the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate for model parameters by minimizing
the negative log-likelihood of the proposed model (Eq. 4.6), which, with an offset of a






































We solve the above minimization problem with an iterative algorithm to be detailed in
the following Sec. 4.5.2.
4.5.2 The Inference Algorithm
We iteratively update one of η, ρ, Φ, and Θ when the others are fixed. The inference
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 4.1.
Update η given {ρ,Φ,Θ}. Once given ρ, Φ, and Θ, the optimal η that minimizes O
in Eq. (4.8) has a closed-form solution. One can derive this closed-form update formula by































where τs = ρuρv for node pair s = (u, v). Using the property of exponential distributions,
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Algorithm 4.1: Inference algorithm for the PReP model
Input : the observed path counts P and the hyperparameters
Output: the model parameters η, ρ, Φ, and Θ
1 begin
2 Initialize ρ, Φ, and Θ
3 while not converged do
4 Update η by the closed-form Eq. (4.10)
5 while not converged do
6 for u ∈ V do
7 Update ρu by the closed-form solution to Eq. (4.11)
8 Update Φ via parallelized PGD with gradient in Eq. (4.13)
9 Update Θ via PGD with gradient in Eq. (4.12)













Update ρ given {η,Φ,Θ}. Unlike η, closed-form formula for updating ρ does not exist
because (i) ρ has an informative prior, and (ii) the generating process for paths between
node pair (u, v) involves the coupling of ρu and ρv. Fortunately, the gamma distribution
is the conjugate prior to the exponential distribution. Therefore, for each u, when the rest
{ρv}v 6=u are fixed, the closed-form update formula for ρu can be derived as follows. Denote






















+ 1. Setting this partial derivative to 0
leads to







Note that Eq. (4.11) is a single-variable quadratic equation with one positive and one
negative roots. Furthermore, O is convex w.r.t. ρu on the positive half-axis, and the positive
root is a minimum of O. Therefore, the optimal ρu that minimizes O is given by the positive
root of the quadratic equation (Eq. (4.11)), which has closed-form solution. Holistically,
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we update ρ by iterating through u ∈ V to update ρu with the aforementioned closed-form
solution to Eq. (4.11).
Update Θ given {η,ρ,Φ}. To update Θ, we use the projected gradient descent (PGD)








(τ (η◦−1)>) ◦ (ΦΘ)◦2
]
, (4.12)
where [·] ◦ [·], [·]
[·] , and [·]◦[·] are element-wise multiplication, division, and power. Additional
constraint fed into PGD is that each row of Θ lies in the standard (T − 1)-simplex, i.e.,∑T
t=1 θkt = 1 for all k ∈ {1, ..., K} and θkt ≥ 0 for all (k, t) ∈ {1, ..., K} × {1, ..., T}.
Projection onto the standard simplex or the direct product of multiple standard simplices
can be achieved efficiently using the method introduced in [111].









(τ (η◦−1)>) ◦ (ΦΘ)◦2
]
Θ> − β − 1
Φ
. (4.13)
However, directly updating the entire Φ using PGD can be problematic, because the row
number of Φ is the same as the number of nontrivial node pairs, |S|, which can be significantly
larger than that of Θ.
Fortunately, we can decompose the update scheme for Φ by rows, because each row is














k=1 ϕsk = 1 for all
s ∈ S and ϕst ≥ 0 for all (s, k) ∈ S × {1, ..., K}.
4.5.3 Implementation Details
For program reproducibility, we provide details in parameter initialization and computa-
tional singularity handling.
Since the inference algorithm starts with updating η, no initialization for η is needed.
ρ is initialized by drawing random samples from its prior distribution, Γ (α, 1), where α is
estimated from data as discussed in Sec. 4.4. Φ is initialized uniformly at random within
the row-wise simplex constraint. For Θ, the first T rows of this K×T matrix are initialized
to be an identity matrix, because many node pairs with paths in between involve only one
meta-path, and we initialize the rest K − T rows uniformly at random within the row-wise
simplex constraint. This choice is out of the consideration that the PReP model is not
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convex over all parameters.
Dirichlet distribution is defined over open sets with unbounded probability density func-
tion. As a result, when using MAP, certain components of Φ can be inferred to approach
the singularities along the boundary. Therefore, in practice, we let Φ to be bounded away
from the boundary with an infinitesimal quantity δ, i.e., each of its entries must not only
be positive, but also be greater or equal to δ. In this way, we keep the capability of Dirich-
let distribution in modeling cross-meta-path synergy , while ensuring the model is compu-
tationally meaningful. In our experiment, we set δ = 10−50. With this constraint, the
domain of definition for Φ is no longer a standard simplex as discussed in [111]. For
this reason, we provide the algorithm for efficient projection onto this shrunken simplex,
{x ∈ RK |xi ≥ δ,
∑K
i=1 xi = 1}, which is required by the inference algorithm.
We provide the algorithm for efficient projection onto the standard simplex shrunk by δ,
{x ∈ RK |xi ≥ δ,
∑K
i=1 xi = 1}, in Algorithm 4.2.
Algorithm 4.2: Efficient projection onto shrunk simplex
Input : the original vector z ∈ RK and the shrinking factor δ
Output: the projection x ∈ RK
1 begin
2 Sort z into u: u1 ≥ u2 ≥ . . . ≥ uK
3 ρ← max{1 ≤ j ≤ K|uj + 1j (1− δK −
∑j
i=1 ui) > 0}
4 λ← 1
ρ
(1− δK −∑ρi=1 ui)
5 xi ← max{zi + λ, 0}+ δ
The validity of this algorithm can be established in a way similar to the proof of the
algorithm for standard simplex [111].
Note that if one wishes to evade the point estimation of parameters in the PReP model,
Eq. (4.6), and thereby avoid computational singularity, they can treat all model parameters
as hidden variables and derive relevance from the marginal likelihood of the observed data
as discussed in Sec. 4.4.2. The exploration of this direction requires novel method, such as
a sampling algorithm design for our model, to efficiently calculate marginal likelihood, and
we defer this to future work.
4.6 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we quantitatively evaluate the proposed model on two publicly available
real-world HINs: Facebook and DBLP. We first describe the datasets and the unsupervised
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tasks used for evaluation. Baselines and model variations for comparison are then introduced.
Afterward, we present experiment results together with discussions, which demonstrate the
advantage of using probability as the backbone of relevance.
4.6.1 Data Description and Evaluation Tasks
In this section, we introduce the two publicly available real-world datasets and the evalu-
ation tasks.
The Facebook dataset. This dataset [112] contains nodes of 11 types, including user,
major, degree, school, hometown, surname, location, employer, work-location, work-project,
and other. It consists of 5, 621 nodes and 98, 023 edges, among which 4, 167 nodes are of the
user type. We aim to determine the relevance between users, using 10 meta-paths, each of
the form [user]–[X]–[user], where X is any of the above 11 node types except for other.
To derive ground truth label between user pairs for evaluation, we use being friends on
Facebook as a proxy for being relevant. This dataset is collected by recruiting participants
to label their own Facebook friends It consists of 10 distinct ego networks, where an ego
network consists of one ego user and all her friends together with edges attached to these
users. We hence perform one sub-task for each ego network, where the compared measures
are used to calculate the relevance between all pairs of non-ego users in this ego network.
We use two evaluation metrics widely adopted for tasks with multiple relevant instances:
the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC) and the area under
precision-recall curve (AUPRC). The receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) is created
by plotting true positive rate against false positive rate as the threshold varies, while the
precision-recall curve (PRC) is drawn by plotting precision against recall as the threshold
varies. Higher values are more preferred for both ROC-AUC and AUPRC. We further
average each of the above metrics across ego networks with the following methods – uni.:
averaging over all ego networks uniformly; rel.: weighting by the number of relevant pairs in
each ego network; tot.: weighting by the total number of pairs in each ego network.
The DBLP dataset. This dataset is derived from the DBLP dataset processed by Tang
et al. [113] containing computer science research papers together with author names and
publication venue associated to each paper. It consists of 13, 697 nodes and 19, 665 edges,
among which 1, 546 nodes are of the author type. Notably, in this dataset, the same author
name associated with two papers may not necessarily be the same person. Based on this
fact, we design an entity resolution task as follows. First, we use the labels made available
by Tang et al. [113] to group all author name mentions corresponding to one person to
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Table 4.3: Quantitative evaluation results on two real-world datasets using the
proposed measure, PReP, and other measures.
Dataset Metric
PathCount PathSim JoinSim SimRank PReP
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD No-NV No-PS No-CS (full)
Facebook
ROC-AUC
uni. 0.8056 0.8598 0.8367 0.8586 0.8326 0.8547 0.7977 0.8303 0.8310 0.6702 0.8689 0.8850
rel. 0.8612 0.8879 0.8578 0.8888 0.8556 0.8872 0.8076 0.8596 0.8556 0.6713 0.8880 0.9133
tot. 0.8558 0.8849 0.8577 0.8866 0.8557 0.8851 0.8096 0.8594 0.8547 0.6773 0.8893 0.9139
AUPRC
uni. 0.2456 0.2832 0.2370 0.2845 0.2340 0.2803 0.2055 0.2435 0.2183 0.1650 0.3273 0.3269
rel. 0.2496 0.3048 0.2142 0.2873 0.2117 0.2837 0.1764 0.2408 0.2067 0.1283 0.3354 0.3486
tot. 0.2107 0.2542 0.1841 0.2460 0.1821 0.2432 0.1523 0.2071 0.1760 0.1089 0.3010 0.3080
DBLP MRR
uni./rel. 0.8091 0.8130 0.6922 0.7003 0.7454 0.7538 0.6636 0.6738 0.8223 0.8494 0.8365 0.8517
tot. 0.7839 0.7871 0.6612 0.6731 0.7128 0.7244 0.6302 0.6357 0.8234 0.8407 0.8264 0.8391
define an author node. In this way, an author node is linked to multiple papers written
by her. Then, for each author name, we split the author node with the most author name
mentions into two nodes, and we define two nodes to be relevant if and only if they actually
refer to the same person. Finally, we perform one sub-task for each author name, where the
compared measures are used to calculate the relevance between all pairs of nodes with the
same author name.
We use 14 meta-paths in this task, each of the form [author]–[paper]–[venue domain]–
[paper]–[author], where a node of the venue domain type corresponds to one of the 14
computer science research areas. The definition of the 14 areas is derived from the Wikipedia
page: List of computer science conferences1. Since only one relevant pair exists in each sub-
task, the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) is used as the evaluation metric, where, for each
sub-task, the reciprocal rank is the reciprocal of the rank of the relevant pair. Higher values
indicate better results for MRR. We also average the above metrics across different sub-tasks
using three methods: uni., rel., and tot. Note that uni. and rel. are equivalent in this entity
resolution task because each sub-task has exactly one relevant pair.
4.6.2 Baselines and Variations
In this section, we describe the meta-path-based baseline methods and variations of the
PReP model, which are used to compare with our proposed full PReP model. Existing
meta-path-based unsupervised HIN measures define relevance computation method on each
meta-path and then use linear combination to find the composite score. Therefore, each
baseline consists of two parts: (i) the base measure that calculates the relevance score on
one meta-path, and (ii) the weights assigned to different meta-paths used in the linear
combination. The 4 base measures we used are:
• PathCount [22]. PathCountw(s) :=
∑
twtPst.
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of computer science conferences
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• SimRank. We adopt SimRank [64] with meta-path constraints. Let A be a matrix,
where Auv is the number of paths under this meta-path between node pair (u, v) after
column normalization. The SimRank score is then given by Suv, where S is the solution
to S = max{C · (A>SA), I}, and C is the decay factor to be specified. Note that we
use SimRank instead of random walk with restart because SimRank is a symmetric
relevance measure.
Without any supervision available, we use 2 heuristics to determine the weights w for linear
combination.
• Mean. Let wt be the reciprocal of the mean of all scores computed using the corre-
sponding base measure on meta-path t.
• SD. Let wt be the reciprocal of the standard deviation of all scores computed using
the corresponding base measure on meta-path t. Note that this heuristic normalized
the original score in the way similar to z-score.
Combining the aforementioned 4 base measures and 2 heuristic for setting weights, we have
8 baselines in total.
Additionally, we also experiment with three variations of PReP, which are partial models
with one of the three components knocked out from the full PReP model.
• No node visibility (No-NV): Set ρ = 1|V|, and do not update ρ during model inference.
• No path selectivity (No-PS): Set η = 1T , and do not update η during model inference.
• No cross-meta-path synergy (No-CS): Set Φ = 1|V|×K/K, Θ = 1|V|×T/T , and do not
update Φ and Θ during model inference.
Note that 1M stands for all one column vector of size M and 1M×N denotes all one matrix
of size M ×N .
4.6.3 Effectiveness and Discussion
In this section, we present the quantitative evaluation results on both the Facebook and the
DBLP datasets. We tune the decay factor C in the baseline measure, SimRank, to have the
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best performance with C = 0.5 for both SimRank-Mean and SimRank-SD on Facebook, and
C = 0.8 for SimRank-Mean, C = 0.7 for SimRank-SD on DBLP. We set hyperparameters
of PReP as K = 15 and β = 10−4 for Facebook and K = 14 and β = 10−2 for DBLP. The
choice of hyperparameters will be further discussed in this section.
As presented in Tab. 4.3, PReP outperformed all 8 baselines under various metrics. More-
over, PReP outperformed its 3 variations under most metrics, suggesting each component
of the model generally has a positive effect on the performance of the full PReP model.
Note that under MRR (tot.), PReP performed slightly worse than PReP-No-PS, the partial
model without ηt for path selectivity . This happened because, as discussed in Sec. 4.4, we
cannot enforce task-specific design on path selectivity ηt due to the lack of supervision, and
we expect path selectivity ηt to play a more important role in future work where relevance
labels are provided as supervision.
Additionally, we have made the following observations.
Heuristic methods cannot yield robust relevance measures. Compared with Path-
Count, both PathSim and JoinSim further model node visibility , which penalizes the rel-
evance with nodes that are highly visible. However, as Tab. 4.3 presents, PathSim and
JoinSim cannot always outperform PathCount. Moreover, JoinSim performs better than
PathSim on DBLP, while PathSim is slightly better than JoinSim on Facebook. We inter-
pret these results as, PathSim and JoinSim model node visibility in a deterministic heuristic
way. Unlike our generative-model-based measure that derives relevance measure based on pa-
rameters inferred from each HIN, the heuristic approaches adopted by PathSim and JoinSim
have varying performance on different HINs. This suggests being data-driven is a favorable
property of PReP.
Non-one-hot generating patterns help only when meta-paths correlate. In our
experiment, we set K = 14 = T for DBLP. Recall that we initialized the first T rows of Θ,
the matrix representing the K generating patterns, to be T one-hot vectors corresponding
to T meta-paths. We observed in the DBLP experiment that after model fitting, Θ was still
the same as its initialization, meaning each inferred generating pattern only generated path
instances under exactly one meta-path. Moreover, by increasing the value of K, we did not
see improvement in performance. This observation is inline with the situation that it is not
frequently seen that two authors both publish papers in two distinct research areas, where
the 14 areas on the Wikipedia page have been defined to be distinct areas including theory,
software, parallel computing, etc. In this case, it is preferred to model synergy across every
pair of meta-paths, and not to employ any non-one-hot generating patterns.
On the other hand, we used K = 15 > T for Facebook, and we did observe non-one-hot
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(a) Facebook (b) DBLP
Figure 4.3: Performance with varied β.
generating patterns after model fitting. The most popular non-one-hot generating pattern
consisted of three meta-paths: [user]–[hometown]–[user], [user]–[school]–[user], and [user]–
[user]–[user], where we define popularity of a generating pattern as the fraction of node
pairs adopting this pattern, i.e., pop(k) =
∑
s∈S ϕsk. This generating pattern corresponds to
two users sharing the same hometown, the same school, and having common friends. This
scenario is common for two people sharing similar friend group back in the hometown school.
Sensitivity of β in modeling cross-meta-path synergy . In the PReP model (Eq. (4.6))
and relevance measure (Eq. (4.7)), the concentration parameter β of the Dirichlet prior
controls the extent to which we boost cross-meta-path synergy . Experiment results in Fig 4.3
shows performance of PReP do not significantly change around the values we have set for
β, i.e., 10−4 for Facebook and 10−2 for DBLP.
4.7 RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the study on HIN relevance. The problem of deriving relevance
between node pairs has been extensively studied for homogeneous information networks.
Relevance measures of this type include the random walk based Personalized PageRank and
SimRank [64], the neighbor-based common neighbors and Jaccard’s coefficient, the path-
based Katz [65], etc. To generalize relevance from the homogeneous networks to the typed
heterogeneous case, researchers have been exploring from multiple perspectives. One per-
spective, as in PathCount and PathSim from [22] and Path-Constrained Random Walk from
[23], is to first compute relevance score along each meta-path, and then glue scores from all
types together via linear combination to establish the composite measure. A great many ap-
plications [66, 2, 14, 17, 16] based on this meta-path paradigm with linear combination have
been proposed. Our proposed method follows this meta-path paradigm, but goes beyond
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linear combination to model cross-meta-path synergy that we have observed from real-world
HINs. Another perspective is to go beyond meta-path and derive relevance based on the
more complex graph structures [26, 27]. While these approaches can yield good performance,
they differ from our proposed methods for further entailing label information or expertise
in designing graph structure. Also, they do not carry probabilistic interpretations. Besides,
people have explored the idea of incorporating richer information [24, 25] to define more
effective relevance scoring functions, or adding supervision to derive task-specific relevance
measures [29, 30, 31]. While being valuable, these works are out of the scope of the problem
we study in our work, where we address the basic, unsupervised case with no additional in-
formation as our starting point of studying HIN relevance from the probabilistic perspective.
4.8 SUMMARY
Inspired by the probabilistic interpretation of existing path-based relevance measures,
we studied HIN relevance from a probabilistic perspective. We identified cross-meta-path
synergy as one of the three characteristics that we deem important for HIN relevance. A
generative model was proposed to derive a novel path-based relevance measure, PReP, which
could capture the three important characteristics. An inference algorithm was also developed
to find the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the model parameters, which entailed
non-trivial tricks. Experiments on real-world HINs demonstrated the effectiveness of our
relevance measure, which is data-driven and tailored for each HIN.
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CHAPTER 5: HARNESSING HETEROGENEOUS ASSOCIATION BY
IDENTIFYING ASPECTS OF AN HIN
5.1 OVERVIEW
In real-world applications, objects of different types interact with each other, forming
heterogeneous relations. Such objects and relations, acting as strongly-typed nodes and
edges, constitute numerous heterogeneous information networks (HINs) [2, 14]. HINs have
received increasing interests in the past decade due to its capability of retaining the rich type
information, as well as the accompanying wide applications such as recommender system [17],
clustering [15], and outlier detection [16]. As an example, the IMDb network is an HIN
containing information about users’ preferences over movies and have five different node
types: user, movie, actor, director, and genre.
Meanwhile, network embedding has recently emerged as a scalable unsupervised repre-
sentation learning method [55, 18, 19, 40, 34, 20, 21]. In particular, network embedding
learning projects the network into low-dimensional space, where each node is represented
using a corresponding embedding vector and the relativity among nodes is preserved. With
the semantic information transcribed from the networks, the embedding vectors can be di-
rectly used as node features in various downstream applications. We therefore use the two
terms – the embedding of a node and the learned feature of a node – interchangeably in this
chapter.
The heterogeneity in HINs poses a specific challenge for data mining and applied ma-
chine learning. We hence propose to study the problem of learning embedding in HINs
with an emphasis on leveraging the rich and intrinsic type information. There are multi-
ple attempts in studying HIN embedding or tackling specific application tasks using HIN
embedding [32, 29, 33, 34]. Though these studies formulate the problem differently with re-
spective optimization objectives, they share a similar underlining philosophy: using a unified
objective function to embed all the nodes into one low-dimensional space.
Embedding all the nodes into one low-dimensional space, however, may lead to informa-
tion loss. Take the IMDb network as example, where users review movies based on their
preferences. Since each movie has several facets, users may review movies with emphasis
over different facets. For instance, both Alice and Bob may like the movie Star Wars, but
Alice likes it because of Carrie Fisher (actor); while Bob likes it because it is a fantasy movie
(genre). Furthermore, suppose user Carlo likes both movies directed by Steven Spielberg and
musicals. Due to the semantic dissimilarity between Steven Spielberg and musical, if this
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Figure 5.1: A toy example of node embeddings in an HIN. The upper left of
the figure depicts the interactions among nodes, where users review movies and
movies have various attributes. Carlo likes both musicals and movies directed
by S. Spielberg. If all nodes were embedded to one space, Carlo would be close
to neither musical nor S. Spielberg due to the dissimilarity between musical and
S. Spielberg. However, by embedding the aspect related to director and that
related to genre into separate spaces, Carlo could be close to S. Spielberg in one
space, and close to musical in another.
musical (genre) and Steven Spielberg (director) would be distant from each other, while the
user Carlo would be in the middle and close to neither of them. Therefore, it is of interest
to obtain an embedding that can reflect Carlo’s preference for both musicals and Spielberg’s
movies. To this end, we are motivated to embed the network into two distinct spaces: one
for the aspect of genre information whereas the other for that of director information. In this
case, Carlo could be close to musical (genre) in the first space and close to Steven Spielberg
(director) in the second space as in the lower part of Figure 5.1.
In our work, we propose a flexible embedding learning framework – AspEm– for HINs that
mitigates the incompatibility among aspects via considering each aspect separately. The use
of aspects is motivated by the intuition that very distinct relationship could exist between
components of a typed network, which has been observed in a special type of HIN [108].
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Moreover, we demonstrate the feasibility of selecting a set of representative aspects for any
HIN using statistics of the network without additional supervision.
It is worth noting that most existing embedding learning methodologies can be extended
based on AspEm using the principle that different aspects should reside in different embed-
ding spaces. Therefore, AspEm is a principled and flexible framework that has the potential
of inheriting the merits of other embedding learning methods. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to study the property of multiple aspects in HIN embedding learning.
Lastly, we summarize our contributions as follows:
1. We provide a key insight regarding incompatibility in HINs that each HIN can have
multiple aspects that do not align with each other. We thereby identify that embedding
algorithms employing only one embedding space may lose subtlety of the given HIN.
2. We propose a flexible HIN embedding framework, named AspEm, that can mitigate
the incompatibility among multiple aspects via considering the semantic information
regarding each aspect separately.
3. We propose an aspect selection method for AspEm, which demonstrates that a set of
representative aspects can be selected from any HIN using statistics of the network
without additional supervision.
4. We conduct quantitative experiments on two real-world datasets with various evalua-
tion tasks, which validate the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
5.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we formally define the problem of learning embedding from aspects of
HINs and related notations.
Definition 5.1 (HIN). An information network is a directed graph G = (V , E) with a
node type mapping ϕ : V → T and an edge type mapping ψ : E → R. Particularly, when the
number of node types |T | > 1 or the number of edge types |R| > 1, the network is called a
heterogeneous information network (HIN) [14].
In addition, when the network is weighted and directed, we use W
(r)
uv to denote the weight
of an edge e ∈ E with type r ∈ R that goes out from node u and into node v. DO(r)u and
D
I(r)
u represent the outward degree of node u (i.e., the sum of weights associated with all
edges in type r going outward from u) and the inward degree of node u (i.e., the sum of












































Figure 5.2: The schema and two aspects of an toy HIN with six node types:
movie, director, actor, genre, country, and user.
networks, the degrees can be similarly defined. In case a network is undirected, it can be
converted to the directed case by simply decomposing every edge to two directed edges with
equal weights and opposite directions.
Given the typed essence, an HIN can be abstracted using a network schema G˜ = (T ,R) [14],
which provides meta-information regarding the node types and edge types in the HINs. Fig-
ure 5.2a gives an example of the schema of a movie reviewing network as an HIN.
Definition 5.2 (Aspect of HIN). For a given HIN G with network schema G˜ = (T ,R), an
aspect of G is defined as a subgraph of the network schema G˜. For an aspect a, we use
T a ⊆ T to denote the node types involved in this aspect, and Ra ⊆ R as the edge types
involved in this aspect .
As an example, we illustrate two aspects from the schema in Figure 5.2a: one on users’
preferences for movies based on genre information (upper part in Figure 5.2b); and the
other on the semantics of movies based on the composite information of directors, actors
and their countries (lower part in Figure 5.2b). If we denote A a set of representative aspects
generated by a certain method, where information is compatible within each aspect and is
not redundant across different aspects, then an HIN with only one aspect will have |A| = 1,
T a = T , and Ra = R.
Definition 5.3 (HIN Embedding from Aspects). Suppose that an HIN G = (V , E) and a
set of representative aspects A are given. For one aspect a ∈ A, embedding learning in HIN
from one aspect a is to learn a node embedding mapping fa : {u ∈ V : ϕ(u) ∈ T a} → Rd(a),
where d(a) is the embedding dimension for a and d(a)  |V|. For all aspects in A and all
nodes u ∈ V, the problem of embedding learning from aspects in HIN is to learn
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u , where f
a
u is the embedding
of node u in aspect a.
We remark that, for nodes of different types, the corresponding fu might be of different
dimensions by definition.
5.3 THE ASPEM FRAMEWORK
To address the problem of embedding learning from aspects in HIN, we propose a flexible
framework to distinguish the semantic information regarding each aspect. Specifically, for
a node u, the corresponding embedding vectors fau are inferred independently for different
aspects in {a ∈ A : ϕ(u) ∈ T a}. We name the new framework as AspEm, which is short for
Aspect Embedding. AspEm includes three components: (i) selecting a set of representative
aspects for the HIN of interest, (ii) learning embedding vectors for each aspect, and (iii)
integrating embeddings from multiple aspects. We introduce these components as follows.
5.3.1 Aspect Selection in HINs
Since different aspects are expected to reflect distinct semantic facets of an HIN, an as-
pect of representative capability should consist of compatible edge types in terms of the
information carried by the edges. Therefore, even without supervision from downstream ap-
plications, the incompatibility within each aspect can be leveraged to determine the quality
of the aspect, and such incompatibility can be inferred from dataset-wide statistics.
Before introducing the proposed incompatibility measure, Inc(·), we first describe the
properties that we posit a proper measure should have as follows.
Property 5.1 (Non-negativity). For any aspect a, Inc(a) ≥ 0.
Property 5.2 (Monotonicity). For two aspects a1 and a2, if a1 ⊆ a2, then Inc(a1) ≤ Inc(a2).
Property 5.3 (Convexity). For two aspects a1 and a2, if their graph intersection has empty
edge set, i.e., E(a1 ∩ a2) = ∅, then Inc(a1) + Inc(a2) ≤ Inc(a1 ∪ a2).
We note that the intuition of Property 5.3 is that the incompatibility arises from the
co-existence of multiple types of edges. As a result, generating an aspect by the union of a1
and a2 could only introduce more incompatibility.
To propose our incompatibility measure, we start from the simplest incompatibility-prone
scenario: since the incompatibility arises from the co-existence of edge types, the simplest
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incompatible-prone aspects are those with two edge types joined by a common node type.
In particular, an aspect in this form can be uniquely determined by a schema-level repre-
sentation ϕl
ψl−→ ϕc ψr−→ ϕr, where ϕl, ϕc, ϕr ∈ T are (not necessarily distinct) node types
and ψl, ψr ∈ R are edge types. Once the incompatibility measure Inc(·) is defined for this





ψl−→ ϕc ψr−→ ϕr), (5.1)
where 〈ϕl, ψl, ϕc, ψr, ϕr〉 ⊆ a represents enumerating all such sub-aspects in aspect a. For
undirected networks, we do not distinguish 〈ϕl, ψl, ϕc, ψr, ϕr〉 and 〈ϕr, ψr, ϕc, ψl, ϕl〉 in this
enumeration process. Note that such generalization meets the criteria in Property 5.2 and
5.3.
Incompatible edge types result in inconsistent information. To reflect such intuition, we
define the incompatibility measure on aspects of the form ϕl
ψl−→ ϕc ψr−→ ϕr with a Jaccard
coefficient–based formulation over each node of type ϕc – the node type that joins two edge
types. Specifically, for node u of type ϕc, we calculate the inconsistency in information


























>} − 1, (5.2)
where Mψi is the adjacency matrix of edge type ψi and P
ψi is Mψi after row-wise normaliza-
tion. We remark that this formulation, with a difference of minus 1, is essentially the inverse
of Jaccard coefficient over the one-hop neighbors that u can reach via edge type ψl and
edge type ψr. The inverse is taken since greater Jaccard coefficient implies more similarity
while we expect more inconsistency, and the minus 1 is appended so that γ(u) = 0 when
Pψr = Pψ
−1
l , i.e., no inconsistency if two edge types are identical. Lastly, we average over
all such nodes to find incompatibility score of a simplest incompatible-prone aspect
Inc(ϕl




where ϕ∗c is the set of all u in ϕc such that the denominator in Eq. (5.2) is nonzero and γ(u)
is thereby well-defined. Note that this definition satisfies Property 5.1.
To select a set A of representative aspects for given HIN under any threshold θ ∈ R≥0,
(i) an aspect with incompatible score greater than θ is not eligible to be selected into A,
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because it is not semantically consistent enough; (ii) in case both aspects a1 and a2 have
incompatible score below θ and a1 ⊂ a2, we do not select a1 into A. We note that the second
requirement is intended to keep A concise, so that the information across different aspects
is not redundant. Note that when both computation resource and overfitting in downstream
application are not of concern, one may explore the potential of trading in model size for
gaining additional performance boost by including both a1 and a2 to A.
We will demonstrate by experiments in Section 5.4 that this proposed aspect selection
method is effective in the sense that (i) AspEm built atop this method can outperform
baselines that do not model aspects; and (ii) the set of aspects selected using this statistics-
based unsupervised method can outperform other comparable sets of aspects.
5.3.2 Embedding Learning from One Aspect
To design the embedding algorithm for one aspect, we extend the skip-gram model [44]
in an approach inspired by existing network embedding studies [33, 34, 20]. We note that
AspEm is a flexible framework that can be directly integrated with other homogeneous net-
work embedding methods [18, 19, 40, 21], other than the adopted skip-gram–based approach,
while still enjoying the benefits of modeling aspects in HINs.
For an aspect a ∈ A, the associated node embeddings can be denoted as {fau}ϕ(u)∈T a .
Recall that T a corresponds to the set of node types included in the aspect a. We model the
probability of observing edge e with edge type r ∈ Ra from node u to node v as








This equation can be interpreted as the probability of observing v given u and the edge type
r. On the other hand, the empirical conditional probability observed from aspect a is
pˆa(v|u, r) = W (r)uv
/
DO(r)u . (5.4)
To obtain embeddings that reflect the network topology, we seek to minimize the difference
between the probability distribution derived from the learned embedding Eq. (5.3) and the
empirical probability distribution observed in data Eq. (5.4). Therefore, the embedding








pˆa(·|u, r), pa(·|u, r)), (5.5)
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where VO(r) ⊆ V is the set of all nodes with outgoing type-r edges, λ(r)u is the relative
importance of node u in the context of edges with type r, and d(·, ·) is the KL-divergence.
Furthermore, we set λ
(r)
u ∝ DO(r)u with λ(r)u sum up to 1 for a given edge type r. Putting














uv . Consequently, the problem of learning embedding from an aspect




With this formulation, information from each aspect of an HIN is transcribed into a
different embedding space.
5.3.3 Compositing Node Embedding and Edge Embedding
By solving the optimization problem Eq. (5.7), we are able to obtain a feature vector fau
for each node u ∈ Va from the aspect a ∈ A, and the final embedding for node u is thereby





u . To characterize edges for applications such as link prediction,
we follow the method in existing work [18] and define the edge embedding mapping g with




u ◦ fav , where ◦ is Hadamard product
between two vectors of commensurate dimensions.
Instead of simply focusing on the node embeddings, another important component of
networks is the interactions among nodes, i.e., edges. Characterizing edges is important for
downstream applications such as link prediction, which aims to predict whether there is an
edge between a pair of nodes for a certain edge type. Therefore, it is of interest to define the
embedding for edges. In our problem setting, we simply refer to a function of embeddings
of a node pair as edge embedding, even if there might be no edge between the given node
pair. The function of the edge embeddings is a hyperparameter and can be chosen by various
designs.
Multiple possible ways exist in building edge embedding from the embedding vectors of
the two involved nodes. In the AspEm framework, we bridge node embedding and edge
embedding by Hadamard product [114]. We adopt Hadamard product in this design for two
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reasons: (i) For a pair of nodes, the inner product of the node embeddings is equivalent to
the sum of Hadmard product of the two embeddings. As formulated in Eq. (4.3), the inner
product of the node embeddings plays a vital role in modeling the proximity of edges between
nodes. (ii) Empirical experiments on three datasets from a previous study [18] show that
Hadamard product is a choice superior to other options in constructing edge embeddings
from node embeddings. Specifically, we define the edge embedding mapping g with domain




u ◦ fav , where ◦ is Hadamard product between
two vectors of commensurate dimensions.
We additionally remark that a recent paper [49] specifically addresses the problem of
learning edge representation, and defines edge embedding as a parametric function over
node embeddings, which is learned from the dataset. Since the focus of this chapter is not to
tackle the problem of edge embedding, we simply adopt the aforementioned straightforward
Hadamard approach.
5.3.4 Model Inference
It is computationally expensive to directly optimize the objective function Eq. (5.6)
since the partition function in Eq. (5.3) sums over all the nodes in V . Therefore, we
approximate it with negative sampling [44] and resort to asynchronous stochastic gradi-
ent descent (ASGD) [104] for optimization as with the common practice in skip-gram–
based embedding methods [18, 19, 34, 20]. For each iteration in ASGD, we first sam-
ple an edge type r from Ra; then sample an edge e = (u, v) of type r with the sam-
pling probability proportional to W
(r)









[44]. The optimization objective for each iteration is
therefore log σ(fau · fav ) +
∑K
i=1 Ev′i∼P (r)n log σ(−f
a





. This optimization procedure shares the same spirit with some
existing network embedding algorithms, and one may refer to the network embedding paper
by Tang et al. [20] for further details.
5.4 EXPERIMENTS
In order to provide evidence for the efficacy of AspEm, we experiment with two real-
world HINs in this section. Specifically, the learned embeddings are fed into two types













































Figure 5.3: The network schemas of DBLP and IMDb.
Q1 Does exploiting aspects in HIN embedding learning help better capture the semantics
of typed networks in both link prediction and classification tasks?
Q2 Without supervision, is it feasible to select a set of representative aspects just using
dataset-wide statistics.
5.4.1 Data Description
We use two publicly available real-world HIN datasets: DBLP and IMDb. DBLP is a
bibliographical information network in the computer science domain1. There are six types
of nodes in the network: author (A), paper (P), reference (R), term (T), venue (V), and
year (Y), where reference corresponds to papers being referred by other papers. The terms
are extracted and released by Chen et al. [29]. The edge types include: author writing
paper, paper citing reference, paper containing term, paper publishing in venue, and paper
publishing in year. The corresponding network schema is depicted in Figure 5.3a. Note that
we distinguish the node type of reference, so that a paper have a different embedding when
acting as a reference. IMDb is an HIN built by linking the movie-attribute information from
IMDb and the user-reviewing-movie relationship from MovieLens-100K.2 There are five types
of nodes in the network: user (U), movie (M), actor (A), director (D), and genre (G). The
edge types include: user reviewing movie, actor featuring in movie, director directing movie,
and movie being of genre. The network schema can be found in Figure 5.3b. We summarize
the statistics of the datasets in Table 5.1.
We use the node types to represent an aspect in these two HINs. For example, APY in the
DBLP network refers to the aspect involving author, paper, and year, and UMA in IMDb
represents the aspect involving user, movie, and actor. The schema of each aspect can be




Table 5.1: Basic statistics for the DBLP and IMDb networks.
DBLP
Author Paper Reference Term Venue Year
1,003,836 1,756,680 693,406 402,687 7,528 62
IMDB
User Movie Actor Director Genre
943 1,360 42,275 918 23
5.4.2 Baseline Methods and Experiment Setting
To answer Q1 at the beginning of the section, we compare AspEm against several un-
supervised embedding methods. SVD [115]: a matrix factorization based method, where
singular value decomposition is performed on the adjacent matrix of the homogeneous net-
work and the first d singular vectors are taken as the node embeddings of the network, where
d is the dimension of the embedding. DeepWalk [19]: a homogeneous network embedding
method, which samples multiple walks starting from each node, and then applies the skip-
gram model to learn embedding. LINE [20]: a homogeneous network embedding method,
which treats the neighbors of a node as its context, and then applies the skip-gram model to
learn embedding. OneSpace: as a heterogeneous network embedding method, OneSpace
serves as a direct comparison against the proposed AspEm algorithm to validate the utility
of embedding different aspects into multiple spaces. This method is given by the proposed
AspEm framework with the full HIN schema as the only selected aspect. We note that the
OneSpace method embeds all nodes into only one low-dimensional space. In the special case
of HINs with star-schema, OneSpace is identical to PTE proposed in [34]. We remark that
DeepWalk is identical to node2vec [18] under default hyperparameters.
For the baselines developed for homogeneous networks, we treat the HIN as a homogeneous
network by neglecting the node types. Additionally, we apply the same downstream learners
onto the embeddings yielded by different embedding methods for fair comparison.
Parameters. While AspEm is capable of using different dimensions for different aspects,
we employ the same dimension for all aspects out of simplicity. In other words, we set
d(a1) = . . . = d(a|A|) = d, a1, . . . , a|A| ∈ A. In particular, we set d = 100 for DBLP and
d = 10 for IMDb. For fair comparison, we experiment with two dimensions for every baseline
method: (i) the dimension of one aspect used by AspEm (i.e., d) and (ii) the total dimension
of all aspects employed by AspEm (i.e., |A| ·d). We report the better result between the two
choices of dimension for every baseline method. 1, 000 million edges are sampled to learn the
embedding on DBLP, and 100 million edges are sampled on IMDb. The number of negative
samples is set to 5 following the common practice in network embedding [20].
Selected aspects. Since all our experiments on DBLP involve the node type author (A),
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Table 5.2: Classification accuracy in two DBLP tasks.
Dataset/task DBLP-group DBLP-area
Classifier LR SVM LR SVM
SVD 0.7566 0.7550 0.8158 0.8008
DeepWalk 0.6629 0.7077 0.8308 0.8390
LINE 0.7037 0.7314 0.8526 0.8540
OneSpace 0.7685 0.8333 0.8758 0.8731
AspEm 0.8425 0.8889 0.8786 0.8813
we set the threshold for incompatibility measure θ to be the smallest possible value such that
all node types co-exist with the node type author (A) in at least one aspect eligible to be
selected to A as per the two requirements discussed in Section 5.3.1. As a result, θ is set to
be 221267 on DBLP, and the set of selected representative aspects, A, is {APRTV, APT}.
Similarly for IMDb, considering that all its experiments involve the node type user (U), θ is
set to be 1927.68, and the set of selected representative aspects, A, is {UMA, UMD, UMG}.
The detailed presentation on the calculations and figures involving threshold and aspect
selection for both HINs are provided later in this section.
5.4.3 Classification
For classification tasks, we use the learned embeddings as node features and then classify
the nodes into different categories using off-the-shelf classifiers. The classification perfor-
mance is evaluated using accuracy. For a set of concerned nodes X and node x ∈ X , denote
l(x) the predicted label of x and denote l∗(x) the ground truth label. Then accuracy is






, where |X | is the cardinality of X and δ(·) is
the indicator function.
Due to the availability of trustworthy class labels, we perform two classification tasks on
DBLP. The first one (DBLP-group) is on the research group affiliation of each author.
We consider four research groups led by Christos Faloutsos, Dan Roth, Jiawei Han, and
Michael I. Jordan. 116 authors in the dataset are labeled with such group affiliation. The
second label set (DBLP-area) is on the primary research area of authors. 4,040 authors
are manually labeled in four research areas: data mining, database, machine learning, and
artificial intelligence [15].
We experiment with two widely used classifiers. One is logistic regression (LR) and the
other is support vector machine (SVM). Both classifiers are based on the liblinear imple-
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Table 5.3: Link prediction results on DBLP and IMDb.
Dataset DBLP IMDb
Metrics P@1 P@3 P@10 R@1 R@3 R@10 P@1 P@3 P@10 R@1 R@3 R@10
SVD 0.6648 0.5164 0.2274 0.2939 0.6178 0.8512 0.2470 0.2474 0.2249 0.0152 0.0445 0.1343
DeepWalk 0.7395 0.5297 0.2303 0.3268 0.6329 0.8622 0.3499 0.3605 0.3416 0.0253 0.0774 0.2236
LINE 0.7404 0.5367 0.2299 0.3267 0.6375 0.8596 0.4782 0.4701 0.4130 0.0379 0.1133 0.3137
OneSpace 0.7440 0.5381 0.2279 0.3301 0.6401 0.8519 0.4665 0.4386 0.3852 0.0435 0.1146 0.3038
AspEm 0.7724 0.5645 0.2356 0.3479 0.6749 0.8810 0.5090 0.4853 0.4219 0.0464 0.1296 0.3420
mentation.3 The classification accuracy for different methods are reported in Table 5.2.
The proposed AspEm method outperformed all four baselines in both tasks with either
of the two downstream learners applied. In particular, AspEm yielded better results than
OneSpace, which confirms our intuition that there exists incompatibility among aspects,
and learning node embeddings independently from different aspects can better preserves the
semantics of an HIN. In addition, we observed that the classification results of AspEm were
significant better than OneSpace in research group classification; while the improvement of
AspEm over OneSpace was less significant in research area classification. This can be par-
tially explained by that the label of research groups is more relevant to temporal information
compared with that of research area, and the presence of the aspect APY in AspEm may
therefore be more informative for the research group classification task.
Based on the results in Table 5.2, another observation is that the embedding methods
distinguishing node types (OneSpace and AspEm) performed better than those not consid-
ering node types. This observation is in line with previous studies [33], and can be explained
by the heterogeneity of node types in HINs. The nodes of different types in HINs have
different properties, such as degrees distribution. Simply ignoring such information can lead
to information loss.
5.4.4 Link Prediction
On experiments with link prediction essence, we perform author identification on the
DBLP dataset, and user review prediction on the IMDb dataset. Precision and recall are used
for evaluating these tasks. Precision at k (P@k) is defined as P@k = # of true instances at top k
k
,
and recall at k (R@k) is defined as R@k = # of true instances at top k
# of total true instances
.
We describe the key facts on deriving features for link prediction as follows. DBLP –
The author identification task on DBLP aims at re-identifying the authors of an anonymized
paper, where the reference, term, venue, and year information is still available. Since papers
in the test set do not appear in the training set, their embeddings are hence not available.
3https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/liblinear/
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Table 5.4: Link prediction results (P@1) using only one edge.
Edge embedding used AR AT AV AY
Aspect APRTVY (OneSpace) 0.6933 0.6723 0.6501 0.3166
Aspect APRTV 0.7566 0.6977 0.6878 – –
Aspect APR 0.6071 —— —— ——
Aspect APT —— 0.6802 —— ——
Aspect APV —— —— 0.5836 ——
Aspect APY —— —— —— 0.3187
Therefore, we use the edge embedding of an author and each attribute of a paper (reference,
term, venue, or year) to infer whether this author writes this paper. Specifically, for both
train and test sets, we derive the feature of an author–paper pair by (i) first computing
the edge embedding of the concerned author and each attribute of the concerned paper;
(ii) then averaging all edge embedding vectors with the same edge type (author–reference,
author–term, author–venue, or author–year) to find four edge-type-specific vectors; (iii)
finally deriving the feature vector for an author–paper pair by concatenating of the previous
four averaged edge embedding vectors. We randomly selected 32,488 papers into the test
set, and take the rest as training data. Following the procedure proposed by Chen et al. [29],
for each paper in test, we randomly sample a set of negative authors, which together with
all the true authors constitute the candidate author set of size 100. IMDb – The user
review prediction task on IMDb aims at predicting which user reviews a movie. Features
for user–movie pairs are likewise derived as with author–paper pairs in DBLP. As with the
DBLP author identification task, we sampled a candidate set of 100 movies for each user for
testing on DBLP.
On top of the derived node pair features as well as labels in the training set, logistic
regression is trained for inferring the existence of edges in the test set. We choose the scikit-
learn4 implementation with the SAG solver for logistic regression – different from that used
for classification – because the SAG solver converges faster than liblinear, and the author
identification task on DBLP has a huge number of author–paper pairs as training instances.
From the main results on link prediction presented in Table 5.3, we have observation con-
sistent with the classification tasks that OneSpace and AspEm had better performance than
the methods without considering type information. Also, AspEm outperformed OneSpace.
Predictive power of single edge embedding. In order to better understand the mecha-
nism of AspEm in the link prediction tasks, we dissect each aspect and study the predictive
power of a single edge embedding from one aspect. Specifically, we use each edge embedding
4http://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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over an author-attribute pair from one aspect for link prediction. Due to space limitation,
we focus on the link prediction task on DBLP, because it has the largest number of avail-
able labels and can thereby yield most reliable conclusions. The experimental results are
presented in Table 5.4, where the rows correspond to the aspect being used for embedding
learning and the columns correspond to the edge embedding being used for link prediction.
It can be seen that using the aspect APRTV was better than using the bigger aspect
APRTVY for all edge embeddings, where APRTVY was identical to the whole network
schema. Such result provides evidence that for certain HIN datasets, using all the information
in the network may be less effective than using partial information (i.e., one aspect). We
interpret this result as: on the one hand, an author may focus on certain research field that
cites certain classic references (R), uses certain terminologies (T), and publishes papers in
certain venues (V), i.e., R, T, and V correlate to some extent; on the other hand, an author
may be actively publishing papers in a certain range of years (Y). However, the information
regarding R, T, and V do not align well with Y. As a result, embedding R, T, V, and Y
together into the same space (as in the OneSpace model) led to worse embedding quality
even though more types of data were used. This result further consolidated our insight that
HIN can have multiple aspects, and one should embed aspects with different semantics into
distinct spaces.
To conclude, the results for classification and link prediction give an affirmative answer
to Q1 – Distinguishing the information from semantically different aspects can benefit HIN
embedding learning.
5.4.5 The Impact of Aspect Selection
In the previous section, we have shown that the aspect selection method proposed in Sec-
tion 5.3.1 can effectively support the AspEm framework to outperform embedding methods
that do not model aspects in HINs. In this section, we further address Q2 and demonstrate
the set of representative aspects AspEm selected using the proposed method is of good
quality compared with other selections of aspects.
To this end, we again use the link prediction on DBLP as the downstream evaluation task,
and experiment with all sets of aspect that are comparable to {APRTV, APY}. Specifically,
each of these comparable sets of aspects (i) has two aspects, and (ii) author and paper appear
in both aspects, and other node types exist in exactly one of the two aspects.
From the results presented in Table 5.5, it can be seen that the set of representative
aspects selected by our proposed method, {APRTV, APY}, achieved the best performance
among all comparable aspect selections. Note that all the 6 inferior sets of aspects have
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Table 5.5: Link prediction results using different 2-combinations aspects on
DBLP.
Metrics P@1 P@3 P@10 R@1 R@3 R@10
{APTV, APRY} 0.7522 0.5476 0.2303 0.3362 0.6524 0.8611
{APRV, APTY} 0.7347 0.5327 0.2257 0.3271 0.6327 0.8425
{APRT, APVY} 0.7579 0.5556 0.2332 0.3385 0.6614 0.8708
{APTVY, APR} 0.7384 0.5360 0.2277 0.3280 0.6372 0.8499
{APRVY, APT} 0.7353 0.5356 0.2271 0.3263 0.6355 0.8474
{APRTY, APV} 0.7366 0.5362 0.2277 0.3274 0.6364 0.8492
{APRTV, APY} 0.7724 0.5645 0.2356 0.3479 0.6749 0.8810
inconsistency score, Inc(·), greater than the threshold we set, which can be verified from
the numbers provided in Section 5.4.7. This result further consolidates the feasibility of
selecting representative aspects for any HIN solely by dataset-wide statistics without the
need of additional task-specific supervision.
5.4.6 Hyperparameter Study
We vary two hyperparameters, one at each time, that play important roles in embedding
learning: dimension of embedding spaces and the number of edges sampled in the training
phase. All other parameters are set following Section 5.4.2.
The performance in the link prediction task on DBLP is presented in Figure 5.4. It can
be seen that model performance tended to be better as either the dimension of embedding
spaces or the number of edges sampled grew, and the growth became less drastic after
dimension reached 100 and number of edges sampled reached 1000 million. Such a pattern
agrees with the results in other similar studies [18, 33, 20].
5.4.7 Incompatibility Score of Each Aspect in DBLP and IMDb
In this section, we provide the sufficient statistics for calculating incompatibility of each
aspect as defined in Section 4.1 from the main content of the paper. That is, we provide
the incompatibility of aspects of the form ϕl
ψl−→ ϕc ψr−→ ϕr as in Table 5.6 for DBLP and
Table 5.7 for IMDb. Note that the proposed AspEm framework selects a set of representative







Figure 5.4: (a) and (b) depict the precision and recall against various dimensions
employed for the embedding space. (c) and (d) give the precision and recall
against various choices of sampled edge numbers.
5.4.8 Aspect Selection in DBLP and IMDb
Using Eq. (4.1) and the sufficient statistics provide in Table 5.6 and 5.7, one can calculate
the incompatibility score of any aspect in DBLP and IMDb. We proceed to illustrate the
aspect selection results using DBLP as example.
Given any threshold θ ∈ R≥0, (i) any aspect with incompatible score greater than θ is not
eligible to be selected intoA, because it is not meaningful and semantically consistent enough
to be one representative aspect of the involved HIN; (ii) in case both aspects a1 and a2 have
incompatible score below θ and a1 ⊂ a2, we do not select a1 into A. We note that the second
requirement is intended to keep A concise and representative in the aspect selection process.
However, when both computation resource and overfitting in downstream application are
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Table 5.6: Sufficient statistics for incompability on DBLP.
Aspect Incompatibility score
R− P − Y 52753.6
A− P − Y 221267.
T − P − Y 10254.4
V − P − Y 1830.08
A− P −R 307.988
T − P −R 6060.62
V − P −R 948.654
T − P − A 11518.2
V − P − A 5724.80
V − P − T 3579.59
Table 5.7: Sufficient statistics for incompability on IMDb.
Aspect Incompatibility score
U −M − A 171.607
D −M − A 1689.76
G−M − A 12956.6
D −M − U 1927.68
G−M − U 636.442
G−M −D 531.266
not of concern, one may explore the possibility of gaining additional performance boost by
adding both a1 and a2 to A.
Aspects in DBLP satisfying the aforementioned two requirements at various threshold θ are
presented in Figure 5.5. Since all our experiments on DBLP involve the node type author (A),
we set θ to be the smallest possible value such that all node types co-exist with the node type
author (A) in at least one aspect eligible to be selected to A as per the aforementioned two
requirements. Therefore, θ is set to be 221267 on DBLP. One can verify this by calculating
Inc(APRTV ) = Inc(APR)+Inc(TPA)+Inc(V PA)+Inc(TPR)+Inc(V PR)+Inc(V PT ) =
28139.9, Inc(APY ) = 221267, and Inc(Y PRTV ) = Inc(RPY ) + Inc(TPY ) + Inc(V PY ) +
Inc(TPR) + Inc(V PR) + Inc(V PT ) = 75426.9.
Furthermore, aspects not involving author (A) are additionally excluded from A (those
outside of the dotted boxes in Figure 5.5), because whether or not adding them to A does
not affect the downstream evaluations. As a result, the set of selected representative aspects,
A, for DBLP is {APRTV, APT}.
Similarly for IMDb, following the same requirements and the consideration that all its
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Figure 5.5: Aspects in DBLP satisfying the two requirements at various thresh-
old θ.
representative aspects, A is {UMA, UMD, UMG}.
5.5 SUMMARY
In our work, we study the problem of embedding learning in HINs. Particularly, we make
the key observation that there are multiple aspects in heterogeneous information networks
and there might be incompatibility among different aspects. Therefore, we take advantage
of the information encapsulated in each aspect and propose AspEm– a new embedding
learning framework from aspects, which comes with an unsupervised method to select a set
of representative aspects from an HIN. We conducted experiments to corroborate the efficacy
of AspEm in better representing the semantic information in HINs.
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CHAPTER 6: HARNESSING HETEROGENEOUS ASSOCIATION WITH
HETEROGENEOUS METRICS
6.1 OVERVIEW
Heterogeneous information networks (HINs) have received increasing attention in the past
decade due to its ubiquity and capability of representing rich information [2, 14]. Meanwhile,
network embedding has emerged as a scalable representation learning method [55, 18, 19,
40, 34, 20, 21]. Network embedding learns low-dimensional vector representations for nodes
to encode their semantic information in the original network. The vectorized representations
can be easily combined with off-the-shelf machine learning algorithms for various tasks such
as classification and link prediction [19, 18, 20, 41], which provides a convenient approach
for researchers and engineers to mine and learn from the networked data. To marry the
advantages of HINs and network embedding, researchers have recently started to explore
methods to embed heterogeneous information networks [56, 55, 54, 32, 33, 34, 57], and
have demonstrated the effectiveness of HIN embedding in applications including author
identification [29], name disambiguation [116], proximity search [58], event detection [117],
etc.
However, the heterogeneity in HINs brings in not only rich information but also potentially
incompatible semantics, which poses special challenges to embed heterogeneous information
networks. Take the movie-reviewing network in Figure 6.1 as an example, where users
review movies and list certain actors, directors, and genres as their favorites. Suppose
user Stan likes both movies directed by Ang Lee (director) and musical (genre). Since
Ang Lee has never directed any musical, nor is he semantically similar to musical, if this
HIN were embedded into one metric space, musical and Ang Lee would be distant from
each other, while the user Stan would not be simultaneously close to both of them, due to
the triangle inequality property of metric spaces. We have also observed different extents
of such incompatibility from real-world data as to be discussed in Section 6.3, which is
consistent with the observation that different extents of correlation can exist within one HIN
as per existing study [38]. As a result, it can be expected that an algorithm would generate
better embeddings if it additionally models such semantic incompatibility. We hence study
the problem of comprehensive transcription of heterogeneous information networks, which
purely aims to transcribe the rich and potentially incompatible information from HINs to
the embeddings, without involving additional expertise, feature engineering, or installation
of supervision.
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Figure 6.1: To preserve the rich information in HIN embedding, properly han-
dling the incompatibility introduced by the heterogeneity is necessary. The
upper left part of the figure gives a toy movie-reviewing HIN, where users re-
view movies and list certain directors, actors, genres as their favorites. Stan
likes both musical and movies directed by Ang Lee. If all nodes were embedded
to one metric space, Stan would be close to neither musical nor Ang Lee due to
the dissimilarity between musical and Ang Lee. This results in information loss
in the embedding learning process. However, we can alleviate this problem by
employing edge representation and inferring edge-type–specific metrics, so that
Stan can be close to both musical and Ang Lee under their respective metrics,
while not necessarily dragging musical and Ang Lee closer. The two metrics
shown in the lower figure can be achieved by linearly transforming the metric
space in the upper right figure.
embeddings to off-the-shelf machine learning algorithms for a wide range of applications.
Therefore, beyond the capability of preserving rich information, another motivation to study
comprehensive transcription of HINs is to provide an easy-to-use approach to unleash the
power of HINs in a wide variety of applications with no expertise or supervision required in
the embedding learning process.
Traditional homogeneous network embedding methods [18, 19, 40, 20, 21] treat all the
nodes and edges equally regardless of their types, which do not capture the essential hetero-
geneity of HINs. A couple of methods have recently been studied for embedding heteroge-
neous information networks [56, 55, 54, 32, 33, 34, 57]. Many of them build their algorithms
on top of a set of meta-paths [56, 55], which often require users to specify the meta-paths or
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leverage supervision to make the meta-path selection. However, a set of meta-paths specified
or selected in this way often only reflects certain aspects of the HIN or is suitable for specific
tasks. As a result, they are not always capable of transcribing HINs comprehensively. These
methods are not as easy-to-use either because it involves the additional meta-path genera-
tion process that entails expertise or supervision. Besides using meta-paths, some approaches
have been proposed to embed specific kinds of HINs [33, 34] for certain tasks or HINs with
additional side information [32]. These methods cannot be applied to comprehensively tran-
scribe general HINs. Additionally, most existing HIN embedding methods [56, 55, 33, 34]
employ only one metric space for embedding learning. This approach may suit downstream
tasks that are related to certain partial information of an HIN with compatible semantics
but could lead to information loss if the objective is to comprehensively transcript the entire
HIN.
The problem of comprehensive transcription of HINs is challenging because it requires
the modeling of heterogeneity that can be complex and incompatible. Besides, without the
availability of supervision, proposed solutions need to capture the latent structure of the
HINs and distinguish potentially incompatible semantics in an unsupervised way. To cope
with these challenges, we propose heterogeneous information network embedding via edge
representations, which is henceforth referred to as HEER. HEER builds edge embeddings
atop node embeddings, which are further coupled with inferred heterogeneous metrics for
each edge type. The inferred metrics capture which dimensions of the edge embeddings
are more important for the semantic carried by their corresponding edge types. In turn,
the information carried by edges of different types updates the node embeddings and edge
embeddings with emphases on different type-specific manifolds. In this way, we can preserve
different semantics even in the presence of incompatibility. Still take the movie-reviewing
network as example, by adopting heterogeneous metrics as in the lower part of Figure 6.1,
Stan could be close to both musical(genre) and Ang Lee(director) under their respective
metrics. Furthermore, the heterogeneous metrics are inferred by fitting the input HIN, so
that semantic incompatibility is captured without additional supervision.
Specifically, with the availability of edge representations and coupled metrics, we derive
loss function that reflects both the existence and the type of an edge. By minimizing the
loss, the node embeddings, edge embeddings, and heterogeneous metrics are updated si-
multaneously, and thereby retain the heterogeneity in the input HIN. Different extents of
incompatibility can also be modeled, where the more compatible two edge types are, the
more similar their corresponding metrics would be.









Figure 6.2: The schema of a toy movie-reviewing HIN with six node types, seven
undirected edge types, and one directed edge type.
1. We propose to study the problem of comprehensive transcription of HINs in embedding
learning, which preserves the rich information in HINs and provides an easy-to-use
approach to unleash the power of HINs.
2. We identify that different extents of semantic incompatibility exist in real-world HINs,
which pose challenges to the comprehensive transcription of HINs.
3. We propose an algorithm, HEER, for the comprehensive transcription of HINs that
leverages edge representations and heterogeneous metrics.
4. Experiments with real-world large-scale datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of HEER
and the utility of edge representations and heterogeneous metrics.
6.2 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we define related concepts and notations.
Definition 6.1 (Heterogeneous Information Network). An information network is a
directed graph G = (V , E) with a node type mapping ϕ : V → T and an edge type mapping
ψ : E → R. Particularly, when the number of node types |T | > 1 or the number of edge
types |R| > 1, the network is called a heterogeneous information network (HIN).
Given the typed essence of HINs, the network schema G˜ = (T ,R) [14] is used to ab-
stract the meta-information regarding the node types and edge types in an HIN. Figure 6.2
illustrates the schema of a toy movie-reviewing HIN.
In addition, we require that only one node type can be associated with a certain end of
an edge type. That is, once an edge type is given, we would deterministically know the node
types on its two ends. As an example, consider two edges with one representing director
Fatih Akin living in Germany and another representing movie In the Fade being produced
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in Germany. Such requirement implies that these two edges must have distinct types –
livesIn and isProducedIn – instead of just one type – isIn. For edge type r ∈ R, we denote
Pr := {(u, v) ∈ V × V ∣∣ϕ(u)∼ r∼ϕ(v))}, where ϕ(u)∼ r∼ϕ(v) means the node type pair
(ϕ(u), ϕ(v))) is consistent with edge type r. Additionally, define Pru∗ :=
{
v˜ ∈ V∣∣(u, v˜) ∈ Pr}
and Pr∗v :=
{
u˜ ∈ V∣∣(u˜, v) ∈ Pr}.
Moreover, when the network is weighted and directed, we use W
(r)
uv to denote the weight
of an edge e ∈ E with type r ∈ R that goes out from node u toward v. DO(r)u and DI(r)u
respectively represent the outward degree of node u (i.e., the sum of weights of all type-r
edges going outward from u) and the inward degree of node u (i.e., the sum of weights of
all type-r edges going inward to u). For an unweighted edge, W
(r)
uv is trivially 1. For an









Definition 6.2 (Node and Edge Representations in HIN Embedding). Given an HIN G =
(V , E ;ϕ, ψ), the problem of HIN embedding via edge representations learns a node embedding
mapping f : V → RdV and an edge embedding mapping f : V × V → RdE , where dV and
dE are the dimensions for node and edge embeddings, respectively. A node u ∈ V is thereby
represented by a node embedding fu := f(u) and a node pair (u, v) ∈ V ×V is represented by
an edge embedding guv := g(u, v).
With this definition, a node pair has its edge embedding even if no edge of any type has
been observed between them. On the other hand, it is possible for node pair (u, v) to be
associated by multiple edges with different types, and we expect edge embedding guv to
encapsulate such information of an HIN.
Finally, we define the problem of comprehensive transcription of a heterogeneous infor-
mation network in embedding learning.
Definition 6.3 (Comprehensive Transcription of an HIN). The comprehensive transcription
of an HIN aims to learn the representations of the input HIN that retains the rich in the
HIN as comprehensively as possible, in an approach that does not require additional expertise,
feature engineering, or supervision.
6.3 VARIED EXTENTS OF INCOMPATIBILITY DUE TO HETEROGENEITY
In this section, we look into the incompatibility in HINs using real-world data, and we
take DBLP as an example.
DBLP is a bibliographical information network in the computer science domain [118],
where authors write papers that are further associated with nodes of other attribute types.
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(a) The CDF of the generalized jac-






























(b) The schema of the
DBLP network.
Figure 6.3: Varied extents of incompatibility exist between different pairs of
edge types in the DBLP network.
Since the measurable incompatibility in an HIN arises from the co-existence of multiple edge
types, we dive down to the minimal case that involves two different edge types (r1 and r2)
joined by a common node type (t). To quantify the incompatibility for this minimal case,
we use the widely used generalized Jaccard coefficient to measure the similarity between the
node groups reachable from a given node of type t via the two edge types. Specifically, given
node u of type t, the Jaccard coefficient for edge types r1 and r2 is given by J(u; r1, r2) :=
minϕ(v)=t{l(u,v;r1),l(u,v;r2)}





> is the reachability between nodes u
and v via edge type r and P r is the row-normalized adjacency matrix of edge type r.
Generalized Jaccard coefficient has a range of [0, 1], and greater value implies more similarity,
or equivalently, less incompatibility.
As an example, we consider four node types – author, paper, key term, and year – and
two pairs of edge types – (i) authorship vs. publishing year of papers and (ii) authorship
vs. term usage of papers. We illustrate the distributions over Jaccard coefficient using
cumulative distribution function (CDF) for each of the two pairs in Figure 6.3a. It can be
seen that over 95% of nodes have a generalized Jaccard coefficient smaller than 5e−5 between
authorship and publishing year, while less than 25% of nodes fall in the same category when
it comes to authorship vs. term usage. In other words, we observe more incompatibility
between authorship and publishing year than between authorship and term usage. However,
this relationship is actually not surprising because papers published in the same year can
be authored by any researchers who are active at that time, while key terms associated
to certain research topics are usually used by authors focusing on these topics. With the
presence of such varied extent of incompatibility, we would expect an embedding algorithm
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tailored for comprehensive transcription of HINs to be able to capture this semantic subtlety
in HINs.
In fact, by employing edge representation and heterogeneous metrics, the inferred metrics
could be learned to be different for incompatible edge types. In turn, the information carried
by these two edge types would be updating the node embeddings and edge embeddings with
emphases on different manifolds. On the other hand, the subtlety of the different extent of
incompatibility could also be captured in a way that the more compatible two edge types
are, the more similar their inferred metrics should be.
6.4 PROPOSED METHOD
To provide an general-purpose, easy-to-use solution to HIN embedding, we describe the
HEER model in this section, where HEER stands for Heterogeneous Information Network
Embedding via Edge Representations. Afterward, the model inference method is described
subsequently.
6.4.1 The HEER Model
A learned embedding that effectively encodes the semantics of an HIN should be able to
reconstruct this HIN. With the use of edge representation, we expect the embedding to infer
not only the existence but also the type of edge between each pair of nodes. For edge type










, (u, v) ∈ Pr,
0, (u, v) /∈ Pr,
(6.1)
where µr ∈ RdV is a edge-type–specific vector to be inferred that represents the metric
coupled with this type. Edge types with compatible semantics are expected to share similar
µr, while incompatible edge types make use of different µr to avoid the embedding learning
on respective semantics to dampen each other.
To measure the capability of the learned embedding in reconstructing the input HIN, the
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Figure 6.4: An illustration of the HEER architecture for learning HIN embed-
ding via edge representation.
are used, which leads to the objective to be minimized for edge type r
Or = KL(W (r)uv , st(u, v)) = −
∑
(u,v)∈Pr
W (r)uv log sr(u, v) + const , (6.2)
where KL(·) stands for the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
Further, substituting Eq. (6.1) into Eq. (6.2) and taking all edge types into account and,













To formulate edge embeddings required by Eq. (6.3), we derive from the same embeddings
of the associated nodes regardless of the involved edge type, so that we reach a unified model
where the learning process involving multiple edge types can work together and mutually
enhance each other if they embody compatible semantics. While there are many options
to build edge embedding from node embedding, we expect our formulation not to be over-
complicated, so that the overall model could be computationally efficient and thereby easy-
to-use. Moreover, in order for HEER to handle general HINs, it must also be able to handle
directed and undirected edges accordingly. Considering these requirements, we decompose





, where fOu and f
I
u are two column vectors of the
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same dimension, and build edge embedding on top of node embedding as
guv :=
2 · fOu ◦ f Iv , directed representation from u to v,fOu ◦ fOv + f Iu ◦ f Iv , undirected representation, (6.4)
where ◦ represents the Hadamard product. Besides Hadamard product, on can also build
guv in a way similar to Eq. (6.4) using addition, subtraction, or outer-product. We leave the
exploration of this direction to future works.
Taking Eq. (6.4) into account, learning node and edge embedding from an HIN by mini-





TheHEERmodel in Eq. (6.5) that we aim to infer can be structured as a neural network as
illustrated in Figure 6.4, where F =
[
f1, f2, . . . , f|V|
] ∈ RdV×|V| and M = [µ1,µ2, . . . ,µ|R|] ∈
RdE×|R|. Each pair of nodes gets their respective embeddings through the dense layer F ,
which further compose edge embedding by function g(·, ·). The raw scores for all edge types
are obtained through another dense layer M , followed by a type filter where the neuron for
an edge type is connected to its corresponding neuron in the next layer only if this type is
compatible with the node types of the input node pairs. Lastly, the loss is calculated by the
typed closeness and the existence of edges in between the input node pair.
Since it is computationally expensive to compute the denominator in Eq. (6.1), we adopt
the widely used negative sampling method [44], which enjoys linear-time computation.
Specifically, each time, an edge between (u, v) with type r is sampled from the HIN with
probability proportional to its weight. Then K negative node pairs (u, v˜i) and K negative
node pairs (u˜i, v) are sampled, where each u˜i has the same type as u and each v˜i has the
same type as v. The loss function computed from this sample becomes
log σ(µ>r guv) +
K∑
i=1
Ev˜i log σ(−µ>r guv˜i) +
K∑
i=1
Eu˜i log σ(−µ>r gu˜iv),
where σ(·) is the sigmoid function σ(x) = exp(x)/(1 + exp(x)).
We adopt mini-batch gradient descent with the PyTorch implementation to minimize the
loss function with negative sampling, where each mini-batch contains B sampled edges. We
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also use the node embeddings pretrained by the homogeneous network embedding algorithm
LINE [20] to initialize the node embeddings in HEER. The edge-type–specific scoring vector
µr is initialized to be all-one vectors.
6.5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the embedding quality of the proposed method and analyze
the utility of employing edge representation and heterogeneous metric using two large real-
world HINs. We first perform an edge reconstruction task to directly quantify how well the
embedding algorithms can preserve the information in the input HINs. Then, we conduct
in-depth case studies to analyze the characteristics of the proposed method.
6.5.1 Baselines
We compare the proposed HEER algorithm with baseline methods that fit the setting
of our problem, i.e., the methods should be applicable to general HINs without the help of
additional supervision or expertise.
• Pretrained (LINE [20]). This baseline uses the LINE algorithm to generate node
embeddings, which are also used to initialize HEER. LINE is a homogeneous network
embedding algorithm based on the skip-gram model [44]. We use inner product to
compute the score of observing an edge between a pair of node embeddings following
the original paper [20].
• AspEm [57]. AspEm is a heterogeneous network embedding method that captures the
incompatibility in HINs by decomposing the input HIN into multiple aspects with an
unsupervised measure using dataset-wide statistics. Embeddings are further learned
independently for each aspect. This method considers the incompatibility in HINs but
does not model different extent of incompatibility. Furthermore, it does not allow joint
learning of embeddings across different aspects. Out of fairness, we let the number of
aspects in AspEm to be two, in order to generate the final embedding with dimension
that is identical to other methods. Inner product is also used to compute the score for
this baseline.
• UniMetrics (metapath2vec++ [55]). This is a partial model of HEER, where the
metrics {µr}r∈R are not updated in the training process, i.e., they remain uniform as
initialized. It is equivalent to the metapath2vec++ [55] using all edges as length-1
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meta-paths without further selection. This method restricts the negative sampling
to be done within the consistent node types, i.e., performs heterogeneous negative
sampling, but still embeds all nodes into the same metric space regardless of types.
• Pretrained + Logit. On top of the embeddings from the previous Pretrained model,
we train a logistic regression (Logit) model for each edge type using the input network.
Then, we compute scores for test instances of each edge type using the corresponding
Logit model. This method models heterogeneous metrics but does not allow the node
embeddings and the edge embeddings to be further improved according to the inferred
metrics.
6.5.2 Data Description and Experiment Setups
In this section, we describe the two real-world HINs used in our experiments as well as
experiment setups.
Datasets. We use two publicly available real-world HIN datasets: DBLP and YAGO.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science domain [118]. There are
five types of nodes in the network: author, paper, key term, venue, and year. The
key terms are extracted and released by Chen et al. [29]. The edge types include
authorship (aut.), term usage (term), publishing venue (ven.), and publishing year
(year) of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper to another (ref.). We
consider the first four edge types as undirected, and the last one as directed. The
corresponding network schema is depicted in Figure 6.3b on page 76.
• YAGO is a large-scale knowledge graph derived from Wikipedia, WordNet, and GeoN-
ames [119]. There are seven types of nodes in the network: person, location, organi-
zation, piece of work, prize, position, and event. A total of 24 edge types exist in the
network, with five being directed and others being undirected. These edge types are
illustrated together with the schema of the network in Figure 6.5.
We summarize the statistics of the datasets including the total number of nodes, the total
number of edges, and the counts of each node type in Table 6.1.
Experiment Setups. For all experiments and all methods, we set the total embedding
dimension to be 256. That is, for HEER and its related baselines, fu ∈ R256 and f Iu , fOu ∈
R128, and each of the two aspects in AspEm uses a 128-dim embedding space. The pretrained











































































Figure 6.5: The schema of the YAGO network.
task to be introduced in Section 6.5.3. The negative sampling rate is always set to K = 5
for all applicable models. We always rescale the pretrained embedding by a constant factor
of 0.1 before feeding them into HEER to improve the learning of heterogeneous metrics,
which shares intuition with a previous study [120] in improving angular layout at the early
stage of model training. The learning rate for gradient descent for HEER is set to 10 on
both datasets. Note that we use the same set of hyperparameters for HEER on both DBLP
and YAGO in order to provide an easy-to-use solution to the problem of comprehensive
transcription of HINs without the hassle of extensive parameter tuning.
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Table 6.1: Basic statistics for the DBLP and YAGO networks.
Dataset Node Edge Node type Edge type
DBLP 3,170,793 27,126,718 5 5
YAGO 579,721 2,191,464 7 24
Table 6.2: Per-edge-type, micro-average, and macro-average MRR achieved by
each model in the edge reconstruction task.
Dataset DBLP YAGO
Metric (MRR) Aut. Term Ref. Pub. venue Pub. year Micro-avg. Macro-avg. Micro-avg. Macro-avg.
Pretrained (LINE [20]) 0.7053 0.4830 0.8729 0.7488 0.4986 0.6307 0.6617 0.7454 0.6890
AspEm [57] 0.7068 0.6010 0.8648 0.7612 0.6791 0.6976 0.7225 0.7832 0.6825
UniMetrics (len-1 metapath2vec++ [55]) 0.7040 0.5772 0.8466 0.7534 0.6781 0.6812 0.7119 0.7437 0.6884
Pretrained + Logit 0.8187 0.6996 0.8072 0.8379 0.4889 0.7310 0.7304 0.8233 0.7012
HEER 0.8964 0.7188 0.9573 0.9132 0.7421 0.8189 0.8456 0.8635 0.7185
6.5.3 Edge Reconstruction Experiment
In order to directly quantify the extent to which an embedding algorithm can preserve
the information in the input HINs, we devise the edge reconstruction experiments for both
datasets. For each HIN, we first knock out a portion of edges uniformly at random, with a
certain knock-out rate κ ∈ (0, 1). Embedding of the network after knock-out is then learned
using each compared method. The task is to reconstruct the edges being knocked out using
the learned embedding models.
Specifically, for each edge that is knocked out from the network, suppose it is between
node pair (u, v) and of edge type r, we randomly sample 10 negative pairs (u, v˜) that do not
have type-r edges in the original full network, where v˜ is of the same node type as v. For
any model after training, a score can be calculated to reflect the likelihood for each of the 11
node pairs to be associated by type-r edge in the current model. The reciprocal rank is then
computed to measure the quality of the model, where the reciprocal rank is the reciprocal
of the rank of the positive pair among all 11 node. Similarly, another reciprocal rank is
computed for the same node pair (u, v) and 10 other randomly sampled negative pairs (u˜, v)
with fixed v but sampled u˜. Finally, we report the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), which is
computed by the mean of reciprocal ranks for the target test instances. In particular, the
micro-average MRR and the macro-average MRR are reported for both DBLP and YAGO,
where the micro-average MRR is computed by the mean of all reciprocal ranks computed
regardless of edge types, while the macro-average MRR is derived by first computing the
mean of reciprocal ranks for each edge type, and then averaging all these means across
different edge types. Additionally, we also report the MRR for each edge type for DBLP,
since DBLP involves only 5 edge types, while YAGO has as many as 24 edge types. We
present the results with knock-out rate κ = 0.4 in Table 6.2.
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Modeling incompatibility benefits embedding quality. As shown in Table 6.2, the
proposed HEER model outperformed all baselines in both datasets under both micro-
average MRR and macro-average MRR, which demonstrated the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method. Even when looking at each edge type in DBLP, the MRR achieved by
HEER was still the best. Besides, in DBLP, AspEm outperformed Pretrained and Uni-
Metrics on most metrics. Recall that AspEm decomposed the HIN into distinct aspects
using dataset-wide statistics. As a result, it forbade semantically incompatible edge types to
negatively affect each other in the embedding learning process and thereby achieved better
results. In YAGO, the baselines considering heterogeneity did not always clearly outperform
the simplest baseline Pretrained. We interpret this result by that YAGO has much more
edge types than DBLP, which introduces even more varied extent of incompatibility, and
the relatively simple approaches adopted by AspEm and UniMetrics in modeling incompati-
bility may not be enough to bring in significant performance boost. In contrast, armed with
heterogeneous metrics fine-grained to the edge type level, HEER outperformed Pretrained
by a clear margin even in YAGO.
Heterogeneous metrics helps improving embedding quality. As a sanity check, the
Pretrained + Logit model helps rule out the possibility that HEER archives better results
only by learning edge-type–specific metrics without actually improving embedding quality.
From Table 6.2, it can be observed that by coupling with the additional edge-type–specific
logistic regression and modeling heterogeneous metrics, the performance was improved on
top of the Pretrained mode. This observation further consolidated the necessity of employ-
ing heterogeneous metrics for different edge types in solving the problem of comprehensive
transcription of heterogeneous information networks. However, Pretrained + Logit still per-
formed worse than the proposed HEER mode, which implies that the inferred heterogeneous
metrics of HEER indeed in return improved the quality of the node and edge embedding.
Heterogeneous negative sampling is not always enough to capture incompatibil-
ity. UniMetric performed better than the Pretained model in DBLP, it failed to make an
absolute win over Pretained as other methods did in the YAGO dataset. Our interpreta-
tion of this result is that while the heterogeneous negative sampling as used by UniMetric
does leverage certain type-specific information in HINs, it may not be always enough to
model incompatibility and resolve the negative impact it brings to embedding quality. This
observation is to be further corroborated in Section 6.5.4 by examining the capability of
transcribing information implied by meta-paths in each model.
Varying Knock-Out Rate in Edge Reconstruction. Additionally, we vary the knock-




Figure 6.6: Micro-average MRR under multiple knock-out rate κ in the egde
reconstruction tasks.
model and two baseline models that require less training time. As presented in Figure 6.6,
HEER outperformed all baselines under at most knock-out rates, which demonstrated the
robustness of the proposed model. Besides, Pretrained + Logit outperformed Pretrained
at all knock-out rates, which is also in line with the previous results we have presented.
Notably, HEER did not outperform Pretrained + Logit when the knock-out rate κ = 0.8.
This is explainable because only a very small portion (20%) of the original HIN was used
for learning embedding when κ = 0.8. With a bigger model size than Pretrained + Logit,
HEER was more prone to suffering from over-fitting.
6.5.4 Case Studies
In this section, we conduct a series of in-depth case studies to understand the character-












Figure 6.7: The learned heterogeneous metrics of the HEER model sensed the
heterogeneous semantics of the HINs.
Learned heterogeneous metrics. HEER leverages heterogeneous metrics to model the
different extent of incompatible semantics carried by different edge types. In this section,
we analyzed the learned metrics {µr}r∈R in HEER to verify if they indeed captured the
different semantics and thereby enriched the model capability.
To this end, we use heat maps to illustrate {µr}r∈R that are learned in the edge recon-
struction experiments on both HINs. Specifically, for each dataset, we first standardize the
elements of each µr to have zero mean and unit deviation, so that µr’s have comparable
scales after standardization for all r ∈ R. Then, we re-order the dE dimensions for better
visualization and plot the heat maps in Figure 6.7.
Recall that the inferred metrics {µr}r∈R were set to be all-one vectors in initialization,
whereas Figure 6.7 shows that different metrics have generally reached different distributions
over the dE dimensions after training. This implies that the inferred metrics of the HEER
model indeed sensed the heterogeneity of the HINs, and were using different projected metric
spaces to embed different semantics of the input network. Notably, it can be seen from
the heat map of YAGO that edge types 6 (isAffiliatedTo) and 8 (playsFor) have similar
inferred metrics. This is actually expected because these edge types are often associated with
the relationship between professional sports players and their associated teams in YAGO.
Besides, similar phenomenon can be observed between 9 (isMarriedTo) and edge type 11
(hasChild).
Embedded subnetwork with different edge types. In order to understand how the
network is impacted by the introduction of heterogeneous metrics, we took a closer look at
a subnetwork surrounding the British writer Thomas Hardy in the YAGO dataset. Multiple
other writers having the influences relationship (12 , colored gray) with Thomas Hardy in-
clude Charles Dickens, John Fowles, and John Irving, while Florence Dugdale and Thomas
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(a) Pretrained. (b) HEER under  ꋸ. (b) HEER under  ɨ.
Figure 6.8: The subnetwork surrounding Thomas Hardy in YAGO in multiple
embedding models under potentially different metrics.
Hardy enjoyed the isMarriedTo relationship ( 9 , colored red). Besides, Fowles and Irving
are also influenced by Dickens. In Figure 6.8, we visualized this subnetwork under each em-
bedding model with the inferred possibility of edge existence marked, where the embedding
models are training using the entire network. It can be seen from Figure 6.8a that without
distinguishing edge types, Pretrained assigned high possibilities to all edges. Meanwhile,
with the learned heterogeneous metrics, the HEER model assigned a relatively low proba-
bility for Dugdale and Hardy under the metric for influences as in Figure 6.8b (note that
Dugdale was also a writer), and a clearly higher probability under the metric for isMarriedTo
as in Figure 6.8c.
6.5.5 Efficiency Study
For efficiency study, we plot out the loss and the performance of the proposed HEER
algorithm against the number of epochs in the edge reconstruction experiment. We also
illustrate the same curves of the UniMetrics (len-1 metapath2vec++) model for comparison.
The results are presented in Figure 6.9.
Judging from the curve for the loss again the number of epochs in Figure 6.9, HEER
converges at a comparable rate with the skip-gram–based UniMetrics (metapath2vec++).
Besides, HEER took less than twice as much time to finish each epoch as metapath2vec++
did. This is expected because HEER only additionally requires one-step gradient descent
for one µr when training on each sampled training example. As a result, the time complexity
of HEER for each epoch differs from that of metapath2vec++ by a small constant factor.
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Figure 6.9: The relative loss and the micro-average MRR against the number of
epochs for the proposed HEER model and the UniMetrics (len-1 metapath2vec)
model.
Combining the above two properties, HEER enjoys overall complexity linear to the number
of nodes as skip-gram–based algorithms do [18, 49, 55].
6.6 SUMMARY
We studied the problem of the comprehensive transcription of HINs in embedding learn-
ing, which preserves the rich information in HINs and provides an easy-to-use approach to
unleash the power of HINs. To tackle this problem, we identify that different extents of
semantic incompatibility exist in real-world HINs, which pose challenges to the comprehen-
sive transcription of HINs. To cope with these challenges, we propose an algorithm, HEER,
that leverages edge representations and heterogeneous metrics. Experiments and in-depth
case studies with large real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of HEER and the
utility of edge representations and heterogeneous metrics.
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CHAPTER 7: EXPLOITING HETEROGENEOUS ASSOCIATION IN
HYPERNYMY DISCOVERY FROM NETWORKS
7.1 OVERVIEW
Heterogeneous information network (HIN) has been heavily studied since the past decade [2,
14, 15, 16]. Many real-world HINs are essentially text-rich since some of their nodes are as-
sociated with additional textual information [34, 121, 122, 123, 124]. For example, the nodes
representing research papers in the bibliographical network, DBLP, are naturally associated
with their textual contents. Such text-rich HINs is capable of encapsulating rich information
and has been shown to be useful in tasks such as clustering [123], topic modeling [121, 122],
and embedding learning [34].
In the meantime, hypernymy discovery is an important and fundamental problem [67, 125,
92]. Hypernymy, also know as type-of relation or lexical entailment relation [126], refers to
the relation between a hypernym and a hyponym, where a term t1 is called a hyponym of
a term t2 and t2 is called a hypernym of t1 if t1 can be categorized under t2. We denote
this relation by t1 → t2. For instance, “animal” is a hypernym of “bird”, and “machine
learning algorithm” is a hyponym of “computer science”. Being able to discover quality
hypernymy can benefit downstream applications such as taxonomy construction and question
answering [125, 92]. For example, algorithms have been proposed to construct taxonomy
given a list of hypernymy pairs [83, 127]. Even in the case where the discovered hypernymy
pairs are imperfect, these pairs can still largely facilitate the process of the human curation
by recommending hypernyms and hyponyms to expand the taxonomy under construction.
Existing hypernymy discovery methods mainly detect hypernymy pairs from large corpora
with hypernyms and hyponyms being terms from a given vocabulary D. We instead propose
to tackle the problem by discovering hypernymy from text-rich HINs. Particularly, in the
DBLP network with node type paper, author, publishing venue, keyword, etc., we may dis-
cover hypernymy among all keyword nodes, and in a professional social network with node
type user, employer, school, skill, etc., we may discovery hypernymy among all skills. The
intuition is that while the textual part of a text-rich HIN constitutes a corpus from which
existing methods can mine hypernymy, the network part of the text-rich HIN can provide
additional high-quality signals. In fact, a major line of methods for discovering hypernymy
relies on the co-occurrence of terms in the input corpus [67, 68]. Such textual co-occurrence
can be noisy, while the relationships represented by edges and paths in an HIN are more
concrete. For example, in the DBLP network, if two authors are linked to the same paper, we
















M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node linked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿g re for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
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.
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As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We us this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 f hyp rnymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall qua titatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiami g, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿v node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to anoth r.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia p g on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
t e target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
gen rat valuation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entr using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as suc , we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the erny and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyp nym s a negative hyponym, and then generate
anoth r ￿ve negative p irs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
po ym. I t is negative pair generation process, a keyword is
alwa s randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node linked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a com on contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
ext-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of his method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduc the Siamese Network based model here.
We can eit er add a ￿gure for th NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuitio of the DIH. We use
i to quantify the relevance of the term p ir. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every ode linked to any node of he target node type be a
contextu l unit. We call he context C d ￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
cont x ual uni s by grouping the rigin l ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availabili y of HIN d ta, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to lternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context gra ularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
plicit network structure are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structur s, one can design many
methods to gro p th original contextual u its in the Simplest
together to derive new co textual un ts. In this paper, we adopt
th simpl st way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we ref r
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a cont xtual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collecti of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We c nsider a term t 2 D relev nt to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-typ as long as t is r levant to at least one original
unit tha is grouped into th new unit.
• De￿ e t context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantical y m aningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering alg rithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
ti n fro HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit s long
s t is relevant to at least one origi al unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
c n also d ￿ne con ext granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in t e DBLP network can be
two pap rs wri￿en by same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged o an authors’ two papers
are co sidered link comm n contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set he relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevan and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
e ch one of the base DIH meas res under ach one of the contexts,
which tog ther constitut the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
ther words, the dim nsion of t1t2 equals o the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use thi method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitati ely evaluate the
validi y of this method for generating weak sup rvision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can eit r add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it








(Is this section not exciting enough? (Too much like an engineer-
i g work?))
6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Data D scription
Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node typ s – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing v nue, and publishing
year of a paper, and th refere ce relatio ship from a paper
to anoth r.￿e text ￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the pap r, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on his rd if exists. We let keyword be
the targ t n de type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we r sor to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor ea h of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as uch, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hyper ym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hypony a a negativ hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always r ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonym ze its origin for the double-bli review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
Cl rkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, ).
• M4. A symme ric distributional measure, which technical
does ot capt re the inclusion ntuition of the DIH. We use
it t quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne co text given an HIN and a target node type is to
l t very nod linked to any nod of the target node type be a
contex ual unit. We call th context C de￿ned in this way the
Simples .
Also discussed Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
rel vant. With th av il bility of HIN data, we adopt the f llow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in wide
spectrum of cont xt granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit n twork str ctures. Many
explicit n structures are contained in HINs such as the
nod yp , the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
grap [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods o group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group ll the original contextu l units
that re link d t a n de of a sp ci￿c node type, w ich w efer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in th DBLP da aset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all pa ers wri￿en by certain author.
We conside a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as l g as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped int the new unit.
• D ￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful r ups is by network clu ter-
. A reat many clustering algorithms have b en pr posed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple alg ri hm wh le leveraging the rich informa-
from HINs, we pe form the cl ssic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
t rm t 2 D relevant to a cluste -based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to t le st one original unit in this clust r.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approach s both yield contextual
uni s with gr nularity more coars than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿n r h n the simpl st.
For nstance using xplicit network structure, meta-graph [32],
de￿ni i of a ￿ner contextu l un t the DBLP network ca be
two papers wri￿ n by the same autho . Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simul aneously tagged to an authors’ wo pa ers
are consid red li ked o a common contextual unit. Moreover, i
order t fo us our investigate on the bene t of introducing HIN
signals in yp rnymy d scover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relev nce to be binar , i.e., rc (t ) = 1
f r levant and 0, therwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH mea ures nder each one of the contexts,
which togeth con titute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
o r word , the dimension f gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the nu ber of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be ble to ge erate yp rnymy pairs with high precision but
low rec ll [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of ypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In S tion 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this me hod for g erating we k supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can eith r add a ￿gure for th NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to anothe .￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the p er, and th text associated to a keyword node is the
Wik pedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
g nerat evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (C S)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wik pedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g th hypernym and randoml sample a keyword that is
not its h ponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
nother ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
po ym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
lways ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS term .
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
a onymize its rigin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discuss d in Section 1, th sim lest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every nod linked to any node of the target node typ be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may r de￿ e
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we dopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne th context by explicit network structures. M ny
explicit etwork structures are contai ed in HINs such as the
node types, the dge typ s, the m ta-paths, nd t e meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the origin l contex ual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a t rm t 2 D rel vant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne t context bynetwork clust ring. Anoth rway to
deriv sem ntically meaningf l gr ups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clus eri g algorithms hav been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform he classic K-mean algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to deriv K lu ters. Similarly, a
erm t 2 D rel vant t a cluster-based contextual un t as long
a is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluste .￿is
a proach is h ceforth ref rred s Clu -K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more co rse than the Simpl st, while one
can also de￿n context gra ul rity that is ￿n r than the simplest.
F r instance, using xplicit network structure, meta-gr ph [32], a
d ￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP n twork can b
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, onl
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, th Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this m thod to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please intr duce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBL is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
auth rship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hy ernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry us g a publicly-a ailabl tool named Wik-
iLinke For each of the 10, 055 positive hyp rnym-hyponym
pairs a￿ai ed s such, w ￿rst generate ￿ve negat ve pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sampl a keyword that s
not its ypo ym as a negative hyp ym, and then g nerate
another ￿ve negative pai s i th same way by ￿xing th hy-
ponym. I this negative pair gener tion process, a keyword is
always randomly s mpled from th set at can be mapped t
CCS terms.
• PSN is a internal profession social n twork (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which t chnical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of t e DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevan f the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 )
|C | .
Determination of context. As discu sed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target ode type is o
let every node linked to any node of the targ t node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ ed i t is way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one ay rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are sem ntically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two app oaches to alternativ l de￿n the con xt in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the c nt xt by ex licit n work struc res. Ma y
explicit etwork st uctures ar c tained n HINs such as he
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, a d the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this p per, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the origin l contextual units
that are linked to a n de of a speci￿c node type, which w refer
to as G p-by-typ , where yp i this sp ci￿c node typ . As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a ontextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is r levant to t lea t on rigi al
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynet ork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups s by netw rk cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorith s have been proposed
f r clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intentio experimen
with an simple algorithm while lever ging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-bas d contextual unit a long
as t i relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches b th yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simpl st, while on
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner tha the simplest.
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de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
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Method
A a pioneering method, the Hearst a￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluat the
validity of this method for generati w k supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inferenc Model
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6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Dat Descri tion
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M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, 2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
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.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional m s re, which technical
does not captur the i clusion i tuiti n of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
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Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node linked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compu e one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 We k Supervision from Pattern-b sed
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hyper ymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿g re for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its in uition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
d es n t c pt re the nclusion intu t on of the DIH. We use
t to quantify he relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
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Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node li ked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. W call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simpl st.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextu l units by grouping the original o s that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN d ta, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of cont xt granulari y.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are cont i ed in HINs such as the
node types, he ge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
gra h [32, 38]. Using these s ructures, one can design many
methods to group the original co textual units in the Simplest
to ether to derive new co textual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the riginal contextual units
that are linked to a node f a speci￿c ode type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-typ , where type is this speci￿c ode type. As
an example, in the DBLP datase , a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all pape s wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is re evant to at least one original
uni that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the con ext bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meani gful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an s mple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
ion from HINs, we perform t e classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
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as t is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
pproach s henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextu l
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two keywords simultaneously tagged t an authors’ tw papers
re considered linked to a common contextual unit. More ver, in
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if relevant and 0, o herwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
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which together constitute the pairwise f ature g 1t2 for (t1, t2). In
oth r words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
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Method
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Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
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graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
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can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
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are considered linked to a com on contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each o e of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which to th cons itute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
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Method
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Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
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D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
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not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
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• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuitio of the DIH. We use
i to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context g ven an HIN and a target node type is to
let every ode linked to any n de of he target de type be a
contextu l unit. We call he context C d ￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
cont x ual uni s by grouping the rigin l ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availabili y of HIN d ta, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to lternatively de￿ne the co text in a wide
spectrum of context gra ularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
plicit network structure are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structur s, one can design many
methods to gro p th original contextual u its in the Simplest
together to derive new co textual un ts. In this paper, we adopt
th simpl st way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we ref r
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a cont xtual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collecti of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We c nsider a term t 2 D relev nt to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-typ as long as t is r levant to at least one original
unit tha is grouped into th new unit.
• De￿ e t context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantical y m aningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering alg rithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
ti n fro HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit s long
s t is relevant to at least one origi al unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
c n also d ￿ne con ext granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in t e DBLP network can be
two pap rs wri￿en by same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged o an authors’ two papers
are co sidered link comm n contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set he relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevan and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
e ch one of the base DIH meas res under ach one of the contexts,
which tog ther co stitut the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
ther words, the dim nsion of t1t2 equals o the nu ber of based
measures (4) ti es the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering meth d, the Hea st pa￿erns [11] have been sh wn
to be able to generate hyper ymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use thi method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validi y of this method for gener ti g eak up rvision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can it r add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node typ s – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing v nue, and publishing
year of a paper, and th refere ce relatio ship from a paper
to anoth r.￿e text ￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the pap r, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on his rd if exists. We let keyword be
the targ t n de type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we r sor to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor ea h of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as uch, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hyper ym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hypony a a negativ hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always r ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonym ze its origin for the double-bli review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which als shares intu tion. M3 (t1, t2) =
Cl rkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, ).
• M4. A symme ric distributional measure, which technical
does ot capt re the inclusion ntuition of the DIH. We use
it t quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) m n(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne co text given an HIN and a target node type is to
l t very nod li ked to any nod f the target n de type be a
contex ual unit. We call th context C de￿ned in this way the
Simples .
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
rel vant. With th av il bility of HIN data, we adopt the f llow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in wide
spectrum of cont xt granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit n twork str ctures. Many
explicit n structures are contained in HINs such as the
nod yp , the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
grap [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods o group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group ll the original contextu l units
that re link d t a n de of a sp ci￿c node type, w ich w efer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in th DBLP da aset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all pa ers wri￿en by certain author.
We conside a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as l g as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped int the new unit.
• D ￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful r ups is by network clu ter-
. A reat many clustering algorithms have b en pr posed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple alg ri hm wh le leveraging the rich informa-
from HINs, we pe form the cl ssic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
t rm t 2 D relevant to a cluste -based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to t le st one original unit in this clust r.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approach s both yield contextual
uni s with gr nularity more coars than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿n r h n the simpl st.
For nstance using xplicit network structure, meta-graph [32],
de￿ni i of a ￿ner contextu l un t the DBLP network ca be
two papers wri￿ n by the same autho . Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simul aneously tagged to an authors’ wo pa ers
are consid red li ked o a common contextual unit. Moreover, i
order t fo us our investigate on the bene t of introducing HIN
signals in yp rnymy d scover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relev nce to be binar , i.e., rc (t ) = 1
f r levant and 0, therwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH mea ures nder each one of the contexts,
which togeth con titute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
o r word , the dime sion f gt1t2 equals to t e number of based
m asures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be ble to ge erate yp rnymy pairs with high precision but
lo rec ll [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of ypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In S tion 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this me hod for g nerating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Infer nce Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can eith r add a ￿gure for th NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to anothe .￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the p er, and th text associated to a keyword node is the
Wik pedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
g nerat evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (C S)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wik pedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g th hypernym and randoml sample a keyword that is
not its h ponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
nother ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
po ym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
lways ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS term .
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
a onymize its rigin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   Cla kDE(t2, t1)], where
Cla kDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant fM2, whic lso sh res its in uition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   C kDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symme ric dist ibutional m asure, which t chnical
doe ot capture the i clusion intuitio of the DIH. We u e
it to qua tify the relevance of th term pa r. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discuss d in Section 1, th sim lest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN nd a target node type is to
let every nod linked to any node of the target node typ be a
c nt x ual unit. W c ll the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may r de￿ e
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we dopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne th context by explicit network structures. M ny
explicit etwork structures are contai ed in HINs such as the
node types, the dge typ s, the m ta-paths, nd t e meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the origin l contex ual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne t context bynetwork clustering. Anoth rway to
deriv sem ntically meaningf l gr ups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clusteri g algorithms hav been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to deriv K lusters. Similarly, a
erm t 2 D rel vant t a cluster-based contextual unit as long
a is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluste .￿is
a proach is h ceforth referred s Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more co rse than the Simpl st, while one
can also de￿n context gra ul rity that is ￿n r than the simplest.
F r instance, using xplicit network structure, meta-gr ph [32], a
d ￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP n twork can b
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, onl
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, e compute one score using
each o e of the base DIH measures unde each one of the contexts,
which to ethe con titut the pa rwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times th umb r of contexts.
5.3 We k Supervision from Pattern-based
M thod
As a pioneering meth d, th Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this m thod to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 H per ymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please intr duce the Siamese Network based model here.
W can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBL is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
auth rship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinke For each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ai ed as such, w ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its ypo ym as a negative hyp ym, and then g nerate
another ￿ve negative pairs in th same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. I this negative pair gener tion process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is a internal profession social n twork (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which t chnical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of t e DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevan f the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 )
|C | .
Determination of context. As discu sed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target ode type is o
let every node linked to any node of the targ t node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ ed in t is way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one ay rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are sem ntically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two app oaches to alternativ l de￿n the con xt in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the c nt xt by ex licit n work struc res. Ma y
explicit etwork st uctures ar c tained n HINs such as he
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, a d the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this p per, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the origin l contextual units
that are linked to a n de of a speci￿c node type, which w refer
to as G p-by-typ , where yp i this sp ci￿c node typ . As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is r levant to t least one rigi al
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynet ork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups s by netw rk cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorith s have been proposed
f r clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intentio experimen
with an simple algorithm while lever ging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-bas d contextual unit a long
as t i relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner tha the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each t rm pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we c mpute ne score using
e one of the base IH me sur s nd r ach on of the cont xts,
which together constitute the pairwi e fea ure gt1t2 for ( 1, t2). In
o r words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to th number of based
m asures (4) times th umber of cont xts.
5.3 Weak Sup rvision from P tern-based
Method
A a pioneering method, the Hearst a￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generati g w ak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inferenc Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Sia ese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it








(Is this section not exciting enough? (Too much like an engineer-
ing work?))
6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Dat Descri tion
Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographic l netw rk in the comput r science
domain [41], with ￿ve nod types – uthor (A), p e (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the r ference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
f the p p r, a d the xt associated to a keyword n de is the
Wikipedia page on this keyw rd if exis s. e let keywor be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped t a term in CCS if they ca be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using publicly-availabl tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 ( 1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
larkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 ( 1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric dis rib tional m asure, w ich tec nical
do s not capture the inclusi n intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the rel vance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determi ation of context. As di cussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿n co text given an HIN an a target n de type is to
l t very node li ked to any n f th t rget node type be a
contextual unit. We call th c text C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simpl st, o may rede￿ne
contextual units by g ouping the original ones that a e semantic lly
rel vant. With he vailabili y f HIN d a, w adopt th follow-
ing two approaches to alter ativ ly de￿ne e ontext in a wid
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network stru ture . Many
explicit netwo k struc ures are contai ed in HINs such s the
nod types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and th meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structur , one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
tog ther to derive new contextual units. In this aper, we adopt
the simplest w y and group l the riginal contextu l units
that are linked to a nod f a sp ci￿c d typ , whic we r fer
to as Grp-by- , w ere type is this s eci￿c node t pe. As
an exa ple, n th DBLP dataset, a ntex ual unit n Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a t rm t 2 D relevan to a c ntextual unit in
Grp-by-type as o as is rel vant to at l ast one orig nal
unit that is group d i to the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clust ing. Anotherway to
derive semantical y meaningful roups is by tw rk cluster-
ing. A great many clustering lg rithms ave been pr pos
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an int ntion o experiment
with an si ple algorithm while l ver ging the rich i forma-
tion from HINs, we perform th classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to d ive K c usters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a clus r-based contextual unit as long
as t is releva t to at l ast one ori i al nit in this cluster.￿is
approach is h nceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We r m rk that th ab v two approaches both yield cont xtual
u its with gr nularity more coarse than the Simpl st, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de ition of a ￿ner contextual unit in he DBLP n twork can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. U der this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously t gged to an autho ’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
orde to focus our investigat on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granul rity, we always set the r levance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
r each rm air (t1, t2) 2 ⇥D, w c mp te one score using
e ne of h base DIH mea u s u d r each one f the contexts,
ic toge her constitut the p irwise ea ure gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 quals to th number of based
m asure (4) times the mber of contexts.
5.3 Weak Super sion f m Pattern-bas d
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst p ￿ rns [11] have been shown
to b able to ge erate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use his method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantit ively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Infer c Mod l
(Jia ing, pl ase i troduce the Sia ese Network bas d model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for he NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We u e two large-scale r al-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is b bli graphical n twork in the co puter science
domain [41], ith ￿ve nod t p s – author (A), aper (P),
k yword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
auth ship, keyword usa e, p blishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, a d th ref rence relationship from a paper
to ano h r.￿ text a￿liated to a pap r node is the abstract
of the p p r, d the t x associ te to a keyword node is the
Wikiped a page this k y ord if exists. We l t keyword be
the target node t in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, w resort t the ACM Computing
Cla si￿cation Syst m (CCS)A k yword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to term in CCS if th y can b link d to the same
Wikipedia entry using publicly-av ilabl tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
p ir a￿ain d a such, we ￿rst generat ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g the hyperny and randomly sample keyword that is
not it hyponym as a negative hypo ym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way b ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this n gative pair generation pr cess, a keyword is
always randomly sampl d from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe















M2 (t1, t2) = ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C ( 1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measur , which technical
does not c pture the inclu i n int ition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) in(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node linked to any node of the t rget ode type be a
contextual unit. We call th context C de￿ned in this way the
Simpl st.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
cont xtual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
r l vant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approach s to alternativ ly de￿ne the context in a wid
spectrum of con ext granul rity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
grap s [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group t original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new cont xtual units. In this paper, we ad pt
t e implest way and roup all the riginal contextual units
that are linked t a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an exampl , i he DBLP dataset, a con extual unit i Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We co sider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. A otherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
ith an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the n de features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-bas d context al unit as long
as t is r levant to at least o e original unit in t is cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
W re rk t t the above wo ap roaches both yield contextual
units with granularity mor coarse than the Simpl st, while o
can also de￿ e context granularity that is ￿n r than the simplest.
For instance, u ing explicit n twork structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit i the DBLP net ork can be
two papers wri￿en by the same aut or. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneousl tagged to an authors’ two papers
are c sidered linked to a commo c ntextual u it. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of i troducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility f modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one f the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this m thod fo generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hyp rnymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Da asets. W use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
dom i [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorshi , ke word usage, publishing venue, and publishing
y ar of a pap r, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedi page on this ke word if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
g n r te ev luation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapp d to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
p nym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always rand mly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
Cl kDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not c pture the inclusi n intu tion f the DIH. We use
t to quantify h el va c of he term air. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) mi (rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determinat on of context. As discussed in S ction 1, the simplest
way to d ￿n context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node li ked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. W call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simpl st.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextu l units by grouping the original o s that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN d ta, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of cont xt granulari y.
• De￿ne the context by explicit n twork structures. Many
explicit network structures are cont i ed in HINs such as the
node types, he ge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
gra h [32, 38]. Using these s ructures, one can design many
methods to group the original co textual units in the Simplest
to ether to derive new co textual units. In this paper, we adopt
t e implest way and roup all the riginal contextual units
that are linked to a node f speci￿c ode type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-typ , where type is this speci￿c ode type. As
an ex mple, in the DBLP datase , a contextual unit in Grp-by-
ype is the collection of all pape s wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is re evant to at least one original
uni that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the con ext bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an s mple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
ion from HINs, we perform t e classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D rel vant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relev nt to at least one original u it in this cluster.￿is
pproach s henceforth refe red to as Clus-K.
We re ark th t th above two appro ches oth yield contextu l
units with granul rity more coarse than the Simpl st, hile one
ca also d ￿ne co text gra ul rity that is ￿ner th n th sim l st.
For instance, usi g explici etwork structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextu l unit in the DBLP net ork can be
two papers wri￿en by the same aut or. Under this de￿nitio , only
two keywords simultaneously tagged t an authors’ tw papers
re c sidered linked to a common contextual unit. More ver, in
order to focus our i vestigate on the bene￿t of i troduci g HIN
signals in hyp rnymy disc ver and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the r evance o be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, o herwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH m asures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise f ature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
oth r words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs ith high precision but
low r call [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quan itatively evaluate the
validity of this method for g nerating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can ither add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and ye r (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿ text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyw rd if exists. We let keyword be
target node type in the h pe nymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Cl ssi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped t a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLink rFor e ch of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym a d randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs i the sam way by ￿xing the hy-
onym. In this n gative pair generation process, a keyword is
alw ys ra domly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS ter s.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) = ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C ( 2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuitio . M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We u e
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of c text. As discus ed in Section 1, the simplest
ay to de￿ne context given an HIN and a arget node type is to
let every node linked t any node f the t rget ode type be a
contextua unit. We cal the nt x C de￿ d in is w y the
Si ples .
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simpl st, one may rede ne
contextual units by grouping the original o es that are semantically
r levant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
pectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the cont xt by explicit network structures. M ny
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node type , the edge types, the meta- aths, and the m ta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these st uctures, one can de ign many
methods to group the orig n l contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new co textual unit . In this pap r, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original con extual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is th collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long a t is relevant to t least one original
unit that is grouped into th new unit.
• De￿ne the con ext by etwork clustering. notherway to
derive semantic lly me ingful groups is by network clu ter-
ing. A great many cl stering a gorithms have been prop s d
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an inten ion to experim nt
with an simple algorithm while lev raging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we p rform th classic K-means algorithm on
the no e features f  2 Rd t eriv K clust s. Similarly, a
t rm t 2 D relevant to a cluster-base contextual uni as long
as t s relevant o at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henc fort r f rred to as Clus-K.
We remark hat the above two pproach s both yield cont xtual
units with granularity m e coarse than the S mplest, while ne
can also de￿ne context granula ity that i ￿ner tha the simplest.
For instance, using explicit n twork structure, met -graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ne contextu l uni in the DBLP network c n be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Und r this de￿nition, ly
two keywords s multane usly tagg t an a thors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For eac term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which toget er constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Met od
As a pi ering method, the Hears pa￿er [11] have been shown
to be able to g nerate hypernymy pairs wi h hi h precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a li t
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall q antitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, plea e introduce th Sia ese Network based mod l ere.
We can either add a ￿gure for th NN structure here or embed it












Dat s ts. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibli graphical etwork in the computer scie c
omain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
ye r of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate valuation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿ca ion System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wik pedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinke For each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributi al easure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuitio of the DIH. We use
i to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of con ext. As discussed in Sectio 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne ontext giv n an HIN a d a target node type is to
le every ode linked to ny node f he targ t node type be a
contextu l unit. We call he context C d ￿ ed i this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿n
cont x ual uni s by grouping the rigin l ones that are semantically
r levant. With the availabili y of HIN ta, w adopt the follow-
ing two approac es to lternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
pectr m of ontext gra ularity.
• De￿n t e co text by ex licit ne work structures. Many
plicit ne work structure are co tained in HINs s ch as th
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Usin th e structur s, one can design many
methods o gro p th origin l contextual u i s in the Simplest
together o de ive new c t xtu l un ts. In this paper, w adopt
th simpl st way a d o p ll the rigin l contextual units
that are linked to node of a speci￿ nod type, which w refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a cont xtual unit in Grp-by-
type is th collecti of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We c nsider a term t 2 D relev nt to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-typ as long as t is r lev nt to at least one original
unit tha is grouped into th new unit.
• De￿ e t con ext by etwork clust ring. notherway to
derive semantical y m ingful groups is by network clu ter-
ing. A great many cl stering a g rithms have b en p oposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experim nt
wit an simple algorithm w ile lever ging the rich informa-
ti n fro HINs, we p rform th cl ssic K-mean algorithm on
the no e featur s f  2 Rd to eriv K clust rs. Similarly, a
t rm t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextu l unit as l ng
s t s rel vant o at least one origi l unit in this cluster.￿is
appro ch is henc forth referred t as Clus-K.
We remark that h abov two approach s b th yield contextu l
units with granularity more c arse than the Simplest, while one
c n also d ￿ne con xt granularity that is ￿ner than the simples .
For instance, using xplicit network structu e, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner cont xtua unit in t e DBLP network ca be
two pap rs wri￿en by same au h r. Under this de￿ ition, o ly
two keywords simultaneously tagg d o a authors’ tw ers
are co sidered linke o comm n contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set he relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevan and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
e ch one of the base DIH meas res under ach one of the contexts,
which tog ther constitut the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
ther words, the dim nsion of t1t2 equals o the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneeri g method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have b en s own
to be able to gen rate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use thi method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Sec ion 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validi y of this method for generating weak sup rvision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, pl s introduce the Siames Network based model here.
W can it add a ￿gure for t e NN structure h re or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibl graphical network in the co puter science
doma [41], with ￿ve node typ s – autho (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing v nue, and publishing
year of a paper, and th refere ce relatio ship from a paper
to anoth r.￿e text ￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the pap r, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on his rd if exists. We let keyword be
the targ t n de type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we r sor to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor ea h of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as uch, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hyper ym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hypony a a negativ hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always r ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonym ze its origin for the double-bli review process.￿e
M2 ( 1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
Cl rkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, ).
• M4. A symme ic distributional measure, which technical
does not capt re the inclusion ntuition of the DIH. We use
it t quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination f context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne c text g ven an HIN and a arget node type is to
let ve y n d linked to any nod of the target node type be a
contex l n t. We c ll th contex C de￿ned in this way the
Simpl s .
Also discuss i S ction 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
r levant. With th av il bility of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two appr aches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of cont xt granularity.
• D ￿ e th contex by explicit n twork str ctures. Many
explicit n structures are cont ined in HINs such as the
n d yp , t e edg types, th m ta-paths, and the meta-
grap [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods o roup the original contex u l units in the Simplest
ogeth r to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
th simpl st way and group all the original contextual units
that re link d t a n de of a speci￿c node type, w ich we refer
to as Grp-by-type, wher type is his speci￿c node type. As
an example, in th DBLP da aset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is th collection of all pa ers wri￿en by certain author.
We conside a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as l g as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped int th new unit.
• D ￿ne the con ext by etwork clustering. notherway to
erive semantically me ingful gr ups is by network clu ter-
. A reat many cl stering a gorithms have been proposed
for clu t ring HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experim nt
with an simple alg ri h wh le leveraging the rich informa-
f HINs, we p form the cl ssic K-means algorithm on
the no fea ur s f  2 Rd t erive K clusters. Similarly, a
t rm t 2 D relevant to a cluste - ased contextual unit as long
as t is r levant o t least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
app oach i henc forth referred to as Clus-K.
We re ark that the above two approach both yield contextual
uni with gr nula ity more coars than th Simplest, while one
c also de￿n context granularity that is ￿n r h n the simpl st.
For i stance using xplicit n twork structure, meta-graph [32],
d ￿ni i n of a ￿ner contextu l un t the DBLP network ca be
two papers wri￿ n by the same autho . Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords sim l a eously tagged to an authors’ wo pa ers
are c nsid r d li k d o a co mon contextual unit. Moreover, i
order t fo us our investigate on the bene t of introducing HIN
signals in yp rnymy d scover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relev nce to be binar , i.e., rc (t ) = 1
f r levant and 0, therwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH mea ures nder each one of the contexts,
which togeth con titute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
o r word , the dimension f gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the nu ber of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the H arst pa￿ rn [11] have been shown
to be ble to ge erate yp r ymy pairs with high precision but
low r c ll [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use his method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of ypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
ext-rich HINs. I S tion 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this me hod for g nerating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siames Network based model here.
W can ither add a ￿gure for th NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domai [41], with ￿ve nod types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), ve ue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to anothe .￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the p er, and th text associated to a keyword node is the
Wik pedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
g nerat evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (C S)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wik pedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g th hypernym and randoml sample a keyword that is
not its h ponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
nother ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
po ym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
lways ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS term .
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
a onymize its rigin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
larkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributi nal measure, which technical
does ot capture the inclusion i tuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) in(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determi ation of c t x . As discussed in ction 1, the simplest
w y to d ￿ne co text given an HIN and a target node type is to
let v ry node linked t ny node of the targ t node type be a
contextu l unit. call t e context C de￿ned in this way the
Sim lest.
Also discuss d in Section 1, atop the Simpl st, on may r de￿n
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• D ￿ e the cont xt by explicit ne work struc ures. Many
xplici network structur s are contained in HINs such as the
ode types, th edge typ s, the m ta-paths, and t e met -
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where typ is his speci￿c node typ . As
a example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type a long as t is relevant to at least one origi al
u it that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anoth rway to
derive emantically meaningf l groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many cluste ing algorithms have been pro os d
f r clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an inte tion to experimen
wi an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
nod features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D releva t to a cluster-based contextual unit as lo
as t is releva t to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henc forth referred to as Clus-K.
We mark that the above t o approaches both yield c ntextual
units with granularity more c rse than t e Simplest, while one
can als de￿ne context gran larity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For i stance, usi g explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, o ly
t o keywords simultaneously tagged to an rs’ two ers
are considered link d to a com on cont xtu l unit. Moreover, in
order t focus our i vestigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
ther words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
l w recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese N twork base model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure h re or embed it












D tasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
key ord (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE( 2, t1)], h re
ClarkDE(t1, t2) = C
(t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc ( 1
.
• M3. A varia t ofM2, which als shares its in uition. M3 (t1, t2) =
Cla kDE( 1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, 1).
• M4. A sym tric distribution l e sure, which technical
does no captur the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify th relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
D erminat on f context. As discus Sectio 1, the simplest
w y to de￿n cont xt give an HIN a target e ty is to
let every node linked to an node of the t node type be a
cont xtual nit. We call the context C de￿ned i this way the
Simp est.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop he S mples , n m y rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original on s th t re semantically
releva t. With he av ilability of HIN data, w dopt the foll w-
ing two ppro ch s to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of cont xt gra ularity.
• De￿ the co text by explicit network structu es. Many
explicit etw rk structures are contained in HINs s c as the
ode types, the edge typ s, the met -paths, and the meta-
raphs [32, 38]. Using the e s ruc ur s, o e c n design ma y
meth ds to group the o iginal contextual units n the S mpl st
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and grou l the original co textu u its
that e linked to nod of a sp ci￿c n de type, which we refer
to as G p-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a c nt x ual unit in Grp-by-
type i the collection of all pap rs wri￿en by certain author.
We c ns der a term t 2 D relevant to a co textual u it in
Grp-by-type as long s t is r levant to at l ast o e original
uni that is g ouped into the new u it.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. A otherway to
derive semantically meaningful gro ps is by network cluster-
ing. A gr at m ny clustering alg i hms have be n p opos d
for cluste ing HINs [32, 38]. With an int ntion to experiment
with a simple alg rithm hil lev ragin the rich informa-
tion fro HIN , w perf m th classic K-m ns lgorit m on
the ode features f  2 R to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least on original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henc forth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network s r ctu e, eta-graph [32], a
de￿nitio of a ￿n r contex ual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For ac erm pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together cons itute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for ( 1, t2). In
other words, t dimensi n of gt1t2 eq als to the numb r of b ed
measures (4) ti es th numb r of c n exts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pio eering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to b able t generate hypernymy p irs with high p cision bu
low recall [8 15, 20, 46, 50]. We s this m tho o extract a list
S = {(tgi , ti )} |S |i=1 of ypernymy pairs from t e corpus of the inp t
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, ple se in r duc the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it
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Datasets. We use two l ge-scale real-world HIN dat s ts.
• DBLP is a bibliograp ical etwork in e computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), nd year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword u ag , publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper ode is the abstract
of t e paper, and h tex associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type i the ymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, w resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve egative pairs by
xing the hyp rny and randomly sample a k yword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   Cl kDE(t2, t1)], where
Cl kDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) c (t1 )
.
• M3. A varia t ofM2, hic also s ares its in uitio . M3 (t1, t2) =
Cl rkDE( 1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A sy metric distrib tional sur , w ich t chnical
does not capture the inclusi n intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify t e rel vance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determi ation of contex . As discussed in Section 1, the sim lest
way t d ￿n co text given an HIN an a target n de typ is to
l t every nod li ked to any nod of h arg t node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this wa the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Si pl st, o may rede￿ne
contextual units by g uping the original ones t at are semantic lly
r lev nt. With he av ilabili y of HIN da a, a opt the follow-
ing two appro ch s to alter ativ ly de￿ e the context in a wide
sp ctrum of conte t granularity.
• De￿ne the context by p icit etwork structures. Many
explicit etwork struc ures are contained in HINs such as the
nod types, the edg types, the meta- aths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using hese struct r , one can design ma y
m thods to group the original c n extual units in the Simplest
tog ther to derive new cont xtual units. In this aper, we dopt
he simp e way a group l e or gi al contextual units
that are link d to a node f a s ci￿c node yp , w ich we refer
to as Grp-by- e, w ere type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in th DBLP datas t, a contextu l unit in Grp-by-
type is the coll ction of ll papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consid r a t rm t 2 D relevan to a co xtual unit in
Grp-by-ty e a long as is rel ant to at least one orig nal
unit that is group d i to the n w nit.
• De￿ne t e cont xt bynet rk clust ing. Ano erway t
derive semantical y mea i gful groups is by network cluster-
i g. A great any l s ering lgori ms h ve b en propose
for clusteri g HI s [32, 38]. With a int ntion o experiment
with an si ple alg ri hm while l veraging the rich inform -
t o fro HINs, we perfo m the cla sic K-m ans algorithm on
the node features f  2 R to d ive K c usters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a clus r-based contextual unit as long
as t i relevant t at lea t one original nit in this cluster.￿is
approach is h ceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We r mark that the ab ve two approaches both yield contextual
u its with granularity more coarse than the Simpl st, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network stru ture, meta-graph [32], a
de itio o a ￿ner c ntex ual u it in he DBLP n twork an be
two papers ri￿en by the same author. U der this de￿nition, o ly
two keywords simultaneously t gged to an autho ’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
orde to focus our investigat on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granul rity, we always set the r levance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each erm pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, w comp te one score using
each o e of th base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which tog her constitu the pairwise ea ure gt1t2 for ( 1, t2). In
ther ords, the dimension of g t2 equals to the number of based
measur ) ti s the umbe f con ext .
5.3 eak Sup r ision f om Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst p ￿ rns [11] have been shown
to b able to ge erate ypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use his method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of ypernymy pairs from the corp s of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantit ively evaluate the
validity of his method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hy ernymy Infer nce Model
(J aming, pl ase introduce the Sia ese Network bas d model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for he NN structure here or embed it








(Is this section t exciting enough? (Too much like an engineer-
ing work?))
6 XPERIMENTS
6.1 D ta Description
Datasets. We u e two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographic l n tw rk i th computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – uthor (A), paper (P),
k ywor (P), ve u (P), a d year (P) – and ￿ve e ge types –
auth ship, k yword usa e, blishing venue, and ublishing
year of a paper, a d th reference relationship from a paper
to ano r.￿ text liated to a pap r node is the bstract
of th paper, and the t xt ass ciate to a keyword node is the
Wikiped a page n this keyword if exists. We l t keyword be
the target nod t e in the hypernymy discove y task. To
generat valuation ata, w resort t the ACM Computing
Cla si￿cation Syst m (CCS)A k yword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if th y can b link d to the same
Wikipedia entry using publicly-av ilable tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
p ir a￿ai d a such, we ￿rst generat ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g the hyperny and randomly sample k yword that is
not it hyponym as a negative hypo ym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way b ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this n gative pair generation pr cess, a keyword is
always randomly sampl d from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
Figure 7.1: T ove view f the prop s d H CG fra ew rk f r unsupervis d
hypernymy discovery fr m on f t any x - ich HINs. W discover hy-
pernymy by exploi i addi i n l ri gn ls fro t ne work da a besides the
c rpus. A ur l twork m d l is us d o d sc ver yp rnymy, ich consumes
weak uperv s o with l tiv ly h pr cisi xtrac d fro the t xtual part
of t e ex -ric HIN b u f am w rk. A ich o l of f a re wit ompa-
rably good rm p ir cover ge is g r f om etwork p r . A c se-up
illustration of h ur l t or b pr vi ed i Figure 7.5.
becaus ey ft - ccu i a r u . Th f rma d fi ition of t pro l m of hyp rnymy
discover fr m t x -ric HIN will e provid in S c n 7.2.
Unsup rvis d ethods fo hy r ymy d cover from co us typi lly fall nt w -
gori s: th ex ual-pa ter –based eth s [80, 82] d th dis ib tio l m h ds [74, 72].
Whil he tex al-p ern–bas d e h d a b p l e o t e textu part of a t xt-
rich HIN, the dist utio al t o s can be x d t decode th sign s fr m network
data. Most distrib tional methods r d v lo d based on h distribut onal inclusion hy-
pothesis (DIH) [67]. The DIH assumes h t t e c te t of a hyp rny al ays subsum s
the co t xt of yp nym, and we will form lly defi e the concept of cont xt i Section 7.2.
Th t is, if we denot C(t) he se of all u i s in the context that are relevant to term t ∈ D,
the DIH wo ld assert C(t1) ⊆ C(t2) if t1 i hy ony of t2. If we e e to disc ver yp rnymy
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Literature mining Data mining
KDD
Literature mining Data mining
KDD
(a) A simple difinition of context where
each paper is a contextual unit.
Literature mining Data mining
KDD
Literature mining Data mining
KDD
(b) A definition with more coarse gran-
ularity where each red circle is a con-
textual unit.
Figure 7.2: Example of the two contexts with different granularities.
pairs among keywords in the DBLP network, the simplest way to define the context C is to
let each paper node be a contextual unit, since paper is the only node type directly linked
to keyword as to be illustrated later in Figure 7.3a.
However, such a simple definition of context may not be proper for hypernymy discovery.
Figure 7.2 gives a hypothetical example with two keywords “literature mining” (t1) and
“data mining” (t2). Under the above simple definition, all papers linked to “literature
mining” constitutes C(t1) and those linked to “data mining” forms C(t2). Since “data mining”
is a hypernym of “literature mining”, if the DIH holds in this context, we should have
C(t1) ⊆ C(t2). However, a paper with “literature mining” linked as a keyword may not need
to additionally tag the more general “data mining”, and such scenario as illustrated in
Figure 7.2a would violate the assumption of the DIH. This problem can happen whenever
the hypernym is too general, and the contextual units are too fine-grained. Fortunately, this
issue can be resolved if we redefine the context C so that each new contextual unit is a group
of semantically relevant papers instead of individual papers. Under this new definition of C,
the desired property C(t1) ⊆ C(t2) would hold as shown in Figure 7.2b. The contextual units
redefined as such have more coarse granularity. In other words, they are conceptually more
general, and each of them is relevant to more terms from the target vocabulary D. In fact,
we observe that hypernymy should be revealed at multiple granularities, since the generality
of a hypernymy pair is coupled with the granularity of the context, and the availability of
HIN data enables us to solve the problem in a broad spectrum of context granularity. We
shall further illustrate this point using examples from real-world data in Section 7.3.
Additional challenges for the problem of hypernymy discovery from text-rich HINs lie in
how to combine signals from the textual part and the network part of the input data. To
tackle this challenge we extract relatively high-precision hypernymy pairs from the text part
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and serve them to a neural network as weak supervision, while deriving features with high
recall from the network part. We refer to this proposed framework as HDCG – short for
hypernymy discovery featuring context granularity.
Lastly, we summarize our contributions as follows:
1. We propose to discover hypernymy from text-rich heterogeneous information networks
(HINs), which introduces additional high-quality signals beyond textual corpora.
2. We identify the impact of context granularity on the distributional inclusion hypothesis
(DIH).
3. We propose the HDCG framework exploiting both network and textual data in text-
rich HINs, which also enjoys a more informative DIH features by modeling context
granularity.
4. Experiments validated the utility of modeling context granularity and the effective-
ness of leveraging additional HIN signals in hypernymy discovery. A case study on a
downstream application showed that a reasonable taxonomy could be generated using
hypernymy discovered by HDCG.
7.2 PRELIMINARIES
We define related concepts and notations in this section.
Definition 7.1 (Text-Rich Heterogeneous Information Network [14]). An information
network is a directed graph G = (V , E) with a node type mapping ϕ : V → T and an edge
type mapping ψ : E → R. When |T | > 1 or |R| > 1, the network is called a heterogeneous
information network (HIN). An HIN is referred to as a text-rich HIN if a portion of
its nodes are associated with textual information that collectively constitute a corpus −.
Given the typed essence of HINs, the network schema G˜ = (T ,R) [14] is used to abstract
the meta-information regarding the node types and edge types in an HIN. Figure 7.3a illus-
trates the schema of the DBLP network, where a paper node may have additional textual
information from its content and a keyword node may be associated with its description
from Wikipedia. Similarly, the schema of a social network in Figure 7.3b consists of 5 node
types with skill, employer, and position having textual information.
Definition 7.2 (Hypernymy Discovery from Text-Rich Heterogeneous Information Net-













































(b) A professional social
network (PSN).
Figure 7.3: The schemata of two text-rich HINs.
the target type must correspond to a textual term, we refer to the set of all such terms as
the target vocabulary D. The problem of hypernymy discovery from this text-rich
HIN aims to discover a list of hypernymy pairs with confidence scores where the hypernyms
and the hyponyms are terms from D.
In the heterogeneous bibliographic network, DBLP, the target node type can be keyword,
and in a heterogeneous professional social network, the target node type can be skill.
Definition 7.3 (Context in DIH Measures). Measures based on the distributional inclusion
hypothesis are defined on a given domain of context C, over which each term in the target
vocabulary D has a relevance distribution. For a term t ∈ D and a contextual unit c ∈ C,
denote rc(t) the relevance between t and c.
Additionally, we denote the subdomain of the context that are relevant to term t by
C(t) := {c ∈ C | rc(t) 6= 0}. The primary intuition of measures based on the distributional
inclusion hypothesis is that C(t2) should include C(t1) if t2 is a hypernym of t1, and one
widely-used DIH measure, WeedsPrec [72], is given by





The higher the WeedsPrec score, the more likely t2 is a hypernym of t1. In the traditional
task of hypernymy discovery from a corpus, the typical definition of C is the set of all
contextual terms in the corpus [67, 69, 72]. A term t and a contextual term c will have
non-zero relevance if they co-occur.
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Figure 7.4: Using the DBLP dataset, we demonstrate the observation that dif-
ferent hypernymy pairs should be discovered at different context granularity.
Each row in the plot corresponds to a hypernymy pair t1 → t2, and each column
corresponds to a context granularity. In each bar, the length ratio between the
red part on the left and the blue part on the right is proportional to the ratio
between M1(t2 → t1) and M1(t1 → t2).
7.3 CONTEXT GRANULARITY IN REAL-WORLD DATASET
In this s ct on, we further llustrate the observation that different hypernymy pairs should
be discovered at different context granularity using a real-world dataset. Figure 7.4 presents
the WeedsPr c scores (M1) between eight hypernymy pairs computed at three contexts with
differe t granularities – Simplest, Grp-by-T, and Clus-100 – and we will introduce their
concrete defi itio s in Section 7.4.1. For each bar, the blue part on the right end is expected
to be clearly longer than the red part on the left end, so that WeedsPrec may be able to
reveal the hypernymy t1 → t2 instead of equivocally predicting the reverse t2 → t1 could
also be true.
In the first column (Simplest) of the figure, the ratio between M1(t1 → t2) and M1(t2 → t1)
cannot be visualized for two pairs involving “data mining” since their M1 are trivially zero.
This undesirable result is the outcome of the fact hat “frequent attern mining” and “data
mining” are never linked to the same contextual unit in the DBLP dataset to be described
in Section 7.5.1, a d likewise for “literature mining” and “data mining”. In the context
represented by the second column (Grp-by-T ), WeedsPrec is still trivially zero for one pair.
Fortunat ly, if we choose the context in the last column, WeedsPrec can generate scores
for all fou pairs with hypernymy “data mining”. However, the context in the last column
(Clus-100 ) is not proper for all hypernymy pairs either. In the example of “reinforcement
learning” (t1) and “learning algor hm” (t2), M1(t1 → t2) and M1(t2 → t1) are close to
each other, which makes it hard to decisively assert “reinforcement learning” is a hyponym
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of “learning algorithm”. On the other hand, the distinction between M1(t1 → t2) and
M1(t2 → t1) are much wider at the Simplest context in the first column. We interpret this
result as the generality of a hypernymy pair is coupled with the granularity of the context,
and hypernymy relations should, therefore, be revealed at multiple granularities.
Lastly, resolving the problem of the DIH shown in Figure 7.2a and Figure 7.4 by exploiting
context granularity is easier with the availability of HINs as input, because in an HIN, one
can easily define semantically meaningful contextual units using explicit network structures
such as grouping by a specific node type or more complex structures including meta-paths
or motifs [2, 14]. One may also use network clustering methods to derive contextual units
on a broad spectrum of granularity by varying the number of clusters.
7.4 THE HDCG FRAMEWORK
We tackle the problem of discovering hypernymy from text-rich HINs by marrying the
signals from the network part and the text part with a neural network model, which infers
the likelihood of a term t1 ∈ D being a hyponym of another t2 ∈ D.
The intuition is that, as we have reviewed in Section 2.5, pattern-based methods tend to
achieve high precision with compromised recall [67, 81, 82, 84, 85], we extract hypernymy
pairs from the corpus of a text-rich HIN and serve them as weak supervision to the model
to be proposed. In order to achieve good recall, we generate a rich pool of features from the
HINs. Particularly, we decode the network signals into nodewise features by HIN embedding
and into pairwise features using the DIH-based measures under various context granularities.
Note that while the component of the neural network model is weakly supervised, the
whole HDCG framework is unsupervised.
7.4.1 Nodewise Feature Generation
Network embedding has emerged as a powerful representation learning approach, which
has been proven effective in many application scenarios [128]. A network embedding al-
gorithm generally learns an embedding function f : V → Rd that maps a node to a d-
dimensional vectorized representation. In our framework, we generate a feature fv := f(v)
for each node v ∈ V using a network embedding algorithm designed for HINs from an exist-
ing study [129]. As such, each term t in the target vocabulary D ⊆ V also attains a nodewise
feature ft.
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7.4.2 Pairwise Feature Generation
As introduced in Section 7.1 and 7.3, the DIH measures can be naturally extended to
generate pairwise features from networks, whose power can be further unleashed by modeling
context granularity. For each term pair (t1, t2) ∈ D ×D, we generate a feature using one of
the many DIH measures under one specific context definition. Each such DIH measure in
our framework is henceforth referred to as a base DIH measure. We introduce the base DIH
measures used in the proposed framework together with the approaches to define a context
with different granularities as follows.
Base DIH measures. For given context C, we use the following four DIH measures.





• M2 (invCL [75]) is another widely used DIH measure which considers not only how
likely t1 is a hyponym of t2 but also how unlikely t1 is not a hypernym of t2. It is defined
by M2(t1 → t2) =
√






• M3 shares the intuition of M2. M3(t1 → t2) = ClarkDE (t1 → t2)− ClarkDE (t2 → t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technically does not capture the
inclusion intuition of the DIH. We use it to quantify the relevance of the term pair.
M4(t1 → t2) =
∑
c∈C(t1)∩C(t2) min(rc(t1), rc(t2))/|C|.
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 7.1, the simplest way to define context
given an HIN and a target node type is to let every node linked to nodes of the target type
be a contextual unit. We call the context C defined in this way the Simplest context. Also
discussed in Section 7.1, atop the Simplest , one may redefine contextual units by grouping
the original ones that are semantically relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt
the following two approaches to alternatively define the context in a broad spectrum of
context granularity.
• Define the context by explicit network structures. Many explicit network struc-
tures can be found in HINs such as the node types, the edge types, the meta-paths,
and the meta-graphs [14, 2]. Using these structures, one can design methods to group
the original contextual units in the Simplest together to derive new contextual units.
In this dissertation, we adopt the most straightforward way and group together all
contextual units linked to nodes of a specific node type. We refer to this approach
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as Grp-by-type with type being a specific node type. As an example, in the DBLP
dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-author is the collection of all papers written by a
particular author. We consider a term t ∈ D relevant to a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type as long as t is relevant to at least one original unit that is grouped into the new
unit.
• Define the context by network clustering. Another way to derive semantically
meaningful groups is by network clustering. A great many clustering algorithms have
been proposed for clustering HINs [14, 2]. With an intention to experiment with
a simple algorithm while leveraging the rich information from HINs, we perform the
classic K-means algorithm on the node features fv ∈ Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly,
a term t ∈ D is relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long as t is relevant to
at least one original unit in this cluster. This approach is henceforth referred to as
Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual units with granularity
coarser than the Simplest , while one can also define context granularity finer than the Sim-
plest . For instance, using an explicit network structure, meta-graph [2], a definition of a
finer contextual unit in the DBLP network can be two papers written by the same author.
Under this definition, only two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Besides, we focus our investigation on
the benefit of introducing HIN signals and the utility of modeling context granularity, and
we hence always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc(t) = 1 if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) ∈ D × D, we compute one score using each one of the base
DIH measures under each one of the contexts, which together constitute the pairwise feature
gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of DIH-based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
Note that in practice, for any choice of context with too many non-zero rc(t), one may
downsample the data by randomly dropping a portion of contextual units – rather than
randomly setting a portion of non-zero rc(t) to zero – in the hope of reducing the change in
score derived from DIH measures.
7.4.3 Weak Supervision from Text-Rich HIN
We generate weak supervision for the hypernymy inference model from the corpus − of
the input text-rich HIN. As a pioneering method, the Hearst patterns [80] have been shown
















M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node linked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿g re for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
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C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context giv n an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node linke to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. We call th cont xt C de￿ned in this way the
Simpl st.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
releva t. With th availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
i g two approaches to ltern tively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum f context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
raphs [32, 38]. Using t ese structures, one can design many
met ods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive ew contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
t as Grp-by-type, wher type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in t e DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is th coll ction of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We co sider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type s l ng as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne th context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
i . great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clusterin HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to de ve K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D rele ant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least one original u it in this cluster.￿is
appro ch is he ceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simple t, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ r than the simplest.
For instance, using xplicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nitio of a ￿ner contextual unit in th DBLP network can be
tw pap rs wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultan ously tagged to a authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual u it. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the ben ￿t of i troducing HIN
sign ls i hypernymy discover and the utility of mod ling context
granularity, we always set the releva ce to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dim nsion of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
easures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We us this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 f hyp rnymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall qua titatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiami g, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿v node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to anoth r.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia p g on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
t e target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
gen rat valuation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entr using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as suc , we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the erny and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyp nym s a negative hyponym, and then generate
anoth r ￿ve negative p irs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
po ym. I t is negative pair generation process, a keyword is
alwa s randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node linked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a com on contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
ext-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of his method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduc the Siamese Network based model here.
We can eit er add a ￿gure for th NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuitio of the DIH. We use
i to quantify the relevance of the term p ir. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every ode linked to any node of he target node type be a
contextu l unit. We call he context C d ￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
cont x ual uni s by grouping the rigin l ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availabili y of HIN d ta, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to lternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context gra ularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
plicit network structure are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structur s, one can design many
methods to gro p th original contextual u its in the Simplest
together to derive new co textual un ts. In this paper, we adopt
th simpl st way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we ref r
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a cont xtual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collecti of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We c nsider a term t 2 D relev nt to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-typ as long as t is r levant to at least one original
unit tha is grouped into th new unit.
• De￿ e t context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantical y m aningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering alg rithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
ti n fro HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit s long
s t is relevant to at least one origi al unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
c n also d ￿ne con ext granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in t e DBLP network can be
two pap rs wri￿en by same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged o an authors’ two papers
are co sidered link comm n contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set he relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevan and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
e ch one of the base DIH meas res under ach one of the contexts,
which tog ther constitut the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
ther words, the dim nsion of t1t2 equals o the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use thi method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitati ely evaluate the
validi y of this method for generating weak sup rvision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can eit r add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it








(Is this section not exciting enough? (Too much like an engineer-
i g work?))
6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Data D scription
Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node typ s – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing v nue, and publishing
year of a paper, and th refere ce relatio ship from a paper
to anoth r.￿e text ￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the pap r, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on his rd if exists. We let keyword be
the targ t n de type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we r sor to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor ea h of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as uch, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hyper ym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hypony a a negativ hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always r ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonym ze its origin for the double-bli review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
Cl rkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, ).
• M4. A symme ric distributional measure, which technical
does ot capt re the inclusion ntuition of the DIH. We use
it t quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne co text given an HIN and a target node type is to
l t very nod linked to any nod of the target node type be a
contex ual unit. We call th context C de￿ned in this way the
Simples .
Also discussed Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
rel vant. With th av il bility of HIN data, we adopt the f llow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in wide
spectrum of cont xt granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit n twork str ctures. Many
explicit n structures are contained in HINs such as the
nod yp , the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
grap [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods o group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group ll the original contextu l units
that re link d t a n de of a sp ci￿c node type, w ich w efer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in th DBLP da aset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all pa ers wri￿en by certain author.
We conside a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as l g as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped int the new unit.
• D ￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful r ups is by network clu ter-
. A reat many clustering algorithms have b en pr posed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple alg ri hm wh le leveraging the rich informa-
from HINs, we pe form the cl ssic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
t rm t 2 D relevant to a cluste -based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to t le st one original unit in this clust r.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approach s both yield contextual
uni s with gr nularity more coars than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿n r h n the simpl st.
For nstance using xplicit network structure, meta-graph [32],
de￿ni i of a ￿ner contextu l un t the DBLP network ca be
two papers wri￿ n by the same autho . Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simul aneously tagged to an authors’ wo pa ers
are consid red li ked o a common contextual unit. Moreover, i
order t fo us our investigate on the bene t of introducing HIN
signals in yp rnymy d scover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relev nce to be binar , i.e., rc (t ) = 1
f r levant and 0, therwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH mea ures nder each one of the contexts,
which togeth con titute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
o r word , the dimension f gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the nu ber of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be ble to ge erate yp rnymy pairs with high precision but
low rec ll [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of ypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In S tion 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this me hod for g erating we k supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can eith r add a ￿gure for th NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to anothe .￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the p er, and th text associated to a keyword node is the
Wik pedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
g nerat evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (C S)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wik pedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g th hypernym and randoml sample a keyword that is
not its h ponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
nother ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
po ym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
lways ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS term .
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
a onymize its rigin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discuss d in Section 1, th sim lest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every nod linked to any node of the target node typ be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may r de￿ e
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we dopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne th context by explicit network structures. M ny
explicit etwork structures are contai ed in HINs such as the
node types, the dge typ s, the m ta-paths, nd t e meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the origin l contex ual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a t rm t 2 D rel vant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne t context bynetwork clust ring. Anoth rway to
deriv sem ntically meaningf l gr ups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clus eri g algorithms hav been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform he classic K-mean algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to deriv K lu ters. Similarly, a
erm t 2 D rel vant t a cluster-based contextual un t as long
a is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluste .￿is
a proach is h ceforth ref rred s Clu -K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more co rse than the Simpl st, while one
can also de￿n context gra ul rity that is ￿n r than the simplest.
F r instance, using xplicit network structure, meta-gr ph [32], a
d ￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP n twork can b
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, onl
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, th Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this m thod to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please intr duce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBL is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
auth rship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hy ernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry us g a publicly-a ailabl tool named Wik-
iLinke For each of the 10, 055 positive hyp rnym-hyponym
pairs a￿ai ed s such, w ￿rst generate ￿ve negat ve pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sampl a keyword that s
not its ypo ym as a negative hyp ym, and then g nerate
another ￿ve negative pai s i th same way by ￿xing th hy-
ponym. I this negative pair gener tion process, a keyword is
always randomly s mpled from th set at can be mapped t
CCS terms.
• PSN is a internal profession social n twork (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which t chnical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of t e DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevan f the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 )
|C | .
Determination of context. As discu sed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target ode type is o
let every node linked to any node of the targ t node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ ed i t is way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one ay rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are sem ntically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two app oaches to alternativ l de￿n the con xt in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the c nt xt by ex licit n work struc res. Ma y
explicit etwork st uctures ar c tained n HINs such as he
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, a d the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this p per, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the origin l contextual units
that are linked to a n de of a speci￿c node type, which w refer
to as G p-by-typ , where yp i this sp ci￿c node typ . As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a ontextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is r levant to t lea t on rigi al
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynet ork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups s by netw rk cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorith s have been proposed
f r clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intentio experimen
with an simple algorithm while lever ging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-bas d contextual unit a long
as t i relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches b th yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simpl st, while on
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner tha the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute ne score sing
e one of the base IH me sures nd r ach on of the cont xts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for ( 1, t2). In
o r words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the umber of contexts.
5.3 Weak Sup rvision from Pattern-based
Method
A a pioneering method, the Hearst a￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluat the
validity of this method for generati w k supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inferenc Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Sia ese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it








(Is this section not exciting enough? (Too much like an engineer-
ing work?))
6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Dat Descri tion
Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographic l netw rk in the comput r science
d main [41], with ￿ve nod types – uthor (A), p e (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the r ference relationship from a pap r
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the a stract
f the p p r, a d the xt associated to a keyword n de is the
Wikipedia page on this keyw rd if exis s. e let keywor be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
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D is mapped t a term in CCS if they ca be linked to the same
Wikipe ia entry using publicly-availabl tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
larkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 ( 1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric dis rib tional m asure, w ich tec nical
do s not capture the inclusi n intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the rel vance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determi ation of context. As di cussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿n co text given an HIN an a target n de type is to
l t very node li ked to any n f th t rget node type be a
contextual unit. We call th c text C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simpl st, o may rede￿ne
contextual units by g ouping the original ones that a e semantic lly
rel vant. With he vailabili y f HIN d a, w adopt th follow-
ing two approaches to alter ativ ly de￿ne e ontext in a wid
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network stru ture . Many
explicit netwo k struc ures are contai ed in HINs such s the
nod types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and th meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structur , one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
tog ther to derive new contextual units. In this aper, w adopt
the simplest w y and group l the riginal contextu l units
that are linked to a nod f a sp ci￿c d typ , whic we r fer
to as Grp-by- , w ere type is this s eci￿c node t pe. As
an exa ple, n th DBLP dataset, a ntex ual unit n Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a t rm t 2 D relevan to a c ntextual unit in
Grp-by-type as o as is rel vant to at l ast one orig nal
unit that is group d i to the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clust ing. Anotherway to
derive semantical y meaningful roups is by tw rk cluster-
ing. A great many clustering lg rithms ave been pr pos
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an int ntion o experiment
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the node features f  2 Rd to d ive K c usters. Similarly, a
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as t is releva t to at l ast one ori i al nit in this cl ster.￿is
approach is h nceforth referred to as Clus-K.
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can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de ition of a ￿ner contextual unit in he DBLP n twork can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. U der this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously t gged to an autho ’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
orde to focus our investigat on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granul rity, we always set the r levance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
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Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst p ￿ rns [11] have been shown
to b able to ge erate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use his method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantit ively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak sup rvision.
5.4 Hypernymy Infer c Mod l
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Datasets. We u e two l rge-scale r al-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is b bli graphical n twork in the co puter science
domain [41], ith ￿ve nod t p s – author (A), aper (P),
k yword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
auth ship, keyword usa e, p blishing venue, and publishing
y ar of a paper, a d th r f rence relationship from a paper
to ano h r.￿ text a￿liated to a pap r node is the abstract
of the p p r, d the t x associ te to a keyword node is the
Wikiped a page this k y ord if exists. We l t keyword be
the target node t in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, w resort t the ACM Computing
Cla si￿cation Syst m (CCS)A k yword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to term in CCS if th y can b link d to the same
Wikipedia entry using publicly-av ilabl tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
p ir a￿ain d a such, we ￿rst generat ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g the hyperny and randomly sample keyword that is
not it hyponym as a negative hypo ym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way b ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this n gative pair generation pr cess, a keyword is
always randomly sampl d from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
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M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, 2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional m s re, which technical
does not captur the i clusion i tuiti n of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node linked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compu e one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 We k Supervision from Pattern-b sed
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hyper ymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿g re for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its in uition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
d es n t c pt re the nclusion intu t on of the DIH. We use
t to quantify he relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node li ked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. W call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simpl st.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextu l units by grouping the original o s that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN d ta, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of cont xt granulari y.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are cont i ed in HINs such as the
node types, he ge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
gra h [32, 38]. Using these s ructures, one can design many
methods to group the original co textual units in the Simplest
to ether to derive new co textual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the riginal contextual units
that are linked to a node f a speci￿c ode type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-typ , where type is this speci￿c ode type. As
an example, in the DBLP datase , a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all pape s wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is re evant to at least one original
uni that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the con ext bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meani gful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an s mple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
ion from HINs, we perform t e classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D rel vant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
pproach s henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextu l
units with granul rity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne co text granularity that is ￿ner than the sim lest.
For instance, using explici network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextu l unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nitio , only
two keywords simultaneously tagged t an authors’ tw papers
re considered linked to a common contextual unit. More ver, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introduci g HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the r evance o be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, o herwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of th ba DIH m asures u der each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise f ature g 1t2 for (t1, t2). In
oth r words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs ith high precision but
low r call [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quan itatively evaluate the
validity of this method for g nerating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and ye r (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿ text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyw rd if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the h pe nymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Cl ssi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped t a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor e ch of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym a d randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs i the sam way by ￿xing the hy-
onym. In this n gative pair generation process, a keyword is
alw ys ra domly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS ter s.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A va iant fM2, which als shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the re evance of the ter pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))
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Determ nation of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way t de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node linked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
r levant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a com on contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each o e of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which to th cons itute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a i neering m thod, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
t be able to generate hype nymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
ext-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of hi metho for generating we k sup rvision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
Cl rkDE(t1, 2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuitio of the DIH. We use
i to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context g ven an HIN and a target node type is to
let every ode linked to any n de of he target de type be a
contextu l unit. We call he context C d ￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
cont x ual uni s by grouping the rigin l ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availabili y of HIN d ta, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to lternatively de￿ne the co text in a wide
spectrum of context gra ularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
plicit network structure are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structur s, one can design many
methods to gro p th original contextual u its in the Simplest
together to derive new co textual un ts. In this paper, we adopt
th simpl st way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we ref r
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a cont xtual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collecti of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We c nsider a term t 2 D relev nt to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-typ as long as t is r levant to at least one original
unit tha is grouped into th new unit.
• De￿ e t context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantical y m aningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering alg rithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
ti n fro HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit s long
s t is relevant to at least one origi al unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
c n also d ￿ne con ext granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in t e DBLP network can be
two pap rs wri￿en by same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged o an authors’ two papers
are co sidered link comm n contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set he relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevan and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
e ch one of the base DIH meas res under ach one of the contexts,
which tog ther co stitut the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
ther words, the dim nsion of t1t2 equals o the nu ber of based
measures (4) ti es the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering meth d, the Hea st pa￿erns [11] have been sh wn
to be able to generate hyper ymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use thi method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validi y of this method for gener ti g eak up rvision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can it r add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node typ s – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing v nue, and publishing
year of a paper, and th refere ce relatio ship from a paper
to anoth r.￿e text ￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the pap r, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on his rd if exists. We let keyword be
the targ t n de type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we r sor to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor ea h of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as uch, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hyper ym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hypony a a negativ hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always r ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonym ze its origin for the double-bli review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which als shares intu tion. M3 (t1, t2) =
Cl rkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, ).
• M4. A symme ric distributional measure, which technical
does ot capt re the inclusion ntuition of the DIH. We use
it t quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) m n(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne co text given an HIN and a target node type is to
l t very nod li ked to any nod f the target n de type be a
contex ual unit. We call th context C de￿ned in this way the
Simples .
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
rel vant. With th av il bility of HIN data, we adopt the f llow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in wide
spectrum of cont xt granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit n twork str ctures. Many
explicit n structures are contained in HINs such as the
nod yp , the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
grap [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods o group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group ll the original contextu l units
that re link d t a n de of a sp ci￿c node type, w ich w efer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in th DBLP da aset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all pa ers wri￿en by certain author.
We conside a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as l g as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped int the new unit.
• D ￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful r ups is by network clu ter-
. A reat many clustering algorithms have b en pr posed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple alg ri hm wh le leveraging the rich informa-
from HINs, we pe form the cl ssic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
t rm t 2 D relevant to a cluste -based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to t le st one original unit in this clust r.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approach s both yield contextual
uni s with gr nularity more coars than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿n r h n the simpl st.
For nstance using xplicit network structure, meta-graph [32],
de￿ni i of a ￿ner contextu l un t the DBLP network ca be
two papers wri￿ n by the same autho . Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simul aneously tagged to an authors’ wo pa ers
are consid red li ked o a common contextual unit. Moreover, i
order t fo us our investigate on the bene t of introducing HIN
signals in yp rnymy d scover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relev nce to be binar , i.e., rc (t ) = 1
f r levant and 0, therwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH mea ures nder each one of the contexts,
which togeth con titute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
o r word , the dime sion f gt1t2 equals to t e number of based
m asures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be ble to ge erate yp rnymy pairs with high precision but
lo rec ll [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of ypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In S tion 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this me hod for g nerating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Infer nce Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can eith r add a ￿gure for th NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to anothe .￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the p er, and th text associated to a keyword node is the
Wik pedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
g nerat evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (C S)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wik pedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g th hypernym and randoml sample a keyword that is
not its h ponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
nother ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
po ym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
lways ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS term .
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
a onymize its rigin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   Cla kDE(t2, t1)], where
Cla kDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant fM2, whic lso sh res its in uition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   C kDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symme ric dist ibutional m asure, which t chnical
doe ot capture the i clusion intuitio of the DIH. We u e
it to qua tify the relevance of th term pa r. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discuss d in Section 1, th sim lest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN nd a target node type is to
let every nod linked to any node of the target node typ be a
c nt x ual unit. W c ll the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may r de￿ e
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we dopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne th context by explicit network structures. M ny
explicit etwork structures are contai ed in HINs such as the
node types, the dge typ s, the m ta-paths, nd t e meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the origin l contex ual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne t context bynetwork clustering. Anoth rway to
deriv sem ntically meaningf l gr ups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clusteri g algorithms hav been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to deriv K lusters. Similarly, a
erm t 2 D rel vant t a cluster-based contextual unit as long
a is relevant to at least one original unit in this cluste .￿is
a proach is h ceforth referred s Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more co rse than the Simpl st, while one
can also de￿n context gra ul rity that is ￿n r than the simplest.
F r instance, using xplicit network structure, meta-gr ph [32], a
d ￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP n twork can b
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, onl
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, e compute one score using
each o e of the base DIH measures unde each one of the contexts,
which to ethe con titut the pa rwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times th umb r of contexts.
5.3 We k Supervision from Pattern-based
M thod
As a pioneering meth d, th Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this m thod to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 H per ymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please intr duce the Siamese Network based model here.
W can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBL is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
auth rship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinke For each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ai ed as such, w ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its ypo ym as a negative hyp ym, and then g nerate
another ￿ve negative pairs in th same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. I this negative pair gener tion process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is a internal profession social n twork (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which t chnical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of t e DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevan f the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 )
|C | .
Determination of context. As discu sed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target ode type is o
let every node linked to any node of the targ t node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ ed in t is way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one ay rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are sem ntically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two app oaches to alternativ l de￿n the con xt in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the c nt xt by ex licit n work struc res. Ma y
explicit etwork st uctures ar c tained n HINs such as he
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, a d the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this p per, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the origin l contextual units
that are linked to a n de of a speci￿c node type, which w refer
to as G p-by-typ , where yp i this sp ci￿c node typ . As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is r levant to t least one rigi al
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynet ork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups s by netw rk cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorith s have been proposed
f r clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intentio experimen
with an simple algorithm while lever ging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-bas d contextual unit a long
as t i relevant to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner tha the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each t rm pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we c mpute ne score using
e one of the base IH me sur s nd r ach on of the cont xts,
which together constitute the pairwi e fea ure gt1t2 for ( 1, t2). In
o r words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to th number of based
m asures (4) times th umber of cont xts.
5.3 Weak Sup rvision from P tern-based
Method
A a pioneering method, the Hearst a￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generati g w ak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inferenc Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Sia ese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it








(Is this section not exciting enough? (Too much like an engineer-
ing work?))
6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Dat Descri tion
Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographic l netw rk in the comput r science
domain [41], with ￿ve nod types – uthor (A), p e (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the r ference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
f the p p r, a d the xt associated to a keyword n de is the
Wikipedia page on this keyw rd if exis s. e let keywor be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped t a term in CCS if they ca be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using publicly-availabl tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 ( 1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
larkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 ( 1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric dis rib tional m asure, w ich tec nical
do s not capture the inclusi n intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the rel vance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determi ation of context. As di cussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿n co text given an HIN an a target n de type is to
l t very node li ked to any n f th t rget node type be a
contextual unit. We call th c text C de￿ned in this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simpl st, o may rede￿ne
contextual units by g ouping the original ones that a e semantic lly
rel vant. With he vailabili y f HIN d a, w adopt th follow-
ing two approaches to alter ativ ly de￿ne e ontext in a wid
spectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network stru ture . Many
explicit netwo k struc ures are contai ed in HINs such s the
nod types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and th meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structur , one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
tog ther to derive new contextual units. In this aper, we adopt
the simplest w y and group l the riginal contextu l units
that are linked to a nod f a sp ci￿c d typ , whic we r fer
to as Grp-by- , w ere type is this s eci￿c node t pe. As
an exa ple, n th DBLP dataset, a ntex ual unit n Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a t rm t 2 D relevan to a c ntextual unit in
Grp-by-type as o as is rel vant to at l ast one orig nal
unit that is group d i to the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clust ing. Anotherway to
derive semantical y meaningful roups is by tw rk cluster-
ing. A great many clustering lg rithms ave been pr pos
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an int ntion o experiment
with an si ple algorithm while l ver ging the rich i forma-
tion from HINs, we perform th classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to d ive K c usters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a clus r-based contextual unit as long
as t is releva t to at l ast one ori i al nit in this cluster.￿is
approach is h nceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We r m rk that th ab v two approaches both yield cont xtual
u its with gr nularity more coarse than the Simpl st, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de ition of a ￿ner contextual unit in he DBLP n twork can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. U der this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously t gged to an autho ’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
orde to focus our investigat on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granul rity, we always set the r levance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
r each rm air (t1, t2) 2 ⇥D, w c mp te one score using
e ne of h base DIH mea u s u d r each one f the contexts,
ic toge her constitut the p irwise ea ure gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 quals to th number of based
m asure (4) times the mber of contexts.
5.3 Weak Super sion f m Pattern-bas d
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst p ￿ rns [11] have been shown
to b able to ge erate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use his method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantit ively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Infer c Mod l
(Jia ing, pl ase i troduce the Sia ese Network bas d model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for he NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We u e two large-scale r al-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is b bli graphical n twork in the co puter science
domain [41], ith ￿ve nod t p s – author (A), aper (P),
k yword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
auth ship, keyword usa e, p blishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, a d th ref rence relationship from a paper
to ano h r.￿ text a￿liated to a pap r node is the abstract
of the p p r, d the t x associ te to a keyword node is the
Wikiped a page this k y ord if exists. We l t keyword be
the target node t in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, w resort t the ACM Computing
Cla si￿cation Syst m (CCS)A k yword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to term in CCS if th y can b link d to the same
Wikipedia entry using publicly-av ilabl tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
p ir a￿ain d a such, we ￿rst generat ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g the hyperny and randomly sample keyword that is
not it hyponym as a negative hypo ym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way b ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this n gative pair generation pr cess, a keyword is
always randomly sampl d from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe















M2 (t1, t2) = ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C ( 1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measur , which technical
does not c pture the inclu i n int ition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) in(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node linked to any node of the t rget ode type be a
contextual unit. We call th context C de￿ned in this way the
Simpl st.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
cont xtual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
r l vant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approach s to alternativ ly de￿ne the context in a wid
spectrum of con ext granul rity.
• De￿ne the context by explicit network structures. Many
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
grap s [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group t original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new cont xtual units. In this paper, we ad pt
t e implest way and roup all the riginal contextual units
that are linked t a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an exampl , i he DBLP dataset, a con extual unit i Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We co sider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. A otherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
ith an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
the n de features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-bas d context al unit as long
as t is r levant to at least o e original unit in t is cluster.￿is
approach is henceforth referred to as Clus-K.
W re rk t t the above wo ap roaches both yield contextual
units with granularity mor coarse than the Simpl st, while o
can also de￿ e context granularity that is ￿n r than the simplest.
For instance, u ing explicit n twork structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit i the DBLP net ork can be
two papers wri￿en by the same aut or. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneousl tagged to an authors’ two papers
are c sidered linked to a commo c ntextual u it. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of i troducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility f modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one f the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this m thod fo generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hyp rnymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Da asets. W use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
dom i [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorshi , ke word usage, publishing venue, and publishing
y ar of a pap r, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedi page on this ke word if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
g n r te ev luation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapp d to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
p nym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always rand mly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
Cl kDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not c pture the inclusi n intu tion f the DIH. We use
t to quantify h el va c of he term air. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) mi (rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determinat on of context. As discussed in S ction 1, the simplest
way to d ￿n context given an HIN and a target node type is to
let every node li ked to any node of the target node type be a
contextual unit. W call the context C de￿ned in this way the
Simpl st.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextu l units by grouping the original o s that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN d ta, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of cont xt granulari y.
• De￿ne the context by explicit n twork structures. Many
explicit network structures are cont i ed in HINs such as the
node types, he ge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
gra h [32, 38]. Using these s ructures, one can design many
methods to group the original co textual units in the Simplest
to ether to derive new co textual units. In this paper, we adopt
t e implest way and roup all the riginal contextual units
that are linked to a node f speci￿c ode type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-typ , where type is this speci￿c ode type. As
an ex mple, in the DBLP datase , a contextual unit in Grp-by-
ype is the collection of all pape s wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long as t is re evant to at least one original
uni that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the con ext bynetwork clustering. Anotherway to
derive semantically meaningful groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many clustering algorithms have been proposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experiment
with an s mple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
ion from HINs, we perform t e classic K-means algorithm on
the node features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D rel vant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relev nt to at least one original u it in this cluster.￿is
pproach s henceforth refe red to as Clus-K.
We re ark th t th above two appro ches oth yield contextu l
units with granul rity more coarse than the Simpl st, hile one
ca also d ￿ne co text gra ul rity that is ￿ner th n th sim l st.
For instance, usi g explici etwork structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextu l unit in the DBLP net ork can be
two papers wri￿en by the same aut or. Under this de￿nitio , only
two keywords simultaneously tagged t an authors’ tw papers
re c sidered linked to a common contextual unit. More ver, in
order to focus our i vestigate on the bene￿t of i troduci g HIN
signals in hyp rnymy disc ver and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the r evance o be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, o herwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH m asures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise f ature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
oth r words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs ith high precision but
low r call [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quan itatively evaluate the
validity of this method for g nerating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese Network based model here.
We can ither add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and ye r (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿ text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyw rd if exists. We let keyword be
target node type in the h pe nymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Cl ssi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped t a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLink rFor e ch of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym a d randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs i the sam way by ￿xing the hy-
onym. In this n gative pair generation process, a keyword is
alw ys ra domly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS ter s.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) = ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C ( 2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuitio . M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributional measure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We u e
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of c text. As discus ed in Section 1, the simplest
ay to de￿ne context given an HIN and a arget node type is to
let every node linked t any node f the t rget ode type be a
contextua unit. We cal the nt x C de￿ d in is w y the
Si ples .
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simpl st, one may rede ne
contextual units by grouping the original o es that are semantically
r levant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
pectrum of context granularity.
• De￿ne the cont xt by explicit network structures. M ny
explicit network structures are contained in HINs such as the
node type , the edge types, the meta- aths, and the m ta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using these st uctures, one can de ign many
methods to group the orig n l contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new co textual unit . In this pap r, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original con extual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is th collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as long a t is relevant to t least one original
unit that is grouped into th new unit.
• De￿ne the con ext by etwork clustering. notherway to
derive semantic lly me ingful groups is by network clu ter-
ing. A great many cl stering a gorithms have been prop s d
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an inten ion to experim nt
with an simple algorithm while lev raging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we p rform th classic K-means algorithm on
the no e features f  2 Rd t eriv K clust s. Similarly, a
t rm t 2 D relevant to a cluster-base contextual uni as long
as t s relevant o at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henc fort r f rred to as Clus-K.
We remark hat the above two pproach s both yield cont xtual
units with granularity m e coarse than the S mplest, while ne
can also de￿ne context granula ity that i ￿ner tha the simplest.
For instance, using explicit n twork structure, met -graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ne contextu l uni in the DBLP network c n be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Und r this de￿nition, ly
two keywords s multane usly tagg t an a thors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For eac term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which toget er constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
other words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Met od
As a pi ering method, the Hears pa￿er [11] have been shown
to be able to g nerate hypernymy pairs wi h hi h precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a li t
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall q antitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, plea e introduce th Sia ese Network based mod l ere.
We can either add a ￿gure for th NN structure here or embed it












Dat s ts. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibli graphical etwork in the computer scie c
omain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
ye r of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate valuation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿ca ion System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wik pedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinke For each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributi al easure, which technical
does not capture the inclusion intuitio of the DIH. We use
i to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination of con ext. As discussed in Sectio 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne ontext giv n an HIN a d a target node type is to
le every ode linked to ny node f he targ t node type be a
contextu l unit. We call he context C d ￿ ed i this way the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿n
cont x ual uni s by grouping the rigin l ones that are semantically
r levant. With the availabili y of HIN ta, w adopt the follow-
ing two approac es to lternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
pectr m of ontext gra ularity.
• De￿n t e co text by ex licit ne work structures. Many
plicit ne work structure are co tained in HINs s ch as th
node types, the edge types, the meta-paths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Usin th e structur s, one can design many
methods o gro p th origin l contextual u i s in the Simplest
together o de ive new c t xtu l un ts. In this paper, w adopt
th simpl st way a d o p ll the rigin l contextual units
that are linked to node of a speci￿ nod type, which w refer
to as Grp-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a cont xtual unit in Grp-by-
type is th collecti of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We c nsider a term t 2 D relev nt to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-typ as long as t is r lev nt to at least one original
unit tha is grouped into th new unit.
• De￿ e t con ext by etwork clust ring. notherway to
derive semantical y m ingful groups is by network clu ter-
ing. A great many cl stering a g rithms have b en p oposed
for clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experim nt
wit an simple algorithm w ile lever ging the rich informa-
ti n fro HINs, we p rform th cl ssic K-mean algorithm on
the no e featur s f  2 Rd to eriv K clust rs. Similarly, a
t rm t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextu l unit as l ng
s t s rel vant o at least one origi l unit in this cluster.￿is
appro ch is henc forth referred t as Clus-K.
We remark that h abov two approach s b th yield contextu l
units with granularity more c arse than the Simplest, while one
c n also d ￿ne con xt granularity that is ￿ner than the simples .
For instance, using xplicit network structu e, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner cont xtua unit in t e DBLP network ca be
two pap rs wri￿en by same au h r. Under this de￿ ition, o ly
two keywords simultaneously tagg d o a authors’ tw ers
are co sidered linke o comm n contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set he relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevan and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
e ch one of the base DIH meas res under ach one of the contexts,
which tog ther constitut the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
ther words, the dim nsion of t1t2 equals o the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneeri g method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have b en s own
to be able to gen rate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use thi method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Sec ion 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validi y of this method for generating weak sup rvision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, pl s introduce the Siames Network based model here.
W can it add a ￿gure for t e NN structure h re or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibl graphical network in the co puter science
doma [41], with ￿ve node typ s – autho (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing v nue, and publishing
year of a paper, and th refere ce relatio ship from a paper
to anoth r.￿e text ￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the pap r, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on his rd if exists. We let keyword be
the targ t n de type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we r sor to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor ea h of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as uch, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hyper ym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hypony a a negativ hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always r ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonym ze its origin for the double-bli review process.￿e
M2 ( 1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
ClarkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
Cl rkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, ).
• M4. A symme ic distributional measure, which technical
does not capt re the inclusion ntuition of the DIH. We use
it t quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determination f context. As discussed in Section 1, the simplest
way to de￿ne c text g ven an HIN and a arget node type is to
let ve y n d linked to any nod of the target node type be a
contex l n t. We c ll th contex C de￿ned in this way the
Simpl s .
Also discuss i S ction 1, atop the Simplest, one may rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
r levant. With th av il bility of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two appr aches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of cont xt granularity.
• D ￿ e th contex by explicit n twork str ctures. Many
explicit n structures are cont ined in HINs such as the
n d yp , t e edg types, th m ta-paths, and the meta-
grap [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods o roup the original contex u l units in the Simplest
ogeth r to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
th simpl st way and group all the original contextual units
that re link d t a n de of a speci￿c node type, w ich we refer
to as Grp-by-type, wher type is his speci￿c node type. As
an example, in th DBLP da aset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is th collection of all pa ers wri￿en by certain author.
We conside a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type as l g as t is relevant to at least one original
unit that is grouped int th new unit.
• D ￿ne the con ext by etwork clustering. notherway to
erive semantically me ingful gr ups is by network clu ter-
. A reat many cl stering a gorithms have been proposed
for clu t ring HINs [32, 38]. With an intention to experim nt
with an simple alg ri h wh le leveraging the rich informa-
f HINs, we p form the cl ssic K-means algorithm on
the no fea ur s f  2 Rd t erive K clusters. Similarly, a
t rm t 2 D relevant to a cluste - ased contextual unit as long
as t is r levant o t least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
app oach i henc forth referred to as Clus-K.
We re ark that the above two approach both yield contextual
uni with gr nula ity more coars than th Simplest, while one
c also de￿n context granularity that is ￿n r h n the simpl st.
For i stance using xplicit n twork structure, meta-graph [32],
d ￿ni i n of a ￿ner contextu l un t the DBLP network ca be
two papers wri￿ n by the same autho . Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords sim l a eously tagged to an authors’ wo pa ers
are c nsid r d li k d o a co mon contextual unit. Moreover, i
order t fo us our investigate on the bene t of introducing HIN
signals in yp rnymy d scover a d the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relev nce to be binar , i.e., rc (t ) = 1
f r levant and 0, therwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH mea ures nder each one of the contexts,
which togeth con titute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
o r word , the dimension f gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the nu ber of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the H arst pa￿ rn [11] have been shown
to be ble to ge erate yp r ymy pairs with high precision but
low r c ll [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use his method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of ypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
ext-rich HINs. I S tion 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this me hod for g nerating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siames Network based model here.
W can ither add a ￿gure for th NN structure here or embed it












Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domai [41], with ￿ve nod types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), ve ue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to anothe .￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the p er, and th text associated to a keyword node is the
Wik pedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
g nerat evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (C S)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wik pedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g th hypernym and randoml sample a keyword that is
not its h ponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
nother ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
po ym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
lways ndomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS term .
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
a onymize its rigin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE(t2, t1)], where
larkDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc (t1 )
.
• M3. A variant ofM2, which also shares its intuition. M3 (t1, t2) =
ClarkDE(t1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A symmetric distributi nal measure, which technical
does ot capture the inclusion i tuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify the relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) in(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determi ation of c t x . As discussed in ction 1, the simplest
w y to d ￿ne co text given an HIN and a target node type is to
let v ry node linked t ny node of the targ t node type be a
contextu l unit. call t e context C de￿ned in this way the
Sim lest.
Also discuss d in Section 1, atop the Simpl st, on may r de￿n
contextual units by grouping the original ones that are semantically
relevant. With the availability of HIN data, we adopt the follow-
ing two approaches to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of context granularity.
• D ￿ e the cont xt by explicit ne work struc ures. Many
xplici network structur s are contained in HINs such as the
ode types, th edge typ s, the m ta-paths, and t e met -
graphs [32, 38]. Using these structures, one can design many
methods to group the original contextual units in the Simplest
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and group all the original contextual units
that are linked to a node of a speci￿c node type, which we refer
to as Grp-by-type, where typ is his speci￿c node typ . As
a example, in the DBLP dataset, a contextual unit in Grp-by-
type is the collection of all papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consider a term t 2 D relevant to a contextual unit in
Grp-by-type a long as t is relevant to at least one origi al
u it that is grouped into the new unit.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. Anoth rway to
derive emantically meaningf l groups is by network cluster-
ing. A great many cluste ing algorithms have been pro os d
f r clustering HINs [32, 38]. With an inte tion to experimen
wi an simple algorithm while leveraging the rich informa-
tion from HINs, we perform the classic K-means algorithm on
nod features f  2 Rd to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D releva t to a cluster-based contextual unit as lo
as t is releva t to at least one original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henc forth referred to as Clus-K.
We mark that the above t o approaches both yield c ntextual
units with granularity more c rse than t e Simplest, while one
can als de￿ne context gran larity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For i stance, usi g explicit network structure, meta-graph [32], a
de￿nition of a ￿ner contextual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, o ly
t o keywords simultaneously tagged to an rs’ two ers
are considered link d to a com on cont xtu l unit. Moreover, in
order t focus our i vestigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each term pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together constitute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for (t1, t2). In
ther words, the dimension of gt1t2 equals to the number of based
measures (4) times the number of contexts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to be able to generate hypernymy pairs with high precision but
l w recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use this method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of hypernymy pairs from the corpus of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, please introduce the Siamese N twork base model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure h re or embed it












D tasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographical network in the computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
key ord (P), venue (P), and year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword usage, publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper node is the abstract
of the paper, and the text associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xing the hypernym and randomly sample a keyword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   ClarkDE( 2, t1)], h re
ClarkDE(t1, t2) = C
(t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc ( 1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) rc ( 1
.
• M3. A varia t ofM2, which als shares its in uition. M3 (t1, t2) =
Cla kDE( 1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, 1).
• M4. A sym tric distribution l e sure, which technical
does no captur the inclusion intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify th relevance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
D erminat on f context. As discus Sectio 1, the simplest
w y to de￿n cont xt give an HIN a target e ty is to
let every node linked to an node of the t node type be a
cont xtual nit. We call the context C de￿ned i this way the
Simp est.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop he S mples , n m y rede￿ne
contextual units by grouping the original on s th t re semantically
releva t. With he av ilability of HIN data, w dopt the foll w-
ing two ppro ch s to alternatively de￿ne the context in a wide
spectrum of cont xt gra ularity.
• De￿ the co text by explicit network structu es. Many
explicit etw rk structures are contained in HINs s c as the
ode types, the edge typ s, the met -paths, and the meta-
raphs [32, 38]. Using the e s ruc ur s, o e c n design ma y
meth ds to group the o iginal contextual units n the S mpl st
together to derive new contextual units. In this paper, we adopt
the simplest way and grou l the original co textu u its
that e linked to nod of a sp ci￿c n de type, which we refer
to as G p-by-type, where type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in the DBLP dataset, a c nt x ual unit in Grp-by-
type i the collection of all pap rs wri￿en by certain author.
We c ns der a term t 2 D relevant to a co textual u it in
Grp-by-type as long s t is r levant to at l ast o e original
uni that is g ouped into the new u it.
• De￿ne the context bynetwork clustering. A otherway to
derive semantically meaningful gro ps is by network cluster-
ing. A gr at m ny clustering alg i hms have be n p opos d
for cluste ing HINs [32, 38]. With an int ntion to experiment
with a simple alg rithm hil lev ragin the rich informa-
tion fro HIN , w perf m th classic K-m ns lgorit m on
the ode features f  2 R to derive K clusters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a cluster-based contextual unit as long
as t is relevant to at least on original unit in this cluster.￿is
approach is henc forth referred to as Clus-K.
We remark that the above two approaches both yield contextual
units with granularity more coarse than the Simplest, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network s r ctu e, eta-graph [32], a
de￿nitio of a ￿n r contex ual unit in the DBLP network can be
two papers wri￿en by the same author. Under this de￿nition, only
two keywords simultaneously tagged to an authors’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
order to focus our investigate on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
signals in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granularity, we always set the relevance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For ac erm pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, we compute one score using
each one of the base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which together cons itute the pairwise feature gt1t2 for ( 1, t2). In
other words, t dimensi n of gt1t2 eq als to the numb r of b ed
measures (4) ti es th numb r of c n exts.
5.3 Weak Supervision from Pattern-based
Method
As a pio eering method, the Hearst pa￿erns [11] have been shown
to b able t generate hypernymy p irs with high p cision bu
low recall [8 15, 20, 46, 50]. We s this m tho o extract a list
S = {(tgi , ti )} |S |i=1 of ypernymy pairs from t e corpus of the inp t
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantitatively evaluate the
validity of this method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hypernymy Inference Model
(Jiaming, ple se in r duc the Siamese Network based model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for the NN structure here or embed it
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Datasets. We use two l ge-scale real-world HIN dat s ts.
• DBLP is a bibliograp ical etwork in e computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – author (A), paper (P),
keyword (P), venue (P), nd year (P) – and ￿ve edge types –
authorship, keyword u ag , publishing venue, and publishing
year of a paper, and the reference relationship from a paper
to another.￿e text a￿liated to a paper ode is the abstract
of t e paper, and h tex associated to a keyword node is the
Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists. We let keyword be
the target node type i the ymy discovery task. To
generate evaluation data, w resort to the ACM Computing
Classi￿cation System (CCS)A keyword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be linked to the same
Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
pairs a￿ained as such, we ￿rst generate ￿ve egative pairs by
xing the hyp rny and randomly sample a k yword that is
not its hyponym as a negative hyponym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way by ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this negative pair generation process, a keyword is
always randomly sampled from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
M2 (t1, t2) =
p
ClarkDE(t1, t2) · [1   Cl kDE(t2, t1)], where
Cl kDE(t1, t2) =
P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))P
C (t1 ) c (t1 )
.
• M3. A varia t ofM2, hic also s ares its in uitio . M3 (t1, t2) =
Cl rkDE( 1, t2)   ClarkDE(t2, t1).
• M4. A sy metric distrib tional sur , w ich t chnical
does not capture the inclusi n intuition of the DIH. We use
it to quantify t e rel vance of the term pair. M4 (t1, t2) =P
C (t1 )\C (t2 ) min(rc (t1 ),rc (t2 ))
|C | .
Determi ation of contex . As discussed in Section 1, the sim lest
way t d ￿n co text given an HIN an a target n de typ is to
l t every nod li ked to any nod of h arg t node type be a
contextual unit. We call the context C de￿ned in this wa the
Simplest.
Also discussed in Section 1, atop the Si pl st, o may rede￿ne
contextual units by g uping the original ones t at are semantic lly
r lev nt. With he av ilabili y of HIN da a, a opt the follow-
ing two appro ch s to alter ativ ly de￿ e the context in a wide
sp ctrum of conte t granularity.
• De￿ne the context by p icit etwork structures. Many
explicit etwork struc ures are contained in HINs such as the
nod types, the edg types, the meta- aths, and the meta-
graphs [32, 38]. Using hese struct r , one can design ma y
m thods to group the original c n extual units in the Simplest
tog ther to derive new cont xtual units. In this aper, we dopt
he simp e way a group l e or gi al contextual units
that are link d to a node f a s ci￿c node yp , w ich we refer
to as Grp-by- e, w ere type is this speci￿c node type. As
an example, in th DBLP datas t, a contextu l unit in Grp-by-
type is the coll ction of ll papers wri￿en by certain author.
We consid r a t rm t 2 D relevan to a co xtual unit in
Grp-by-ty e a long as is rel ant to at least one orig nal
unit that is group d i to the n w nit.
• De￿ne t e cont xt bynet rk clust ing. Ano erway t
derive semantical y mea i gful groups is by network cluster-
i g. A great any l s ering lgori ms h ve b en propose
for clusteri g HI s [32, 38]. With a int ntion o experiment
with an si ple alg ri hm while l veraging the rich inform -
t o fro HINs, we perfo m the cla sic K-m ans algorithm on
the node features f  2 R to d ive K c usters. Similarly, a
term t 2 D relevant to a clus r-based contextual unit as long
as t i relevant t at lea t one original nit in this cluster.￿is
approach is h ceforth referred to as Clus-K.
We r mark that the ab ve two approaches both yield contextual
u its with granularity more coarse than the Simpl st, while one
can also de￿ne context granularity that is ￿ner than the simplest.
For instance, using explicit network stru ture, meta-graph [32], a
de itio o a ￿ner c ntex ual u it in he DBLP n twork an be
two papers ri￿en by the same author. U der this de￿nition, o ly
two keywords simultaneously t gged to an autho ’ two papers
are considered linked to a common contextual unit. Moreover, in
orde to focus our investigat on the bene￿t of introducing HIN
sig als in hypernymy discover and the utility of modeling context
granul rity, we always set the r levance to be binary, i.e., rc (t ) = 1
if relevant and 0, otherwise.
For each erm pair (t1, t2) 2 D⇥D, w comp te one score using
each o e of th base DIH measures under each one of the contexts,
which tog her constitu the pairwise ea ure gt1t2 for ( 1, t2). In
ther ords, the dimension of g t2 equals to the number of based
measur ) ti s the umbe f con ext .
5.3 eak Sup r ision f om Pattern-based
Method
As a pioneering method, the Hearst p ￿ rns [11] have been shown
to b able to ge erate ypernymy pairs with high precision but
low recall [8, 15, 20, 46, 50]. We use his method to extract a list
S = {(tgi , tfi )} |S |i=1 of ypernymy pairs from the corp s of the input
text-rich HINs. In Section 6, we shall quantit ively evaluate the
validity of his method for generating weak supervision.
5.4 Hy ernymy Infer nce Model
(J aming, pl ase introduce the Sia ese Network bas d model here.
We can either add a ￿gure for he NN structure here or embed it








(Is this section t exciting enough? (Too much like an engineer-
ing work?))
6 XPERIMENTS
6.1 D ta Description
Datasets. We u e two large-scale real-world HIN datasets.
• DBLP is a bibliographic l n tw rk i th computer science
domain [41], with ￿ve node types – uthor (A), paper (P),
k ywor (P), ve u (P), a d year (P) – and ￿ve e ge types –
auth ship, k yword usa e, blishing venue, and ublishing
year of a paper, a d th reference relationship from a paper
to ano r.￿ text liated to a pap r node is the bstract
of th paper, and the t xt ass ciate to a keyword node is the
Wikiped a page n this keyword if exists. We l t keyword be
the target nod t e in the hypernymy discove y task. To
generat valuation ata, w resort t the ACM Computing
Cla si￿cation Syst m (CCS)A k yword in the our vocabulary
D is mapped to a term in CCS if th y can b link d to the same
Wikipedia entry using publicly-av ilable tool named Wik-
iLinkerFor each of the 10, 055 positive hypernym-hyponym
p ir a￿ai d a such, we ￿rst generat ￿ve negative pairs by
￿xi g the hyperny and randomly sample k yword that is
not it hyponym as a negative hypo ym, and then generate
another ￿ve negative pairs in the same way b ￿xing the hy-
ponym. In this n gative pair generation pr cess, a keyword is
always randomly sampl d from the set that can be mapped to
CCS terms.
• PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN) data andwe
anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process.￿e
Figure 7.5: The propos d hy ernymy inference model.
{(tg, tuprisei )}|S|i=1 of hy ernymy pairs fr the corpus −. I S ction 7.5, we shall quantitatively
evalua th validity of this meth d for generating weak supervisio .
7.4.4 Hypernym Inference Model
We aim t obt in a mod l tha cal ulates t e lik lihood wh th r pair f terms (t1, t2)
ar ypony and hyper ym using weak supe vision extr cted from the text part and fea-
tures from the etwork par of he input text-rich HIN. The architecture of our hyp rnymy
i f renc m el w th t ree maj r c mpon nts is depicted in Figure 7.5. The fir t compo n
is a nodewise f tur tr nsf rmer ϕ(·) hat akes the r w nodewise feature f as input and
transforms it i to a new embedding space where the h per ymy emantics ca be b tter
aptur . We d sign t is r sfor er to be a simple linear layer wi h dro u followed by a
n n-li r activation using tanh(·) fu ctio . F llowi g the core idea of the Siamese Network
[130, 131], we ap ly the sam nodewise feature transfor er to both term t1 and t2. The
se ond component is a p irwise feature transformer ψ(·) that acts upo the DIH-based p ir-
w se features. Similarly, we sig the pairwise feature transformer using a fully con ected
neural network with two hidden layers of size N and N/2, where N is the dimension of gt1t2 .
Again, we apply ropout for regularization and use tanh(·) function for activation. The
third compone t s a combiner that aggregates both nodewise nd pairwise features fter
transformation a d calculates t e hypernymy score by
s(t1 → t2) = ϕ(ft1)TΣϕ(ft2) + hψ(gt1t2), (7.2)
where Σ is a diag n l matrix and h is column vector.
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To learn the parameters in both Σ and h, we expect hypernymy pairs to have greater
hypernymy scores than non-hypernymy pairs. Therefore, we use the following contrastive








0, 1− s(tg → tuprise) + s(t× → tuprise)] , (7.3)
where N (tuprise) is a randomly sampled set of negative terms such that for any term t× in the
set, (t×, tuprise) /∈ S. For each pair in S, L negative pairs are sampled. By minimizing the above
loss, we learn our hypernymy inference model.
7.5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method on two
real-world large text-rich HINs. An additional case study is also presented by a taxonomy
construction downstream applications.
7.5.1 Data Description
Datasets. We use two large-scale real-world HIN datasets. DBLP is a bibliographical
network in the computer science domain [118], with five node types – author (A), paper
(P), keyword (W), venue (V), and year (Y) – and five edge types – authorship, keyword
usage, publishing venue, and publishing year of a paper, and the reference relationship from
a paper to another. The text affiliated to a paper node is the abstract of the paper, and
the text associated with a keyword node is the Wikipedia page on this keyword if exists.
We let keyword be the target node type in the hypernymy discovery task. To generate a
set of positive and a set of negative pairs for evaluation, we resort to the ACM Computing
Classification System (CCS) 1, which organizes computer science topics into multiple tree
structures. A keyword in the vocabulary D is mapped to a term in CCS if they can be
linked to the same Wikipedia entry using a publicly-available tool named WikiLinker 2,
a positive hypernym-hyponym label is recorded if two keywords are mapped to two CCS
terms that have ancestor-descendant relation in a CCS tree. For each of the 10, 055 positive
hypernym-hyponym pairs attained as such, we first generate five negative pairs by fixing the
hypernym and randomly sampling a keyword that is not its hyponym as a negative hyponym




Table 7.1: Basic statistics for the DBLP and PSN dataset, where K’s stands for
thousands and M’s represents millions. The number of sentences is reported for
the corpus size |Γ|.
Dataset |V| |E| |T | |R| |D| |Γ|
DBLP 3,715,234 20,594,906 5 5 32,688 10,147,503
PSN M’s hundreds of M’s 5 5 5,000 tens of M’s
this negative pair generation process, a keyword is always randomly sampled from the set
that can be mapped to CCS terms. PSN is an internal profession social network (PSN)
data and we anonymize its origin for the double-blind review process. The network has five
node types – user, skill, employer, school, and position – and five edge types, which represent
users possessing skills, working for employers, attending schools, holding job positions, and
being connected with other users. The text associated to a skill, a position, and an employer
are respectively the Wikipedia page on this skill, users’ description for this position, and
job posting description created by this employer. The entire network is downsampled to
include only users from a major metropolitan area in the United States as well as nodes
and edges directly linked to these users. We further filter skills and keep the top 5, 000
regarding the number of users having a skill. We let skill be the target node type. Positive
hypernym-hyponym labels were curated by the company that owns the data, and the label
curation process is independent of our experiments. We randomly generate the negative
pairs likewise.
The schemata of these two HINs are depicted in Figure 7.3 on page 93, and we summarize
the statistics of the datasets in Table 7.1.
7.5.2 Baselines and Partial Model
We compare with four different baselines relevant to the proposed framework. Hearst
patterns (Hearst) [80] is a classic pattern based method with high precision and compro-
mised recall. It is used to derive weak supervision pairs in our framework. In the evaluation,
we assign a common high score for all extracted pairs and assign a common low score for
all other pairs. LAKI [132] is a method developed for document representation. One of
its easy-to-implement components can be used to infer hypernymy by one DIH measure at
the Simplest context as well as nodewise embedding features for the relevance of the a term
pair. Since LAKI uses both DIH feature and nodewise embedding features, it is used to
justify the relatively higher complexity the proposed method has. Poincare´ Embedding
(Poincare´) [120] is the pioneering algorithm in a line of research on hyperbolic space em-
bedding. These algorithms can reconstruct hypernymy by embedding a taxonomy, which is
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a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This line of work is not designed for hypernymy discovery
since the input must be a DAG with directed edges representing hypernymy in order to re-
construct more hypernymy. We take it as a baseline because, to the best of our knowledge,
this class of algorithms is the only existing ones that are relevant to hypernymy and take
graphs or networks as input. LexNET [93] is one state-of-the-art algorithm for hypernymy
discovery from a corpus. For each input corpus, it leverages both path-based signals and
distributional signals, where a path is an advanced way of defining textual pattern. It is an
improved version of the authors’ earlier algorithm HypeNET [92]. None of these baselines
consider context granularity. To understand the impact of modeling context granularity in
each dataset, we also experiment with one ablated version of the HDCG model – HDCG-
wo-CG – which is the proposed model without pairwise features except for those generated
under the Simplest context.
7.5.3 Evaluation Metrics and Experiment Setups
Evaluation Metrics. We report evaluation results with two precision metrics and four
rank-based metrics. For each model, we first find the predicted score for all pairs in the
evaluation set obtained in the way described in Section 7.5.1. In case a model does not
generate a predicted score for a pair in the evaluation set, we set the predicted score to a
default value slightly smaller than the minimum of all scores predicted by this model. In
the event of a tie between the predicted scores of two pairs, we use a randomized method to
determine which pair would rank higher, so that a model predicting all ties would get the
same evaluation result as random guess. For fairness across different runs of evaluation and
across different models, we fix the random seed in the evaluation pipeline.
The two precision metrics we used are precision at k (P@k) with k ∈ {100, 1000}, which
is computed the number of positive pairs among the top-ranked k pairs divided by k. The
four rank-based metrics are macro mean average reciprocal rank (MaMARR), micro mean
average reciprocal rank (MiMARR), macro mean largest reciprocal rank (MaMLRR), and
micro mean largest reciprocal rank (MiMLRR). We describe their definition as follows. For
each hypernym t in the evaluation data, we group all pairs with t being hypernym together.
For each pair, its reciprocal rank (RR) is the reciprocal of the rank of this pair within the
group. Since there can be multiple positive pairs in a group, the average reciprocal rank for
the group is the average over the RR’s of all positive pairs, and the largest reciprocal rank
is the largest RR among the RR’s of all positive pairs. Finally, we compute the macro mean
and the micro mean across all groups to get the final four metrics, where the macro mean
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Table 7.2: Quantitative evaluation results of hypernymy discovery from the
DBLP and the PSN datasets.
Dateset DBLP PSN
Metric P@100 P@1000 MaMARR MiMARR MaMLRR MiMLRR P@100 P@1000 MaMARR MiMARR MaMLRR MiMLRR
Hearst [80] 0.550 0.163 0.071 0.032 0.304 0.534 0.680 0.259 0.071 0.066 0.425 0.580
LAKI [132] 0.180 0.191 0.096 0.038 0.382 0.602 0.870 0.491 0.137 0.133 0.508 0.657
Poincare´ [120] 0.110 0.088 0.064 0.028 0.277 0.509 0.110 0.114 0.036 0.028 0.212 0.288
LexNET [93] 0.580 0.337 0.121 0.044 0.463 0.542 0.660 0.529 0.129 0.098 0.534 0.605
HDCG-wo-CG 0.790 0.402 0.148 0.061 0.544 0.757 0.920 0.847 0.410 0.387 0.809 0.859
HDCG 0.880 0.620 0.358 0.148 0.745 0.865 0.860 0.835 0.447 0.414 0.842 0.890
assigns uniform weights for all group when calculating the mean and the micro mean assigns
weights proportional to the number of positive pairs in each group.
For all six metrics, greater value indicate better performance. We also note that the
optimal value the perfect model can achieve for MiMARR and MaMARR may be smaller
than 1. This can be explained with an example where a group has three positive pairs, then
the highest average reciprocal rank for this group would be (1/1 + 1/2 + . . . + 1/6)/6 =
0.408 < 1.
Experiment Setups. To determine context by explicit network structure, we use Grp-by-
A, Grp-by-V, Grp-by-W for DBLP and Grp-by-P, Grp-by-S, Grp-by-U for PSN. For both
datasets, we set the dimension of the embedding space d = 128. When determining context
by clustering, we select two different values for K: 100 and 10000, which yields two contexts
Clus-100 and Clus-10000. As a result, for each of the two datasets, we derive 4 × 6 = 24
pairwise features. In the hypernymy inference model, we always set negative sampling rate
L to 10, dropout rate for ϕ(·) to 0.7, dropout rate for ψ(·) to 0.1.
For each baseline requiring supervision or embedding for pairs as input, we always use the
same ones generated in the HDCG framework, and we always tune the hyperparameters of
the baselines to the best on the test dataset.
7.5.4 Quantitative Evaluation Results
The main quantitative evaluation results are presented in Table 7.2. Overall, the HDCG–
based methods generally outperform all baselines under all metrics in both datasets by large
margins with only one exception for P@100 in the PSN dataset, while the full HDCG
model clearly outperformed HDCG-wo-CG in DBLP and had a competitive performance
with HDCG-wo-CG in PSN.
Notably, the state-of-the-art corpus-based method LexNET mostly excelled among all
baselines. However, it still performed significantly inferior to HDCG and the partial model,
which directly demonstrated the benefit of introducing network signals in the task of hy-
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Figure 7.6: The importance of each DIH feature based on different base measures
and different context granularities.
pernymy discovery. Also only taking corpus as the input, Hearst further underperformed
LexNET under most metrics. It is worth noting that the precision of Hearst dropped drasti-
cally when the k in P@k changes from 100 to 1000 in both datasets. In comparison, LexNET
had P@100 similar to Hearst, while the former had clearly better P@1000. This outcome fur-
ther verified the existing observation that Hearst tends to extract a limited number of term
pairs, i.e., low recall, while the precision on the extracted pairs could be decent. Poincare´ is
selected as a baseline because the line of research represented by it is the only one relevant to
hypernymy that also takes graphs or networks as input. It had the worst performance among
all baselines, which was expected because this algorithm was not designed for discovering
hypernymy from data. LAKI also generally performed worse than the two HDCG-based
models with one exception for P@100 in PSN. We discuss its relatively better performance
in PSN compared to in DBLP in the next paragraph.
The same context granularity can have different importance in different datasets.
HDCG clearly outperformed its partial model HDCG-wo-CG in DBLP. This result demon-
strated the utility of leveraging multiple context granularities in the DBLP dataset. However,
the competition between HDCG and HDCG-wo-CG had mixed results in the PSNdataset.
We interpret this as the Simplest context is very informative in PSN since each user is linked
to more skills on average than each paper is linked to keywords. As a result, introducing more
features from other context granularities may not always bring in a significant performance
boost. In fact, low-quality noisy features may even dampen the top-ranked pairs resulting
in a lower precision especially when k is small. This also explains the better performance of



























































































Figure 7.7: Partial view of a skill taxonomy constructed from the hypernymy
discovered from the PSN dataset.
Simultaneously leveraging pairwise features from multiple context granularities
can introduce performance boost. In Figure 7.6, we plot out the evaluation result using
each single network-based DIH feature on the DBLP dataset. We only present the metric
P@1000 and omit the other metrics due to space limitations and that similar conclusion
can be reached based on other metrics. Comparing Figure 7.6 with Table 7.2, it can be
seen that the proposed method using features from multiple context granularities achieved
elevated performance compared with every single feature, which corroborates that different
hypernymy pairs may be revealed from different context granularity.
No context granularity is always the best even in the same dataset. From the
performance of each single feature in Figure 7.6, it can be seen that not a context granularity
is the best under all DIH base measures. For instance, Clus-10000 had the best performance
when coupled with M1, M2, and M3, while in the case of M4, Simplest is the best. Also,
while Simplest is the best with M4, it is even slightly worse than Grp-by-A when coupled
with M1 and M2.
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7.5.5 Case Study: Taxonomy Construction
In this section, we demonstrate the potential of hypernymy discovered by HDCG with the
downstream application of taxonomy construction. If we consider each discovered hypernymy
pair as a directed edge, putting all pairs together will yield a graph potentially with cycles.
However, a taxonomy is always a DAG. We, therefore, resort to a simple heuristic algorithm
used in many existing taxonomy construction studies [83, 127], which repeatedly find one
cycle in the current graph and then randomly break an edge. We consider the resulting DAG
as a crude taxonomy.
Due to the scalability limit of the above cycle breaking algorithm, we construct the initial
graph with only 500 most popular skills and then keep only 5000 edges with the highest
hypernymy scores.We present the result after the cycle breaking algorithm in Figure 7.7,
which include the part of the DAG involving Finance and all its hyponyms within the
fourth-order neighborhood.
Since only 500 top skills are left when constructing the graph, one should expect the recall
of the taxonomy should be limited. The recall aside, the constructed taxonomy has decent
overall quality. If we refer to a hyponym of t that also has an edge to t as a child of t,
seven out of nine children of Finance makes sense except Tax and Analytical Skills, where
the latter two are related to Finance but are not precisely its hyponyms. One level deeper,
descendants of the seven children are reasonable as well, which further corroborated the
effectiveness of the proposed HDCG framework.
As a final remark, even when such unsupervised approach cannot yield a perfect taxonomy,
the discovered hypernymy pair with hypernymy scores are still useful when human labelers
wish to seek recommendation in growing a taxonomy from roots to leaves.
7.6 SUMMARY
We proposed to discover hypernymy from text-rich HINs, which availed us with additional
rich signals from the network data besides corpus. From real-world data, we identified
the importance of modeling context granularity in the distributional inclusion hypothesis
(DIH). We then proposed the HDCG framework that exploits both network and textual
signals for the problem of hypernymy discovery. Experiments and case study demonstrated




In this section, we collectively discuss multiple conceptual and practical issues regarding
heterogeneous association and its implication.
Sensitivity to noise. Networks derived from real-world scenarios can be inaccurate. Such
inaccuracy introduces noise to datasets used as input network mining algorithms. It is
hence of interest to understand how the benefit of modeling heterogeneous association, as
well as the methods proposed in this dissertation, can be dampened by such noise. Among
all the methods proposed in this dissertation, AspEm is the only one whose performance
can potentially be not continues to the variation of noise. This is because AspEm involves
hard-partitioning the input network to find aspects, which itself is a discretizing process.
We, therefore, choose AspEm as an example to perform noise sensitivity study.
Figure 8.1: Aspect inconsistency under varied noisy rate normalized by the
inconsistency of the whole network.
To this end, we again use the DBLP dataset and the link prediction problem introduced
in Section 5.4 as the downstream evaluation task. To introduce noise to the input dataset,
with probability p, we replace each edge with another edge connecting the original center
node to a randomly selected node with type identical to that of the original node linked to
the center node. In other words, the expected noise rate of the new dataset is p.
In Figure 8.1, we plot out the relative inconsistency score of multiple aspects of interests
against the noise rate, where p traverses 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, . . . , 1.00. The relative inconsistency
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Table 8.1: Link prediction results on DBLP on noisy network data under varied
noise rate.
Method OneSpace AspEm
Metrics P@1 P@3 P@10 R@1 R@3 R@10 P@1 P@3 P@10 R@1 R@3 R@10
0.0 0.7440 0.5381 0.2279 0.3301 0.6401 0.8519 0.7724 0.5645 0.2356 0.3479 0.6749 0.8810
0.1 0.7423 0.5319 0.2225 0.3280 0.6303 0.8292 0.7635 0.5531 0.2302 0.3424 0.6587 0.8596
0.2 0.7327 0.5193 0.2167 0.3221 0.6139 0.8085 0.7425 0.5319 0.2227 0.3297 0.6317 0.8317
0.4 0.6837 0.4737 0.2003 0.2941 0.5532 0.7448 0.6912 0.4860 0.2049 0.3001 0.5712 0.7612
0.6 0.5883 0.3954 0.1721 0.2440 0.4561 0.6388 0.5973 0.4074 0.1757 0.2496 0.4709 0.6499
0.8 0.3826 0.2516 0.1192 0.1480 0.2815 0.4380 0.3819 0.2508 0.1181 0.1486 0.2796 0.4342
1.0 0.0272 0.0278 0.0274 0.0107 0.0311 0.1024 0.0274 0.0275 0.0273 0.0103 0.0303 0.1017
of an aspect is the inconsistency of this aspect normalized by that of the whole network.
Recall that the two representative aspects selected are {APRTV, APY}. The rank of in-
consistency score of APRTV or APY first changed when the score of APRTV surpasses the
score of PTVY at noise rate between 0.20 and 0.25. In other words, since the unchanged
rank guarantees unaltered aspect selection, the aspect selection result is robust to noise with
noise rate at least up to 0.20.
Furthermore, we study how noise impacts the quantitative evaluation result of the link pre-
diction task in DBLP. For each noisy input data generated as described above, we learn the
embedding with OneSpace and the proposed method with representative aspects {APRTV,
APY}. OneSpace is used for comparison because (i) it serves as a direct comparison to the
proposed method and can be used to verify the utility of resolving incompatibility by aspects
and (ii) it is among the best baselines in previous experiments. It is worth noting that the
training data in the downstream learner is not intruded by noises so that we can focus on
the impact of noise on the embedding algorithm itself. This is experiment, we set p to be
0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, or 1.00. The results are presented in Table 8.1.
Overall, the performance of each model continuously drops as the noise rate increases.
When the noise rate is 1, the input HIN has only random edges, and both methods degenerate
to random guess. Notably, the relative difference between OneSpace and AspEm decreased
to half of that without noise only after the noise rate increases to 0.2. This implies AspEm
could still be a valid method with the presence of noise.
Possibility of general-purpose representation learning that subsumes the pro-
posed methods. In this dissertation, we demonstrated the existence of heterogeneous
association in real-world networks and introduced multiple embedding learning methods to
explicitly model such heterogeneous association. On the other hand, it would be appealing
if researchers could devise a general-purpose representation learning that subsumes the pro-
posed methods so that without explicitly modeling heterogeneous association by means in
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AspEm or HEER, one can still harness such heterogeneity in data. We argue that while
such direction is very attempting, it is also a difficult problem, and many challenges are
still unsolved before the research community can approach its solution. We also note that
a balance of information loss and compactness exists in pursuing such solution – the most
comprehensive representation is the sparse representation of adjacency matrix of the net-
work itself, which is not compact or directly useful and is simultaneously lossless. As such,
we consider the proposed methods to be one step toward the general-purpose representation
learning algorithm in the sense that the latter should have the parameter space to embed
the heterogeneous association.
Possibility of automatic data interpretation. As we have observed the existence of
heterogeneous association in real-world networks, it is of interest to understand whether it
is possible to better automatically interpret data considering such heterogeneity. Without
supervision, we have proposed an incompatibility measure in Section 5.3.1 to quantify the
incompatibility within a network. For the specific task of deriving relevance measure, Chap-
ter 4 described a relevance measure that can reveal the heterogeneous association among
meta-paths. We note that for general purpose, the incompatibility measure discussed in
Section 5.3.1 is one way to characterize such heterogeneity, but this measure is not the only
reasonable measure, and different measures can potentially prefer different tasks. Therefore,
such unsupervised measures can be a handy approach to obtain a quick insight from the
dataset, while in case the concerned task is specified, it could be beneficiary to interpret
data with a method considering the objective of the task. In this way, the heterogeneity
identified could be more pertinent to the task of interest.
Scenario where the proposed methods would not work. The methods proposed in
the dissertation are all based on the necessity of modeling heterogeneous association. As
a result, when such heterogeneity does not exist in the network, the benefit of modeling it
would also vanish. An extreme example is when incompatibility does not exist among net-
work component, AspEm would not be able to identify semantically distinct representative
aspects. In this case, crafting multiple network partitions as aspects would not possibly
introduce performance boost compared with using the whole network. Similarly, if such het-
erogeneity does not exist, HEER would not benefit from employing heterogeneous metrics
either.
Further clustering aspect in modeling heterogeneous association. The incompati-
bility measure proposed in Section 5.3.1 provides an unsupervised approach to quantify in-
compatibility among network components. Using such an approach one can further measure
the closeness among aspects. As such, it is possible to further cluster aspects to construct an
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aspect hierarchy. The embedding algorithm can potentially be further improved with such
aspect hierarchy for modeling multiple levels of incompatibility within the network. The
method for embedding leveraging aspect hierarchy is yet to be studied, while a few straight-
forward methods exist. One example is to first learn the embedding using higher-level, more
coarse aspects as pre-training, and then proceed to lower-level, more specific aspects for
fine-tuning.
The impact of bias in hypernymy discovery by HDCG. For both keyword in DBLP
and skill in PSN, the input dataset can have a bias toward the popular target nodes. Specif-
ically, these target nodes would have higher degrees in the HIN and more occurrences in the
associated corpus. We note that such bias in the corpus could lead to lexical memorization
in our model. Meanwhile, its impact from the HIN is less prominent since the generality
of hypernymy pairs is coupled with the granularity of contexts. The less popular nodes –
which is semantically less general – would be addressed appropriately at a finer granularity.
Factors impacting the performance of context in HDCG. As we have demonstrated
through illustrative examples and experiments, the granularity is a critical factor of a context
that impacts the discovery ability of hypernymy measures under this context. Meanwhile,
it is worth noting that granularity is not the sole factor, and the more specific semantics of
the context is useful in further explaining the behavior of different contexts. As an example,
the finer Clus-10000 context has better performance than the coarser Clus-100 under each
measure according to Figure 7.6. However, specifically under M3, the coarser Grp-by-V
outperformed the finer Grp-by-A. A more extreme example is defining each context unit to
be a randomly generated cluster. In this case, any context will always give random results
regardless of granularity.
Confidence of the induced taxonomy by HDCG. In the application of taxonomy or
ontology, it is often useful to have an estimate on the confidence of each edge. In our case
study in Section 7.5.5, we did not provide confidence for the constructed taxonomy. We note
that generating such a confidence score is possible since the hypernymy inference model out-
put hypernymy pairs with likelihood, and several DAG construction algorithms can factor
in edge weights. However, such estimate on confidence is prone to error propagation in the
DAG construction process. As such, if one wishes to improve the confidence estimate for
such two-step taxonomy construction method, it would be interesting to propose a DAG con-
struction method that specifically serves this purpose. Furthermore, it is worth noting that
the end-to-end method for taxonomy construction exists in the literature that circumvents
the error propagation problem in the DAG construction process [85].
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, I have studies the heterogeneous association across different com-
ponents of typed real-world networks. Previously, the studies of typed networks mainly
leverage the benefit introduced by the distinct node or edge types per se, while this disser-
tation focuses on the higher-level heterogeneous association, which we identify as important
and intrinsic to the signals encapsulated in the networks. The proposed principles and tech-
niques can help the researchers to investigate networks from a new perspective and enable
the developers to further unleash the power of the ubiquitous typed real-world network data.
The major contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
• Identified the importance of heterogeneous association in real-world net-
works. When real-world networked data come with type information, the network
would often consist of multiple distinct components that are backed by the different
generating mechanism. As a result, assuming the homogeneous association among the
components is a stronger assumption in the typed real-world networks than that it
is in the untyped, homogeneous networks. Through a series of analyses of different
real-world datasets in multiple data mining tasks, I showcased the benefit of modeling
heterogeneous association.
• Developed easy-to-use tools to harness heterogeneous association. Aside
from the multiple models proposed for different data mining tasks in Chapter 3, 4,
and 7, I provide a solution for users who wish to quickly enjoy the benefit of modeling
heterogeneous without tweaking or customizing their own model. The users can embed
their typed network using one algorithm I provide, and then use any appropriate off-
the-shelf learning algorithm on top of the learned embedding to complete their task. In
this dissertation, two algorithms considering heterogeneous association are developed:
AspEm in Chapter 5 and HEER in Chapter 6. AspEm would be recommended in
the case where the users have the knowledge that multiple aspects with distinctively
incompatible semantics exist in the network, or the users have the expertise to assign
meaningful semantic aspects. On the other hand, if the users have little knowledge of
the network or many (e.g., more than ten) edge types exist in the network, I would
recommend first try out HEER as the embedding algorithm.
• Demonstrated the viability of practicing the proposed principle with little
customization effort to applications. In Chapter 7, I tackled the problem of
hypernymy discovery with network data, which is outside of the scope of previous
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network mining studies to the best of my knowledge. I demonstrated the viability
of applying the principle of modeling heterogeneous association within typed real-
world networks to this problem – an important and fundamental problem in natural
language processing. In the proposed solution, the framework design for modeling
heterogeneous association is relatively simple and straightforward, which showed it is
possible to apply the proposed principle to application scenarios with little effort in
designing or tweaking models customized for the application.
While working on this dissertation, I find several promising directions to further the fron-
tiers of studying heterogeneous association in real-world networks. I discuss two of them in
as follows.
The first one is to study task-specific approaches to model the heterogeneous association.
While I have observed that the association strength among network components can vary,
it is possible only a portion of the components, and their associations are relevant to given
downstream tasks. However, this dissertation either models heterogeneous association in an
unsupervised fashion or only inject supervision in the second stage of a two-stage solution
where the heterogeneous association is considered in the first stage. For example, the AspEm
algorithm select aspects in an unsupervised way with an incompatibility measure. In case
the downstream task is given, or certain supervision is available, it would be instrumental
in selecting more aspects more pertinent to the task especially when the space for candidate
aspects is large.
The other direction is to understand and model the impact of heterogeneous association
in data standardization. Data standardization is a widely used process to convert data from
multiple sources to a standardized format so that users can access the data more easily in a
standardized approach. In the scenario of network data, examples of data standardization
include managing multiple typed social networks together and constructing biological net-
works from multiple sources. The networks involved in these scenarios are typed in nature,
and the heterogeneous association may prevalently exist. Meanwhile, the outcome of data
standardization is expected to have a common format and be accessible in a standardized
approach. Therefore, it is of interests to understand the impact of the existence of heteroge-
neous association on the outcome of standardizing data, and in case it negatively affects data
standardization, what are the principles and methodologies to alleviate this problem. The
study in this direction can potentially benefit collective research in all data-driven fields as
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